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Sofia Goetz

School-to-Prison Pipeline and Its Infestation in
Black and Brown Communities

Sofia Goetz, Smith

I

n the United States there is the
belief that a quality education, and
education as a whole, is child’s
ticket to a prosperous and successful
life. It was Thomas Jefferson who went
as far as to say that it is incredibly
important to “Educate and inform the
whole mass of the people...they are the
only sure reliance for the preservation
of our liberty”.1 Jefferson’s belief about
the United States was meant to extend
into the future, but this moral value and
commitment was never extended to low
income communities, and especially
communities of color - almost as if
the privilege of an education is only
reserved for some people, not all. All
across the country Black and Brown
youth especially, have been abandoned
and disappointed by the education
system. A system meant to give them
mobility is instead forcing the Black
and Brown youth of this country to
remain in their subservient positions.
One of the most successful forces
hindering the progress of Black and
Brown youth is the school-to-prison
pipeline. The school-to-prison-pipeline
can be summed up by a series of events
in a child’s education that takes the
child out of school and puts it into the

United States incarceration system. The
school-to-prison pipeline eats Black
and Latino youth, just to spit them
back out. The presence of the schoolto-prison pipeline places a dark shadow
over this country’s educational system,
and is ruining student potential in Black
and Brown communities. The schoolto-prison pipeline and its relationship
with punitive actions are directly
responsible for the criminalization of
Black and Latino youth and their lack of
success in the United States educational
system. This thesis will be proven by
providing historical context about race
in education, citing statistical evidence
about racial disparities in modern
education, how racial disparities cause
Black and Latino students to act out
or lose their passion for education,
how this in turn causes them to be
more susceptible to punitive measures
and the school-to-prison pipeline, and
ending the paper with a recommended
solution.
The root cause of the schoolprison-prison pipeline begins with
racism. The United States is founded
on, and has a longstanding history with
racism and white supremacy. Racism
is where all roads lead to in regards to

Grant Tilus, "Educational Quotes From Our Founding Fathers" last modified July 2, 2012, https://
www.rasmussen.edu/student-experience/college-life/educational-quotes-from-our-founding-fathers/.
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the plight of Black and Latino youth
in the United States, beginning with
the concept of slavery. For many years,
Black and Brown people were seen
only as property, not people. Black and
Brown humanity was never respected,
and this population was looked at as
sub-human and a pseudo-mechanical
force meant to further the United States
economy. It was only until President
Lincoln signed the Emancipation
Proclamation, that slavery was proven
to be unconstitutional, and Black and
Brown people were recognized as
people. That of course was not the end
of the battle. In the stages after the
Emancipation Proclamation, Black and
Brown people were still not respected.
In response to the Black and Brown
population’s new freedom, many states
began to establish hateful provisions
called Jim Crow Laws. In the book The
New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in
the Age of Color Blindness by Michelle
Alexander, Alexander recounts the
creation of these laws when she writes,
“Just as the white elite had
successfully driven a wedge
between poor whites and blacks
following Bacon’s Rebellion...
another racial caste system was
emerging nearly two centuries
later, in part due to efforts by white
elites to decimate a multiracial
alliance of poor people. By the turn
of the twentieth century, every
state in the South had laws on the
books that disenfranchised blacks
and discriminated against them in
virtually every sphere of life”.2

These deplorable laws covered
aspects of everyday life, such as: public
water fountains, public bathrooms,
public transportation, the locations
where Black and Brown people could
live, and most horrifyingly, education.
Education, much like everything
else, was segregated. This means
that there were separate schools for
separate races, and racial integration
in schools (including public schools)
was prohibited. Black and Brown youth
were allowed an education, but it was
not nearly as good, or of similar quality,
to a white education. This blatant
racism had been validated ever since
the infamous Plessy v. Ferguson United
States Supreme Court decision. The
United States Supreme Court ruled that
segregation was not unconstitutional
because, “[It] implies merely a legal
distinction between the white and
colored races -- a distinction which is
founded in the color of the two races
and which must always exist so long as
white men are distinguished from the
other race by color”, and summed up
segregation as “separate but equal”.3
It wasn’t until the life-altering Brown
v. Board of Education Supreme Court
Decision, that segregation in schools
was deemed unconstitutional.
Unfortunately, even after
Brown v. Board of Education
occurred, racism still prospered in
this country’s education system.
Schools in predominantly Black and
Brown neighborhoods continued to
be underfunded and undervalued,
and Black and Brown history and/or

Michelle Alexander, The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Color Blindness (New
York: The New Press, 2010) 34-35.
3
Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537.
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narratives were essentially non existent
in the school curriculum. All of these
moments in history, and the absence
of a complete and cohesive history of
Black and Brown people, laid out the
framework for Black and Brown youth
to be abandoned, disrespected, and
disappointed by the education system.
The presence of the racism
towards Black and Latino youth in
education is best examined through
statistical evidence. The three sources
that best capture this evidence are
The Brown Center Report on American
Education by Tom Loveless, the 201314 Civil Rights Data Collection from the
U.S Department of Education Office
for Civil Rights, and an article from
the Association of Mexican American
Educators Journal, by Alicia Pantoja.
Beginning first with The Brown Center
Report on American Education, Tom
Loveless cites results from a study
surrounding the California education
system. Even though this study only
examines educational disparities in
California, those disparities are also
seen across the country. Tom Loveless
points out the fact that even though
the number of punitive measures,
such as out of school suspensions, are
decreasing in California, Latino and
Black students still have the highest
rate of out of school suspensions. Latino
students accounted for 249,318 out of
school suspensions in 2013, a little over
200,000 in 2014, and 173,897 in 2015.
Black students accounted for 92,688
out of school suspension in 2013, about
75,000 in 2014, and 66,277 in 2015. This
is all in stark contrast with the number

of out of school suspensions for White
students, which were 93,576 in 2013,
about 70,000 in 2014, and 66,891 in
2015.4 The disparity margin for Black
and White is minimal, however, due to
the fact that Latinos make up more of
the student population and therefore
causing Latino students to have a more
frequent disciplinary rate in California.
The data continues to get more
bleak in the 2013-14 Civil Rights Data
Collection from the U.S Department
of Education Office for Civil Rights.
This report from the U.S Department
of Education Office for Civil Rights
revealed that on a national scale,
Latino and especially Black youth,
are disciplined at higher rates than
White students. This report showed
that even though the national average
for suspensions in this country was
six percent, the average suspension
rate for K-12 Black boys was 18%, in
comparison to 5% for White boys. The
report also went on to highlight the fact
than even though Latino students only
account for 15% of the K-12 population,
they account for 19% of suspensions. In
addition to high suspension rates, the
report also included the fact that Black
students are more than twice as likely to
be punished through law enforcement
than the rest of the K-12 population,
and over 50% of high schools that are
predominantly Black and/or Latino
have school resource officers.5 This
report proves that racism against Black
and Latino youth in education is present
on a nationwide scale.
A third piece of data evidence
cited in regards to the presence of

Tom Loveless, "Race and School Suspensions," The Brown Center Report on American Education 3, no. 6 (2017): Figure 3-1.
4
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racism in the United States education
system is in Alicia Pantoja’s article
“Reframing
the
School-to-Prison
Pipeline: The Experiences of Latin@
Youth and Families” in the Association
of Mexican American Educators Journal.
In this article, Pantoja specifically
focuses on the Latino demographic and
explains that even though the Latino
demographic is a minority population,
they make up 35% of the United States
prison population. This could be due
to the traditional cause of “criminality,”
but Pantoja makes sure to mention the
continuing criminalization of Latino
immigrant families and youth. Unlike
their Black (citizen) counterparts,
Latino immigrants and youth are
criminalized, not only for their identity,
but for their citizenship status as well.
Alicia Pantoja calls out the research on
Black and Brown criminalization for not
only disproportionately studying Black
students, but for also not mentioning
deportation and xenophobia as a
common reason for the high rates
of Latino youth criminalization.
Pantoja references this specifically
when she writes, “The school-based
criminalization of families and students
is defined by nativist ideologies” and “the
myths of ‘immigrants as criminals.’”6 It
was not until 1982 that undocumented
students were even allowed to enroll
in public schools. Prior to that date,

undocumented students in many areas
were prohibited from enrolling in
public schools.7 Even to this day, school
officials are still not in agreement
about what the “protocol” should be
around undocumented students in
school. The National Association of
Secondary School Principals notes that
several conservative states, such as
Arizona, Georgia, North Carolina and
Texas, have laws in place criminalizing
undocumented people, allow for the
reporting of undocumented students
to Immigration Customs Enforcement,
and having school resource officers
collaborate with Immigration Customs
Enforcement.8 Neglecting to include
deportation and xenophobia from
studies about the school-to-prison
pipeline does a huge disservice towards
Latino youth and their communities.
As previously described earlier
in the paper, it is obvious that Black and
Brown students are being disciplined
at higher rates than White students.
But what are the consequences of that
punitive punishment? Most likely, it
will lead to further criminalization and
incarceration. This can be due to the
literal criminalization of a student, like
an arrest or prosecution, or recurring
absences due to repeated suspensions
and expulsions. For example, in the
book The School-to-Prison Pipeline:
Education, Discipline, and Racialized

U.S. Department of Education Office for Civil Rights, 2013-14 Civil Rights Data Collection:
A First Look (Washington D.C., 2016), 3-5, https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/
docs/2013-14-first-look.pdf.
6
Alicia Pantoka, "Reframing the School-to-Prison Pipeline: The Experiences of Latina Youth
and Families," Association of Mexican American Educators Journal 7, no. 3 (2013): 25.
7
Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202 (1982).
8
"Undocumented Students," National Association of Secondary School Principals, Accessed
October 27, 2018, https://www.nassp.org/policy-advocacy-center/nassp-position-statements/undocumented-students/.
5
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Double Standards by Nancy Heitzeg,
Heitzeig tells the story of Adam
Hernandez. Hernandez was facing
criminal prosecution for allegedly
stealing $2.60 worth of chicken nuggets.9
Adam Hernandez’s experience is just
one, out many, with direct links between
school and the criminal justice system.
Once the student is criminalized at
school, they have established a route
towards prison. This is in part due to
the presence of school resource officers.
Heitzeg continues to cite a study that
showed schools with police presence
had five times the number of disorderly
conduct arrests than schools with no
police presence.10 Instead of attempting
to fully understand why a student is
acting out or stealing food, the school
instead refers them to the criminal
justice system. Who cares if they are
dealing with abuse in the home, or the
don’t have access to food...lock them
up! What educators and administrators
fail to understand however, is that
suspending and expelling Black and
Latino kids cuts away at precious
learning time, and causes them to fall
further and further behind in school. At
a certain point, these students begin to
lose faith in the system, decrease class
participation, and eventually drop out.
In the article From Classmates
to Inmates: An Integrated Approach to
Break the School-to-Prison Pipeline by
Elizabeth Cramer et. al, Cramer et. al
explains in great detail the connection

with the drop out process and the schoolto-prison pipeline. Beginning with a
student’s first arrest - for instance, one
arrest before the age of 16 - decreases
a student’s chance of graduating by
almost 30%. If a student does not
graduate with a high school diploma
or equivalent, their chances of entering
the incarceration system increases by
26%.11 Now apply this evidence to Black
and Latino students. Black students
are twice as likely to drop out than
white students, and Latino students
are two and half times more likely to
drop out than white students. Given
this information, one can also then
infer that Black and Latino students
are at greater risk of moving away from
education and into incarceration. The
frequency of dropping out, and the high
probability for incarceration, places a
significant burden on Black and Latino
youth, making it almost impossible to
succeed in education at the same rate
as White students. In the rare cases
where Black or Latino youth who have
dropped out, but have yet to interact
with the criminal justice system,
they will still face criminalization in
legitimate job searches. In the book
Punished: Policing the Lives of Black
and Latino Boys by Victor M. Rios, Rios
defines this as: “misrecognition.” Rios
elaborates when he says, “When the
boys displayed a genuine interest in
‘going legit,’ getting a job or doing well in
school, adults often could not recognize

Nancy A. Heitzeg, The School-to-Prison Pipeline: Education, Discipline, and Racialized Double
Standards (Santa Barbara: Praeger, 2016), 3.
10
Nancy A. Heitzeg, The School-to-Prison Pipeline: Education, Discipline, and Racialized Double
Standards (Santa Barbara: Praeger, 2016), 11.
11
Elizabeth D. Kramer, Liana Gonzalez, Cynthia Pellegrini-Lafont, "From Classmates to Inmates: An Integrated Approach to Break the School-to-Prison Pipeline," Equity & Excellence in
Education 47, no. 4 (2014): 461.
9
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their positive attempts and sometimes
interpreted them as rude or malicious
acts and therefore criminalized them.”12
Even when Latino and Black youth want
to do better and play by the book, the
system still rejects them. This rejection,
especially in school, is what causes Black
and Latino youth (in this case boys) to
choose options like dropping out and
participating in illegal activities. When
an entire country and system is rigged
against your success, of course one is
going to give up trying to fit into said
system.
In order to combat the
racialized and life altering system
that is the school-to-prison pipeline, a
possible solution could be a “blended
education.” A blended education is
where students not only learn in person
via teachers/classes, but also through
solo online learning. Students would be
able to have the educational structure
that they are used to, but would also
learn accountability and have personal
space to complete their assignments.
This new way of learning is discussed
in the article Getting At-Risk Teens to
Graduation: Blended Learning Offers
a Second Chance by June Kronholz. In
the article Kronholz explains that in
blended schools, there is typically no
law enforcement presence, no locks
on the lockers, and little to no drama

among the students. Kronholz also
cites a specific program called the
Performance Learning Center, which
is specifically geared towards at-risk
students, previously labeled “difficult
students,” or students on the brink of
dropping out.13 Thankfully, this is not
the only program. Other programs
similar to P.L.C. or blended learning
programs are popping up around the
country. Programs such as these give
agency back to the students, which
re-establishes their interest in an
education, and keeps them away from
prison.
Yes, blended learning is not the
holy grail of solutions for the schoolto-prison pipeline. It is however, a
stepping stone towards something
more impactful. In addition to blended
learning, there has to be a complete
overhaul of the education system in the
United States in order to prevent more
Black and Latino youth from joining
the criminal justice system. Temporary
or “band aid”solutions will not achieve
the improvements necessary to allow
Black and Latino youth to catch up to
their white peers. Until then, Black and
Latino youth in the United States will
continue to be targeted, ignored and
discarded by the very system meant to
encourage and inspire them.

Victor M. Rios, Punished: Policing the Lives of Black and Latino Boys (New York: NYU Press,
2011), 98.
13
June Kronholz, "Getting At-Risk Teens to Graduation: Blended Learning Offers a Second
Chance," Education Next 11, no. 4 (2011): 24-31.
12
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Noble Savage, Noble Scotsman: The Act of Union as a
Dubious Model for British Colonialism

Kelton Holsen, Augsburg University
Introduction

and James MacPherson, as well as the
myths that arose around the Jacobite
Rebellion, putting Scotland at the
forefront of the horrors that were to
come when those myths were exploited
by later revisionists.1

It has become almost a cliché
that during the period of intense
colonialism by the great powers of
Europe 'the sun never set on the British
empire'. The reason that this cliché
persists is that the idea behind it is
true: according to the Encyclopaedia
Britannica, "[b]y the end of the 19th
century, the British Empire comprised
nearly one-quarter of the world’s land
surface and more than one-quarter of
its total population" (Britannica). This
vast conquest was not done on a whim:
it had deep roots in ideas of cultural
and economic superiority and, more to
the point, the (demonstrably false) idea
that the British Empire represented
progress and 'civilization', while the rest
of the world represented backwardness
and so-called 'barbarism'. These ideas
arose, developed, and even to some
extent occurred in Scotland through
the academic works of writers such
as Adam Smith, William Robertson,

"Civilisation" and "barbarism"
The
idea
that
Europe,
specifically Great Britain, represented
'civilization' while the rest of the world
was fraught with backwardness arose in
the works of the conjectural historians2:
those who sought to determine how
societies develop through comparison
of the vast differences among humanity.
Chief among these was Adam Smith.
In Smith's 
Four Stages of Society
, he
stratifies societies into different levels
of "progress" based on the means by
which they survive and how that affects
their respective notions of property
(479-487). In order, the four stages are
"first, the Age of Hunters; [second], the
Age of Shepherds; [third], the Age of

Broadly speaking, historical revisionism is a general term used to refer to any effort to change
the narrative about a given historical event. This is not inherently a bad thing: James McPherson (no relation), former president of the American Historical Association, has described revisionism as "the lifeblood of historical scholarship" and gone on to say that "[t]here is no single,
eternal, and immutable "truth" about past events and their meaning. The unending quest of
historians for understanding the past—that is, "revisionism"—is what makes history vital and
meaningful.". However, revisionism is generally seen as bad academic practice when it is performed without solid historical evidence to back it up, as well as when it is used to justify or
cover up historical oppression.
1
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Agriculture; and [ fourth], the Age of
Commerce" (Smith, 479). Smith doesn't
stop at simply characterizing what
puts a society at one stage or another,
however; he gives historical and
contemporary examples to justify his
theory, placing the Native Americans
in the first category, the "Tartars
and Arabs" in the second, and most
of Europe in the fourth (Smith, 479480). It is important to note that this
division is not only ethnocentric, but
also historically inaccurate: while Smith
dismisses Native American agriculture
as "the women plant[ing] a few stalks
of Indian corn at the back of their huts"
(479), evidence shows that they in fact
used their fields to grow crops like corn,
beans, and squash (the "Three Sisters")
and even developed irrigation systems
for the purposes of agriculture (Park).
Furthermore, Smith misses the obvious
deduction that it would be significantly
more difficult and less practical to
develop agriculture in the dry climates
where the "Tartars and Arabs" lived. This
theory did something very important
for justifications of the British Empire:
it created a hierarchy of civilizations in
which the Empire was conveniently on
top and everyone else was somewhere
below.
The field of conjectural history
is shot through with the concept of a

hierarchy of societal development. In
William Robertson's essay "Comparative
History", he makes similar claims to
Smith, drawing comparisons between
the ancient Germans encountered
by the Roman historian Tacitus and
the modern-day Native Americans-although like Smith, he also asserts that
"[m]ost of the American tribes subsist
by hunting, and are in a ruder and more
simple state than the ancient Germans"
(Robertson, 677-681). Robertson's
choice to compare Native Americans to
the ancient Germans raises questions:
is there also a modern analogue for
the Romans that conquered and ruled
over the Germanic tribes? By painting
a picture of 'barbarism'', Robertson
and Smith also demonstrate what they
consider 'civilization': the peoples that
they describe as 'barbaric' are described
in contrast to the 'civilized' empires that
seek to conquer them. As the Germanic
tribes were to Rome, went the logic, so
were the Native Americans to Britain.
Thus, like Rome, the British Empire saw
itself as poised to bring 'civilization' to
the uncivilized regions of the world.
Note that the Scottish
academics likely did not intend to create
a justification for colonialism: they all
had their own academic reasons for
the works which they created. Instead,
Smith and Robertson, as well as other

The conjectural historians were a specific group of historians during the Scottish Enlightenment period whose work focused on a theory of societal development based on the comparison of contemporary European society to "'rude tribes' (whether of the past or the present)."
(Hopfl, 1). Key figures among them were Dugald Stewart, Adam Smith, and William Robertson.
Hopfl goes on to describe how "conjectural history traces a 'process' or 'progress' between a
terminus a quo, namely 'the first simple efforts of uncultivated nature,' and a terminus ad quem,
the 'wonderfully and artificially complicated condition' in which we find ourselves." (Hopfl,
2). Conjectural history often involved theories of societal development coming in stages, and
also featured a strong tendency to favor European societies when it came time to analyze what
societies had reached what stages at any given point.
2
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The Birth of the Highland Myth

figures whose writings inadvertently
justified colonialism, fell victim to the
law of unintended consequences--a
concept ironically conceived in part by
Adam Smith which states that "[the]
actions of people...always have effects
that are unanticipated or unintended"
(Norton). Whether or not the conjectural
historians meant to line up their
definitions of 'barbarous' or 'backwards'
societies with the very peoples that
the British Empire was looking at
colonizing is irrelevant; what matters
is that this stratification of societies
between perceptions of 'barbarism'
and 'civilization' provided justification
for the centuries of imperialism and
colonialism that would follow.
With the theories of Smith and
Robertson, the foundations had been
laid for the idea of Empire. When the
propagandists of the British Empire
went to build upon these foundations,
however, they realized that theory
would not be enough: to show that the
British Empire was representative of the
'civilization' which, as demonstrated by
Smith's logic, needed to spread to the
rest of the world, the revisionists would
need to find a model that would show
the British Empire's ability to bring
civilization to an area once thought of
as 'barbaric'. A cursory examination
of the Empire's history up to that
point revealed one example which
the revisionists could easily turn to
their advantage: the now-completely
integrated country of Scotland.

In order to learn how Scotland
was used to demonstrate the British
imperial myth, we must first examine
the circumstances under which
Scotland entered the British Empire.3 In
1707, the Act of Union came into effect,
formally uniting Scotland and England
in what would eventually become the
British Empire (Emerson, 11). This union
was not entirely peaceful: the Jacobite
rebels, supporters of the line of the
exiled pretender king James II and more
broadly of an independent Scotland,
rose up several times in rebellion against
the throne, most notably in 1745 when
they were finally crushed at the Battle
of Culloden, after which most of the key
figures of the rebellion were killed or
exiled and the claimant, "Bonnie Prince
Charlie" (Charles Edward) was forced
to flee to the mainland (Morrill). The
Jacobites claimed to represent Scottish
heritage and independence, and thus
even after their defeat, "'the king over
the water' gained a certain sentimental
appeal, especially in the Scottish
Highlands, and a whole body of Jacobite
songs came into being." (Morrill).
At first glance, the Jacobites
might seem like the forces of Scottish
nationalism acting in resistance to
British imperialism. Oddly enough,
this picture of the Jacobite Rebellion
is exactly what the proponents of the
British Empire were working to create.
In 2016, University of Glasgow historian
Professor Murray Pittock argued that
"[ f]ar from claymore wielding Highland

Note that Scotland was not the beginning of the English expansionism that would lead into
the British expansionism that was the Empire. This arguably began with the Acts of Plantation
in the 17th century (Canny).
3
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savages (sic.) being routed [by] muskets
and cannon fire...the battle was a clash of
modern armies with the outnumbered
Jacobites defeated by their opponents
use of cavalry and swords" (Braiden).
Pittock went on to say that the popular
image of the Jacobites being traditional
Highland warriors complete with kilt
and sword is the product of the Jacobite
rebellions having been "strongly and
systematically misremembered to
emphasise a secure framework for the
development of ‘Britishness’ and the
British imperial state" (Braiden). This
propaganda both served the immediate
interests of the British Empire with
respects to Scotland (by delegitimizing
the Jacobites as "savages") and, later on,
its long-term interests with respects
to the rest of the world (by painting a
picture of the Empire having defeated
representatives of the 'barbaric' past).
This deception neither began
nor ended with Culloden. In order to reframe the Act of Union as the triumph
of 'civilization' over barbarism and
thus to convince the Scots to accept
it, the culture of Scotland had to be reframed in a way that presented it as
distinctly 'barbaric' and in dire need of
progress. At the same time, however, the
imperialists knew that they had to create
this picture in a way that would appeal
to the residents of Scotland: being told
that one's fellow citizens are backward
'savages' doesn't tend to make one very
enthusiastic about participating in an
Empire run by the very people telling
one these things. Thus, the myth of the
Scots as "savages" had to be infused with
a certain degree of pride and nobility;
thus, the myth of the noble savage was
born.
As Hugh Trevor-Roper points

out in his essay "The Invention of
Tradition: The Highland Tradition of
Scotland", "[b]efore the later years of the
seventeenth century, the Highlanders
of Scotland did not form a distinct
people. They were simply the overflow
of Ireland." (Trevor-Roper, 15). Although
in the present, the figure of the Scot
dressed in a kilt and tam o' shanter
and, perhaps, playing the bagpipe is
ubiquitous with the image of Scotland,
most of the aspects of that figure and
the "Highland culture" that goes with
him were fabricated in the pursuit of
reshaping the image of Scotland's past
into one that better fit the noble savage
myth. Although there may have been
people like this living in the Highlands,
most of the country distrusted them. In
1850, Lord Macauley noted with irony
that when the king wore a ceremonial
kilt as a part of his visits to Scotland,
he was "show[ing] his respect for the
historical Scottish nation 'by disguising
himself in what, before the union, was
considered by nine Scotchmen out of ten
as the dress of a thief'" (Devine, 355-356).
Indeed, the kilt had briefly been banned
in the wake of the Jacobite Rebellion of
1715; when it returned, Trevor-Roper
notes, the garment had fallen out of
fashion with the working class, who had
grown accustomed to trousers, but was
adopted "with enthusiasm" by the upper
classes as a sign of national pride (24). As
the Highlander became a romanticised
figure, the kilt became more than just
a garment: it became an important
cultural symbol (Trevor-Roper, 24).
The figure of the Highlander
was particularly useful territory for
imperialist revisionism because of the
relative void that surrounded him.
Trevor-Roper describes the Celtic
11
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Highlanders as "culturally depressed"-cut off from their Irish roots and
regarded poorly by the rest of Scottish
society, they were easy targets for
historical revisionism that would create
a new sense of Scottish national identity
that was more fitting to the narrative of
Empire (16). The Highlander was already
considered a barbarian. The next step in
the process was to give the Highlander
an aspect of nobility; once the myth of
the Highlander as noble savage had
been fully ingrained in the Scottish (and
even the English) psyche, the resulting
narrative could be reshaped: the Act of
Union could be rewritten as the merge
of the best parts of old and new into a
glorious future, one that would spread
the so-called light of Empire to the rest
of the previously 'darkened' world.

Rewriting History: MacPherson's
Ossian
Although the Act of Union was
not turned into a symbol of imperialism
until decades after the fact, writers
during the time unintentionally created
material that would go on to serve as
the foundations upon which the later
propagandists would build the myth of
Empire. It is important to point out that
at this point Scotland was undergoing a
national identity crisis: the Act of Union
and the Jacobite wars had thrown their
national sovereignty into question, the
economy had been steadily worsening
for decades, and the Kirk was in disarray
as a result of differences between
Scottish and English theology (Emerson,
11-14). This confusion of identity meant
that much of Scotland at the time was
looking for something that would define
who they were as a people: something
12

inherently Scottish at a time when the
meaning of the word was becoming
unclear.
Thus, it was no surprise that
even the academics of Scotland readily
accepted the somewhat dubious words
of scholar James MacPherson when he
claimed to have found and translated
the works of the ancient Scottish bard
Ossian--a national epic that told tales
of an ancient Scottish people who had
settled in the Highlands four centuries
before the Irish, and from whom the
Irish had stolen most of their mythology
(Trevor-Roper, 17). The irony of this,
Trevor-Roper points out, is that not only
was the work a complete fabrication, it
was also plagiarized from Irish myth:
James Macpherson picked up
Irish ballads in Scotland, wrote
an 'epic' in which he transferred
the whole scenario from Ireland to
Scotland, and then dismissed the
genuine ballads thus maltreated
as debased modern compositions
and the real Irish literature which
they reflected as a mere reflection
of them" (17).
Through this clever fabrication,
which received praise from academics
from Walter Scott to Hugh Blair,
MacPherson created a new national
identity for Scotland: in Ossian, he
created a figure that at once represented
the nobility and the 'barbarism' of the
ancient Scots (Trevor-Roper 18).
A key figure in these 'recovered'
writings was Fingal, the father of Ossian
who fought a war against ancient
Rome and ruled Caledonia in antiquity
(MacPherson, 28-29, 38) MacPherson's
depiction of Fingal portrayed him
as almost the idealized picture of a
noble savage. While in his dissertation
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Macpherson describes Europe at the
time of Fingal as "overspread" by "a
cloud of ignorance and barbarism",
he also writes that "if we have placed
Fingal in his proper period, we do
honor to the manners of barbarous
times" (MacPherson, 29, 32). In other
words, MacPherson does not deny the
'barbarism' of his protagonist; instead,
he imbues that 'barbarism' with an
innate nobility. MacPherson goes on to
echo Smith's ideas of societal progress:
There are three stages in human
society. The first is the result of
consanguinity, and the natural
affection of the members of
a family to one another. The
second begins when property is
established, and men enter into
associations for mutual defence,
against the invasions and injustice
of neighbors. Mankind submit,
in the third, to certain laws and
subordinations of government, to
which they trust the safety of their
persons and property. (38).
MacPherson later notes that
"[t]he middle state is the region of
complete barbarism and ignorance", the
middle state being the stage in which
Fingal's society exists (38). Just as Smith
had done before him, MacPherson
stratified society into different levels of
progress. The key difference is that, in
this case, MacPherson put the idealized
version of his own society--that is, the
fictionalized 'Highland culture'--into
a lower strata than the newly formed
British Empire. Fingal's fight against
the Romans, then, parallels with the
Jacobite rising to some extent: the
key difference is that in MacPherson's
fictionalized history, the wise, yet
barbarous Fingal was able to keep the

forces of 'civilization' and Empire at bay,
whereas at Culloden, as the propaganda
tells it, the noble savage fell at the hands
of the forces of progress and modernity,
bringing Scotland firmly into the present
and, as the later revisionists would tell,
into the Empire's mission of spreading
that progress to the rest of the world.
It is important to note that
MacPherson's goal was probably not
to reframe Union as the triumph of socalled 'civilization, or even to praise
Union at all. In this case, MacPherson
also fell victim to the law of unintended
consequences. MacPherson was a native
son of Scotland and part of an ancient
clan: at best, he would have wanted to
create something for his country to
be proud of. At worst, he was simply a
charlatan in search of wealth and fame.
Either way, however, Ossian became the
linchpin of the Scottish noble savage
myth: the more that it gained fame as
a national text, the more the narrative
of Union as the triumph of 'civilization'
over 'barbarism' spread (although its
effects were not felt to their full extent
until later in the 18th century), and the
stronger the case for spreading that
'civilization' became in the hands of the
revisionists.

Applications of the Scottish model
It should here be noted that
the introduction of Scotland into the
British Empire was nothing like the
Empire's subsequent conquests. In
terms of implementation, the 'conquest'
of Scotland was much more of an
annexation: although Devine notes that
the annexation was partly imposed via
economic force from England, the Union
was based in the traditions of both
13
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countries, and the Jacobites who resisted
the cause of Union were considered
dangerous by the English and Scottish
governments alike even before union
(Devine, 49-55). By contrast, the British
imperial conquests involved significant
use of force and often ignored the
sovereignty of the people living in the
conquered area. In general, the Act
of Union and what followed from it do
not even come close to the bloodshed
and human tragedy that resulted from
centuries of rule by the British Empire,
and its acquisition, as previously noted,
also occurred via completely different
methods than those which Britannia
chose to use abroad. Nevertheless, the
Scottish model served the interests
of historical revisionists who chose
to reframe the Act of Union from an
economic annexation to an exemplar of
imperial "progress".4
Not only did the Scots serve
as the face of the British Empire's
purported ability to advance a society
from 'barbarism' to 'civilization', but
they also served as the face of its
colonial efforts overseas. During the
later parts of the 18th and earlier parts
of the 19th centuries, Britain fought
colonial wars across the globe, to
the point that historian T.M. Devine
remarks that Britain "effectively became
an armed nation in this period" (293).
Scots were "grossly overrepresented"
among the soldiers that fought in these
wars--in 1787, 31.5% of the British army
in North America was Scottish, and
despite comprising only 15% of the
British population, Scotland "provided

36 per cent of volunteers in 1797, 22 per
cent in 1801, and 17 per cent in 1804"
(Devine, 297). Furthermore, Scottish
regiments were distinctly Scottish in
their appearance and structure: the
soldiers wore the 'traditional' "Highland
dress" and were "encouraged to develop
their own particular 
esprit de corps
" based around their Scottish identity
(Devine, 309). This, as Devine points
out, was particularly curious against the
background of the Jacobite rebellions,
in response to which Britain had taken
actions such as banning Highland dress
and other symbols of Scottish patriotism
(309).
Devine argues that the Scots
were allowed to show this national and
cultural pride as a way of letting off
steam, and that the Highland regiments
were a way for the British Empire to
channel the "disaffection" of the Scottish
people into the service of Empire (310).
Taking this argument a step further, the
Scotland which the Highland regiments
took pride in was no longer the old
Scotland that the Jacobites had longed
for a return to--rather, the Highland
regiments fought for a new Scotland: a
Scotland which had advanced into the
modern era and was now a part of the
British Empire, while still keeping its
sense of cultural identity. Putting the
Highland regiments at the forefront of
their colonial endeavors fed the myth
at the core of the British Empire: that
colonization was a transformative
process designed to bring societies into
the light of a modern era.

Note that the Scottish imperial myth did not arise in and of itself during the time of the Act of
Union; rather, later historians used the Act of Union and work by previous revisionists such as
MacPherson in order to incorporate the Act of Union into imperial mythos.
4
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Enlightened Trusteeship

(Boisen). Boisen argues that Locke's
theory created "a universal theory of
property without somehow conceding
that the Indians owned their land by
introducing a limited definition of
labour and making it a moral obligation
to engage in that particular type of
labour", essentially "setting the Natives
up for failure in fulfilling their duty to
God."
This line of thinking, however,
began to weaken as the Enlightenment
movement spread across Europe and
ideas of conjectural history caught on:
if native peoples were simply behind
in their "development", then taking
their land away would be like stealing
from a child; instead, a notion of
"trusteeship" to guide the "facilitation
of civilising" would be necessary in the
new "enlightened empire" (Boisen).
Furthermore, the methods of colonizing
themselves had changed: as Gallagher
and Robinson point out, in the latter part
of the British colonial period, the British
socio-economic sphere began to expand
to countries over which it did not even
formally rule in what the authors refer
to as an "informal empire" through "the
combination of commercial penetration
and political influence [which] allowed
the United Kingdom to best command
those economies which could be made
to fit best into her own" (1, 5-11). Thus,
the obligation to 'civilize' as a pretext
for colonialism became much more
appealing in the latter part of the 18th

This new model of colonialism
signalled a significant shift in the
rhetoric used to justify colonialism.
One of the original moral justifications
for colonialism came from John Locke,
who wrote that our right to own land is
based on our "duty to God" to cultivate
it, from which followed that the Native
Americans, who he accused of being
"parasitic on the land" due to previously
mentioned misconceptions about their
agriculture, were failing their duty of care
and thus liable for conquest by the more
'civilised' Europeans (Boisen). Early
colonialism had been often justified in
part via the concept of terra nullius, or
"nobody's land"--that because the areas
of the world colonized by the Empire
were home to people who, according
to the British, had not sufficiently
developed them, they could not truly
stake a claim to the land. Therefore,
the reasoning went, it was acceptable
for European countries to lay claim to
an area of land where a tribe had lived
for centuries, send settlers to live there,
and then use military force against the
natives if they tried to prevent their land
from being stolen (Boisen).5 This logic,
extrapolated from Locke's writings, was
used to justify the colonial doctrine
of terra nullius, and thus to justify the
right of European settlers to take land
that had previously belonged to native
peoples and set up European-style farms

This was not the only justification given for colonialism, or cause of the British Empire:
religious proselytism, the desire for economic expansion, and the desire to hold locations of
strategic importance often drove empires of the time to colonize, and technological factors as
well as the intentional exploitation of infectious diseases allowed for the easy facilitation of
colonialism (Aybar). It was, however, a significant justification, as it allowed for many of the
potential concerns about the natives' right to their own land to be hand-waved away.
5
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century. It should be noted that both
the terra nulliusdoctrine and this new
notion of trusteeship had roots in
intentionally false ideas about Native
societies; these justifications functioned
as mere tools to smooth over the process
of displacing and exploiting indigenous
people worldwide.
In this context, it becomes
clear why the Act of Union and Scotland
as a whole became the centerpiece of
the British Empire myth: if the Act of
Union is the gold standard for the British
Empire's ability to civilise, the British
Empire becomes the gold standard for
'good colonialism'. The formation of the
Scottish regiments and for the rewriting
of Union as the 'civilization' of Scotland
helped to sell the myth of trusteeship:
that Britain's track record involved
'civilizing' a people so thoroughly that
they could go on to 'civilize' others. The
fact that, even by British standards,
Scotland was already a 'civilized' nation
before the Act of Union had by this point
been covered up with enough historical
revisionism that it could be safely
ignored.
Indeed, historical revisionism
became more and more prevalent as
the justifications for Empire evolved.
For instance, although his work was
highly unfair to the Native Americans
and paved the way for the notion of
trusteeship, Adam Smith was generally
opposed to the British Empire,
devoting an entire chapter in the
Wealth of Nationsto "a comprehensive
inventory of the economic and moral
aberrations of empire" (Ince). After
Smith's death, however, the mostly
anti-colonialist positions he had held
in life were misconstrued to support
the British Empire in its mission
16

of so-called trusteeship. Although
Smith's main proposal for the fate of
the British colonies was an eventual
"decolonization" in which the Empire
released their former colonies on good
terms and subsequently set up military
alliances and trade partnerships,
his readers in the 19th century set
that proposal aside in favor of his
alternative proposal: that the British
Empire merge with its colonies directly
instead of continuing the earlier system
of imperial federation (Palen). Palen
points out that this theory was taken
to such lengths that, by the end of the
century, Smith was being used to justify
the nationalism and imperialism which
he had previously criticized.
The consequences of the lie of
British trusteeship still echo today. In
2016, a poll revealed that 44% of British
respondents were "proud of Britain's
history of colonialism" (Osborne). The
propaganda surrounding the Empire as
a civilizing force was evidently effective,
as it still persists even in an era where
information is freely accessible about
what the British Empire actually did.
Imperial 'civilizing' included methods
that were horrific and inhumane,
including the use of concentration
camps against the Boer population
at the turn of the 20th century and
the Kenyan people during the Mau
Mau uprising of the 1950s, as well as
the massacres, famines, and religious
violence incited by British negligence
in India and Pakistan (Osborne). Even
if these atrocities had not occurred, the
sheer fact that for nearly three centuries
Britain took over almost a quarter of the
world and exploited it for resources is
morally reprehensible.
Ultimately, the British Empire
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was a systemic moral failure. The
reason for this, when analyzed from
a historical perspective, is simple: the
moral justification of trusteeship that
was used to rationalize the British
Empire was based on a series of lies,
misinterpretations, and historical
revisionism.
Scotland
had
the
misfortune of being the spawning bed
of this deceit, and some of its most

esteemed academics inadvertently
contributed to the revisionism that
would be used to justify the atrocities
that were to come. Although they
may have been victims of the law of
unintended consequences, the work of
these scholars is nevertheless a key part
of how the British imperial myth came
about.
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Considerations in Historical Research:
NWP Strategies – A Case Study

Demery Little, Augsburg University
Abstract

The American women’s suffrage
movement is marked by many
complicated systems all working
together to fight for and against the
enfranchisement of women in the United
States. Groups such as the National
Women’s Party (NWP) and the National
American Woman Suffrage Association
(NAWSA), among other smaller groups,
took different approaches to achieve
the enfranchisement of women. While
NAWSA focused on state-by-state
legislation, the NWP focused their
efforts on the creation of a federal bill
for suffrage. Because of this difference
in focus, the two groups also had a
difference in strategies; NAWSA focused
on legislation and lobbying individual
state congressmen while the NWP used
larger-scale approaches such as large
parades through Washington D.C. on
Inauguration Day or picketing in front
of the White House using signs featuring
direct quotes from the president about
the importance of full democracy.
Because of the stark differences
in approaches, there are interesting
comparisons to be made between the
different ways in which the strategies of
the more large-scale NWP are analyzed
and described in different types of
sources. There are many different
mediums used to tell history, and each
medium has its own specific goals and

H

istorical research is most often
focused on deconstructing
stories from the past in order
to better understand our current
situation. In this way, proper historical
research is vital to the continuing
improvement of any part of society;
whether that is through understanding
systems of government or religion,
or through understanding cultural
and societal norms in the context in
which they came to be. Because of
the impact historical research can
have on our society, it is important to
consider biases in both sources and
in the researcher themselves when
evaluating historical research. The
American women’s suffrage movement,
and more specifically, the National
Women’s Party, provide a perfect case
study for examining the way in which
researcher and source bias can affect
the presentation and understanding of
historical events. This paper seeks to
answer the question of just how much
bias plays into our understanding of
historical events using the lens of a
women’s history movement.
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limitations. Many popular newspapers
from the time talked about the NWP’s
strategies in a negative light, sometimes
comparing their tactics to the more
militant suffragettes in Britain. Primary
source newspaper articles seek to
inform the general population at the
time, but often reflect the personal
biases of the reporters and editors who
write the articles and the audience
they are writing for. Audience bias is
an important factor to consider when
approaching any type of source. For
example, museums and archives are
also seeking to inform the general
population, but their audience is a more
modern one, and their approach will
often put more modern values onto
the historical events and will also often
provide shorter bits of information in
order to better engage their modern
audience. Professional historians are
often seeking to add something to the
academic debate, which is both their
goal and their limitation as they often
end up writing for a small audience.
Films seek to entertain a larger audience
and often sacrifice historical accuracy
for the storyline. Each of these types of
sources approach the NWP differently.
This paper will seek to better understand
the limitations associated with writing
in history and some of the important
considerations that must be made when
analyzing any source on a historical event
by analyzing the way in which different
sources discuss the strategies of the NWP,
specifically their 1913 parade through
Washington D.C. and their White House
picketing campaign.

made of the various interpretations
seen in different kinds of historical
sources of the strategies of the NWP, a
brief overview of the American women’s
suffrage movement must first be put
forth. It is important to understand
the basics of the movement and the
main differences between the two main
groups fighting for suffrage: the NWP
and NAWSA. As stated previously,
NAWSA focused their efforts for
suffrage on securing legislation on a
state-by-state basis, believing that the
only way a federal suffrage amendment
could be passed was if the minimum
number of states required to ratify such
a bill already had suffrage amendments
in their own state constitutions.
This approach focused on lobbying
individual state legislators and on a
nationwide movement of small-scale
parades, speeches, fundraisers, and
committees. The NWP, on the other
hand, focused their time on the passing
of a federal amendment, believing
that a federal amendment would be
a more immediate solution and that
the state-by-state approach taken on
by NAWSA would only prolong the
passage of a suffrage bill and further
delay the enfranchisement of women.
Their approach focused on large-scale
strategies such as parades involving
thousands of women, major public
speeches, picketing in front of the
White House, mass meetings, civil
disobedience, nonviolent confrontation,
hunger strikes, and relentless lobbying
of federal legislators.1 These approaches
were often derived from the British
suffragettes’ militant tactics in England,
which the leader of the NWP, Alice Paul,
experienced during her time supporting
the suffrage movement in England. It

The Suffrage Movement in Whole
Before any analysis can be
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The 1913 Suffrage Parade

was because of these more militantesque tactics that the NWP was
sometimes referred to as “suffragettes,”
a term used to describe militants
rather than the more politically focused
“suffragists.”
The NWP started in 1912 as a
smaller organization within NAWSA,
the Congressional Committee, formed
by Alice Paul and Lucy Burns in an
effort to get NAWSA to focus more on
a federal amendment. In 1913, Paul and
Burns along with the Congressional
Committee organized the 1913 suffrage
parade in Washington D.C. In February
of 1914, Paul and Burns separated from
NAWSA completely to become an
independent organization fighting for
women’s suffrage. In June of 1916 they
became the National Woman’s Party.
The combined effort of the NWP and
NAWSA led to the eventual passing
and ratification of the Nineteenth
Amendment to the Constitution, which
states that “the right of citizens of
the United States to vote shall not be
denied or abridged by the United States
or by any State on account of sex.”2
The amendment passed Congress in
1918 and was ratified by the minimum
three-fourths of the states and
officially became an amendment to the
Constitution in 1919.

Many historical publications
focus on specific events or tactics as a
means of securing the constitutional
amendment.
Examples
include
the parades that the NWP held in
cities across the nation including in
Washington, D.C. The first parade that
Alice Paul held as the leader of NAWSA’s
Congressional Committee occurred
on March 3, 1913, in Washington, D.C.,
the day before Woodrow Wilson’s
inauguration.3 The march consisted of
more than 5,000 marchers, nine bands,
three heralds, four mounted brigades,
and twenty-four floats.4 The march was
organized by Alice Paul, and it drew large
crowds of spectators who were in town
for Wilson’s inauguration. The parade
started as planned but, as the march
wore on, the crowds began to push
onto the street and block the marchers
from proceeding. Some marchers were
pushed, grabbed, tripped, and jeered at
by the crowds. This march was the first
event organized by Alice Paul in the
United States, and it reinvigorated the
movement on a national level.
Newspaper coverage of the
1913 parade in mainstream newspapers
was minimal compared to later parades
organized by Alice Paul. Many of the

“Tactics and Techniques of the National Woman’s Party Suffrage Campaign.” Library of
Congress-American Memory Collection, Accessed 8 Dec. 2018. https://www.loc.gov/collections/static/women-of-protest/images/tactics.pdf.
2
Nineteenth Amendment to the U.S. Const. amend. XIX.
3
Matthew Costello, “Picketing the White House: The Suffragist Movement During the Great
War,” The White House Historical Association, Accessed 11 Dec. 2018, https://www.whitehousehistory.org/picketing-the-white-house.
4
Sheridan Harvey, “Marching for the Vote: Remembering the Woman Suffrage Parade of 1913,”
Library of Congress: American Memory, Accessed 1 Dec. 2017, memory.loc.gov/ammem/awhhtml/aw01e/aw01e.html.
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articles written about the day focus
on Woodrow Wilson’s inauguration
while treating the parade as a footnote
despite the fact that it was a major event
that took place during the inauguration
festivities. For example, an article
written for the New York Times on
Wilson’s inauguration mentioned the
women’s march very briefly. The article
did compare the large crowds at the
march to the lack of crowds at Wilson’s
arrival, and it mentioned how the parade
was in the part of Washington, D.C.,
that was decorated for Wilson’s arrival
so that Wilson had to drive through
residential neighborhoods that were
not decorated and largely deserted. The
article mentioned the women’s march
only to show what an inconvenience it
was to Wilson’s arrival. The article made
no mention of the reasoning behind the
suffrage parade and barely discussed
the actual events of the parade.5 Other
articles written around the same time
for the New York Times do focus on
the parade and describe in detail the
number of women, bands, and floats
participating on that day. One such
article gives information about the
various suffrage leaders who came
to Washington, D.C., to participate
in the march as well as information
on the contents of the various floats.
However, this article makes no mention
of Alice Paul and only talks about
NAWSA, Anna Howard Shaw, and

Carrie Chapman Catt as organizers and
important figures in the parade and
the movement. This article also focuses
on the fashion and decorative aspect
of the parade, traditional feminine
ideals, and therefore doesn’t give the
parade the weight that it deserved in
the movement.6 The Evening Star, a
newspaper out of Washington, D.C.,
published a few articles about the
march as well, mostly focusing on the
beauty of such a parade and the crowds
that cheered the suffragists on along
their route. One such article states that
“the beauty and dignity of [the] great
parade impresses throngs.”7 Another
article published in Washington, D.C.,
this one by The Washington Times,
stated that the suffragists who marched
were cheered by the spectators. This
article stated that 10,000 women
marched in the parade, a number that
is double what almost every other
newspaper cites, and that the police
were supportive of the marchers.8
Both of these articles also give a lot of
attention to the fashion and decoration
put into the parade, choosing again
to focus on the traditionally feminine
aspects of the parade instead of the
political significance of the event. This is
representative of the way that journalists
of the time treated the suffragists. By
using language such as “suffragette”
and “militant” and by focusing their
articles on the traditionally feminine
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aspects of the parade, the journalists
were revealing their bias against the
suffragists and the movement itself.
These biases affected the way that the
movement was portrayed in the media,
therefore affecting the way that the
general population understood the
movement.
Several articles were written
following the march about the
spectators that crowded the streets
and the aftermath of those actions.
For example, an article published for
The New York Times discussed how the
crowds tried to push their way past
the police and into the street in order
to get at the marchers, stating that the
parade had to be halted several times
in order for the crowds to be pushed
back. This article emphasizes the efforts
put forth by the police in order to keep
the spectators back and to protect the
marchers, portraying the police officers
in a much more positive light than other
representations of this event do.9 In
the following days, a few articles were
published following up on the events of
the day and the investigation into the
claims made by the suffragists.10 These
articles are mostly negative towards
the suffragists and often disregard the
crowding of the marchers as simple

overcrowding due to the large number
of people in town for the inauguration.11
These articles are the only ones that
mention Alice Paul and mainly do so in
a negative light.
Because of the biases held
by many journalists of the time, it was
difficult for suffragists to tell their
stories in a way that felt true to them.
Because of this, many suffragists wrote
memoirs following the passage of the
Nineteenth Amendment. For example,
Doris Stevens, a suffragist who worked
with Alice Paul, wrote Jailed for Freedom,
a book about the events of the women’s
suffrage movement. Her book, unlike
the newspaper coverage of the parade,
focuses on the ideals and goals behind
the march and the overall meaning
that the parade had for the movement.
Stevens discusses how the women
wanted to “dramatize in numbers and
beauty the fact that women wanted to
vote.”12 Stevens’ book focuses on how
the parade started bringing attention
to the movement. She discusses how
this march, the first demonstration
organized under the leadership of
Alice Paul, brought into the national
spotlight the importance of the suffrage
movement and the vast number of
women who believed in the movement.
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Stevens also discusses the failure of
the police to protect the marchers, in
contrast to the newspaper accounts
which either ignore that aspect of
the parade or defend the police by
blaming the large inauguration crowds.
However, even Stevens’ account is
brief; she discusses this first march for
only about a page and a half before she
switches focus to other tactics used by
the suffragists.13
Professional historians have
been very influential in shaping the
public portrayals of the suffragists. Each
historian adds a new layer to the debate,
which then affects the next historian
who decides to focus on the same event.
For example, Christine Lunardini’s book,
From Equal Suffrage to Equal Rights:
Alice Paul and the National Woman’s
Party, 1910-1928, discusses the women’s
suffrage movement of the United States
from the perspective that Alice Paul and
the NWP were the main driving force
behind the success. This is very different
from previous historical publications
that focus on NAWSA and largely ignore
the NWP. Because Lunardini takes this
position, she discusses the suffrage
parade of 1913 in great length, analyzing
the politics behind NAWSA granting
Paul leadership of the Congressional
Committee and the authorization to
hold a parade the day before Wilson’s
inauguration. Lunardini discusses how
important the parade was, not just
from the perspective that it brought
media attention to the movement like
Stevens’ book suggests, but also from

the perspective that it was Alice Paul’s
first demonstration as the leader of
NAWSA’s Congressional Committee.14
Lunardini describes in more detail the
events leading up to the parade than
any other source previously discussed,
emphasizing how the parade was
organized and how that affected the
event itself. Lunardini also discusses
how the issue of race affected the
parade and discusses it as an important
issue that went into the planning of
the parade.15 Lunardini also discusses
the racial biases of Alice Paul herself,
an idea which none of the primary
sources seem to consider. Like the
previously discussed sources, Lunardini
discusses the issue of police protection
at the parade and the riot that ensued
as the parade was underway. Lunardini
portrays the riot as an extremely
violent and poorly handled situation
that resulted in several minor injuries
and media outcry for months. This is
extremely different from the previously
discussed sources, as they mention
the riot as being mostly verbal and
inconvenient. Although the articles
and book mentioned earlier do also
discuss the lack of police intervention,
Lunardini’s account uses much more
militant language, more so especially
than the newspaper accounts or the
archival exhibits, which causes her
book to take on a more accusatory tone
than the others. Also unlike the other
previously discussed sources, Lunardini
spends almost no time discussing
the design of costumes, banners, and
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floats which effectively eliminates the
traditionally feminine aspect that the
newspapers focused on and the possible
effect that the design had on the media
attention that Doris Stevens focuses on.
Since the Nineteenth Amendment
passed, many museums and archives
have produced articles and exhibits
about the suffrage movement. The
Library of Congress’ American Memory
collection contains one such article.
This article agrees with many of the
facts laid out in the early newspaper
accounts and Doris Stevens’ book (with
the exception of the article that cited
10,000 women participating in the
parade). The article makes the same
claims as Stevens’ book and discusses
how important it was that this parade
brought the suffrage movement to the
media’s attention. Similar to Lunardini’s
book, the article discusses the issue of
race in relation to the march, an issue
which is not discussed at all in either the
newspaper accounts or Stevens’ book.16
The article does not go into very much
detail regarding the race issue, however,
but the fact that it is mentioned at all
gives the impression that this is a more
complete analysis of the suffragist
parade than the primary sources

themselves are. Another government
resource that discusses the suffrage
parade of 1913 is the Smithsonian
Museum’s National Woman Suffrage
Parade, 1913, exhibit. This exhibit was
a brief paragraph in a larger exhibition
of women’s suffrage history. It briefly
discussed the importance of the parade
as the first demonstration in the capital
and the media attention that the parade
received. The exhibit does mention the
riot that occurred during the parade
but gives barely any information about
it other than the fact that a riot nearly
occurred. Similar to the newspaper
accounts and the article from the
American Memory archive, the exhibit
takes the time to discuss the costumes,
decorations, and banners used by
the suffragists. Unlike the newspaper
accounts, however, the exhibit suggests
that the costumes and banners help
to illustrate the impact of the parade
instead of just shifting focus from the
politics of the parade.17 18
In the film Iron Jawed Angels,
the 1913 parade is depicted as the first
event that Alice Paul participated in as
part of the American women’s suffrage
movement. It becomes a pivotal moment
in the film as it is because of the idea of
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a parade that Paul is able to become
leader of NAWSA’s Congressional
Committee. The parade itself is a large
affair, with bands, floats, banners,
and thousands of women marching
through the streets of Washington,
D.C. These facts are all consistent with
the facts found in the primary sources
and the professional publications
written about the event. However,
the movie portrays the events leading
up to the parade in an oversimplified
manner compared to Lunardini’s book.
Where Lunardini devotes almost an
entire chapter to the discussion of the
preparations made for the parade,
the film limits these preparations to
convincing Inez Milholland to be the
herald, discussing whether they have
ever organized a parade, recruiting
working women, and briefly handling
the issue of African American women
marching in the parade. The film
dramatizes the ways in which women
were recruited to the march in order
to entertain. This is especially an issue
when it is considered that Alice Paul
meets Inez Milholland in the movie
through an entirely fictional character.
This confuses the actual history behind
the recruitment of women to the cause
and the suffrage parade of 1913. The film

also only devotes a short five minute
scene to the issue of race in relation to
the march, and although this is similar
to many of the historical sources that
do discuss the race issue, it again leads
to an oversimplification of the actual
issue. However, despite the issues that
the oversimplification causes when
analyzing the events leading up to the
march, the portrayal of the march itself
is fairly accurate. The film is able to
emphasize the impact that the parade
and the riot had on the movement and
the media coverage of the movement in
a simple way. In this case, the parade is
not oversimplified, but simplified just
enough so that the average viewer is able
to get a better sense of the importance
of the march than if they were to read
some of the primary sources or go to a
museum exhibit.19 20

White House Picketing
In 1917, the newly minted
National Woman’s Party (NWP) began
a new campaign in which groups
of women representing both states
that had already ratified suffrage
amendments to their own state
constitutions and states that had no
amendment would stand as “silent

Iron Jawed Angels, directed by Katja von Garnier (2004; HBO Films), DVD.
It is important to note that the film is a work of historical fiction and should never be considered to be a reputable source for historical research. I have included it in this paper due to
its use as a starting point for the curious researcher and its effectiveness when it comes to engaging a wider audience who is mostly likely largely unaware of many of the issues, events, and
characters of the women’s suffrage movement. While the film is often historically inaccurate,
it does provide an interpretation of the historical events and could be mistakenly viewed as a
reputable historical source. For these reasons I have included it in my discussion of considerations to be made when doing historical research.
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sentinels” outside the White House
gates.21 These sentinels stood outside
the White House almost every day
throughout 1917, sometimes in small
groups of twelve or fewer, sometimes in
large organized demonstrations of 1,000
participants.22 Even as the United States
entered World War I in April of 1917,
the NWP did not stop their campaign
of picketing the White House, much to
the chagrin of much of the country.23
The “silent sentinels” carried banners
with slogans such as “Mr. President
how long must women wait for
liberty”24 and “Kaiser Wilson have you
forgotten your sympathy with the poor
Germans because they were not selfgoverned? 20,000,000 American women
are not self-governed. Take the beam
out of your own eye.”25 Many of these
“sentinels” were arrested, especially
after the United States entered World
War I. Eventually these arrests were
declared
unconstitutional.26
This
new tactic brought the NWP to the
public’s attention and also forced the
American government to recognize

the determination and commitment
that these suffragists had to the issue
of a federal amendment on women’s
suffrage.
Because the picketing efforts
lasted for about a year, there is no
shortage of newspaper articles written
covering the “silent sentinels.” However,
depending on the article chosen as a
source, some very different pictures of
the “sentinels” will be created. Many of
the mainstream popular newspapers
of the time, such as The New York Times
or The Washington Post, provided a
broad overview of the picketing for
their readers; however, the bias of
the journalists and the audience they
were writing for can be clearly seen
in the language choices made in the
articles. The vast majority of the articles
written, that are not simply report
numbers and names of the latest mass
picketing demonstration or arrest of
picketers, portray the “sentinels” as a
nuisance and do not take the movement
seriously. Case in point, an article that
was published on the day of the first
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pickets describes the suffragists appeal
to President Wilson the day before, the
failure of which sparked the picketing
movement, as “futile” and “pleading.”
The author explains the purpose of the
picketing by saying that “the purpose is
to make it impossible for the President
to enter or leave the White House
without encountering a sentinel bearing
some device pleading for the suffrage
cause.”27 At first glance this is a simple
reporting of the stated purpose of the
tactic; however, the word choice by the
author emphasizes his/her perceived
hopelessness when it comes to the
success of the movement. By using weak
words such as “pleading” to describe
the picketing, the author emphasizes
the femininity of the suffragists, a
common strategy used by the popular
media at the time to de-emphasize the
importance of the women’s suffrage
movement.
Other articles emphasize the
helplessness of the picketers, especially

during the cold winter months28 and
during episodes of mass arrests of
picketers.29 These articles emphasize
the generosity of President Wilson in
offering the suffragists his assistance
when they could not stand the freezing
weather and the strength of character
of President Wilson in “[sweeping] by”
the picketers and “[taking] no notice”
of the suffragists.30 They also emphasize
the strength of character and will of
the administration and the police force
in Washington, D.C., by describing
the immediacy with which the police
“broke” the suffrage line during a
large
picketing
demonstration.31
Both these articles, and several
others, also emphasize the general
negative attitudes that surrounded the
picketing by describing the picketing
as “attacking” or “assaulting” Wilson,32
by claiming that the suffragists were
“heckling and annoying the man who
bears the responsibility of leader of
the forces of civilization fighting for its
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life,”33 by publishing statements from
anti-suffragists who claim that the
picketing “ranks with the small boy’s
thrusting out his tongue,”34 by referring
to the picketing as “bad manners and
mad banners,”35 and by referring to the
suffragists as “militants.”36 37
The use of the term “militants”
or “suffragettes” in reference to the
NWP in popular news media of the time
requires some analysis by historians
when assessing the bias of the source
being read. The term “militants” or
“militancy” refers to confrontational or
even violent methods used by people
or organizations in pursuit of a political
cause. In the realm of women’s suffrage,
militant suffragists were referred to as
“suffragettes,” and this descriptor was
mostly used in reference to the British
women’s suffrage movement rather than
the American movement. However, in
the case of the NWP, many considered
their tactics to be confrontational
enough to warrant the use of these
terms. One big consequence of this
choice, however, is the association
of the tactics of the NWP with the
bombing and arson campaigns being
undertaken by the British suffragettes.
This led to many negative attitudes
toward the perceived “suffragettes” in
the NWP and their “militant” tactics,
despite the fact that the picketing,
lobbying, and parades which the NWP
employed in their fight for suffrage did

not equate to the same level of violence
as the militants in Britain were using.
In Doris Stevens’ book, Jailed
for Freedom, she devotes an entire
chapter to the first three months of
picketing alone, unlike the few pages
which she dedicates to the first parade.
Stevens places great emphasis on the
importance of the picketing movement
in “[rousing] the government out of
its half-century sleep of indifference,”
saying that the picketing “produced the
sharply-drawn contest which forced
the surrender of the government in the
second Administration of President
Wilson.”38 In these statements there
are already sharp contrasts between the
newspaper coverage of the picketing and
this account by Stevens; the newspapers
largely portrayed the picketing as a
futile attempt to force their agenda onto
Wilson, but Stevens firmly believed in
the immediate success of the movement
as the main reason behind the Wilson
administration finally considering the
issue of women’s suffrage. Stevens’
account of the picketing also comes
into sharp contrast with other primary
source accounts when she says that “in
retrospect it [picketing] must seem to
the most inflexible person a reasonably
mild and gentle thing to have done.”39
Unlike the majority of the popular
newspaper coverage of the movement,
Stevens emphasizes the “inspiring,
gallant, and impressive”40 sight of
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the picketers standing outside of the
White House, thus showing her bias
as a member of the campaign toward
confidence in the eventual success
of women’s suffrage being a result of
her own group’s participation in the
movement.
In her book, From Equal
Suffrage to Equal Rights: Alice Paul and
the National Woman’s Party, historian
Christine Lunardini discusses the
picketing in a chapter titled “The
Home-Front War: ‘A Poor Business.’”41
This chapter, dedicated entirely to the
picketing movement, focuses mostly
on a telling of the facts of the picketing
campaign while also managing to create
a “hero-narrative” of Alice Paul as the
leader of the campaign. Lundardini’s
book, while not explicitly a biography
of Alice Paul, does emphasize Paul’s
leadership and involvement in the NWP
and, because of this, sometimes falls
into the trap of creating a narrative or
a hagiography. It is important for any
historian to remember, when writing
on a historical event or movement
through the eyes of a historical figure
as Lundardini is doing for the women’s
suffrage movement through the lens
of Alice Paul, to be careful to avoid
making a hero out of the person. In
the case of Lundardini’s chapter on the
picketing campaign, she emphasizes
the great success that the campaign
had when it came to forcing the Wilson
administration to consider the issue
of a federal amendment on women’s
suffrage. In this way Lunardini’s account
of the picketing campaign is similar to
Stevens’ but very different from the
newspaper accounts discussed earlier.
At this point it is important to note
that the specific goals that Lundardini

has in writing this book are very
different from the goals of the average
journalist who might have written one
of the newspaper accounts previously
discussed. As a professional historian,
Lunardini is seeking to provide a new
argument or elaborate on a previous
argument regarding a particular
historical event. In the case of this book,
Lunardini is seeking to establish the
importance of a group of women who
are often overlooked in the discussion
of the women’s suffrage movement:
Alice Paul and the NWP. Because of this,
and because of the fact that Lunardini
has the advantage of hindsight and
the full picture of historical context
surrounding the picketing campaign,
her account will naturally differ from
the newspapers of the time whose
goal was most likely to simply tell
their readership the facts and possibly
to push a particular journalist or
newspaper’s agenda. In order to achieve
her goal, Lunardini must present the
facts as she understands them and
must do so in a way that supports her
main thesis. Lunardini even goes so far
as to say that the picketing campaign
“culminated with the evolution of
Woodrow Wilson from a states’ rights
advocate to a federal amendment
evangelist.”42 Lunardini argues her point
very well throughout her book, but as
a source for future historical research,
her book must be vetted carefully for the
bias that comes from arguing a specific
point about a historical event.
The various museum exhibits
specifically on the picketing campaign
are often focused around a single
historical item as a way of gathering
interest about the topic and then only
provide brief background information
30
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about the campaign. For example,
the Smithsonian National Museum of
American History has an online exhibit
on the “silent sentinels” called “A Scrap of
Suffrage History.”43 This exhibit focuses
around a scrap of the famous “Kaiser
Wilson” banner which the author uses to
frame the information that she provides
on the picketing itself. In the exhibit,
the author emphasizes the history of
the “Kaiser Wilson” banner specifically,
providing information on the first use
of the banner and providing details
of the day on which it “was seized by
District of Columbia police. It remained
in their possession for 25 years, until
the department gifted it to the National
Woman’s Party Headquarters.”44 The
exhibit provides basic background
information that is consistent with
the information found in the primary
sources already discussed. Another
exhibit which focuses on the picketing
campaign is the “National Women’s
Party and Militant Methods” online
exhibit from the National Women’s
History Museum.45 This exhibit is not
centered around a single historical
artifact as the Smithsonian exhibit
is, rather it is a brief background of
the “militant methods” used by the
NWP which provides a gateway to an

archive with various types of artifacts
and documents within. This exhibit
provides very few details on the
picketing as its main purpose is to serve
as an attention grabber for the general
public to look further into the digital
archive provided. This exhibit provides
much of the same information that the
previously discussed sources do, stating
that “newspapers across the country
reported on the pickets, arrests, and
jailed suffragists” and that the suffragists
continued to picket the White House
during World War I despite the public’s
disapproval.46 This exhibit serves mostly
as a gateway into further research for
those whose interest may be sparked
by the brief background that the exhibit
itself provides.47
The final type of historical
source which I will examine is the film,
Iron Jawed Angels. As stated during my
earlier section on the 1913 suffrage
parade in Washington D.C., Iron Jawed
Angels serves to entertain its audience
and create a narrative rather than
provide accurate historical details.
However, as stated previously, this
source does succeed in engaging a wider
audience in the material which includes
an often overlooked character within
the women’s suffrage movement, Alice
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Paul, and because of this, and because
of its use as a starting point for further
research, I have included it in this
discussion. The film accurately depicts
the shock and confusion of the general
public at the spectacle of the “silent
sentinels,” a point which Lunardini also
discusses in her chapter on the picketing
campaign. The film, however, places
people at the White House gates who
were not necessarily always picketing or
picketing at the same time such as Alice
Paul, Lucy Burns, and Doris Stevens.
This is most likely due to the fact that a
film such as Iron Jawed Angels’ main goal
is to create the best narrative for the
audience, a goal which often leads to the
distortion of historical fact. The film also
accurately depicts President Wilson’s
early disinterest in the campaign, as
discussed in several of the newspaper
articles and museum exhibits. However,
the film has Wilson walking by the
“sentinels” in this scene, despite the
fact that each of the newspaper articles
which discuss Wilson’s early reactions
to the “sentinels” explicitly state that
he drove past them each day. Again,
this is most likely a product of the film’s
goal of narrative-building. Despite
the drawbacks of the film’s historical
inaccuracy as a product of its quest
for entertaining exposition, it is able
to accurately depict the sentiments
surrounding the campaign in a way that
is easy to understand as a viewer, and
it is often more clear in its depiction
of the emotions of the picketing than
the primary sources or professional

historical works are.48

Conclusion
The above paper hoped
to provide the beginnings of an
understanding
of
the
various
challenges that are faced when trying
to understand a movement that still
directly affects about half of the U.S.
population. Although the suffrage
movement itself occured one hundred
years ago, the effects that those women
had on our democracy are still seen
today in the right of any woman over
the age of 18 to vote. The charge of the
historian is to make sense of the past
so that we can understand how we
came to the world we currently live in.
As the above discourse has made clear,
there are many considerations to make
when doing historical research. Each
source presents a unique challenge in
determining validity and biases before
it can reasonably be used to make
any sort of comment on a historical
event, movement, group, or person. It
is also important to consider our own
biases which we bring to the reading
of a particular source that may affect
the way in which we understand the
material as it is presented to us.49 As
such it is important that we review
a wide variety of sources in order to
hope to gain a more complete picture
of history. Historians are presented
the unique challenge of making sense
of people and events which we cannot
speak to directly or we have not

Iron Jawed Angels, directed by Katja von Garnier (2004; HBO Films), DVD.
Admittedly I am not perfect in this sense any more so than a professional historian writing a
monograph would be, and I am sure that a future reader analyzing this paper could easily find
my own bias throughout it.
48
49
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experienced for ourselves. In this way
we rely on our sources to place us in
the minds of the people we are studying
and the eras and events through which
those people lived. It is an easy mistake
for the historian to make to apply their
own opinions or modern sensibilities

to historical events and people, but this
only creates muddled understandings
and prevents us from being able to
fully apply historical knowledge to our
current everyday lives.
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Q

ualia are layered and complex,
a labyrinth of a concept,
rife with debate as to their
existence, state, and what they mean
for our understanding of knowledge,
relationship with the world, and
ourselves. Thoughtful exploration into
the complexities of what qualia are
and how they relate to the mind-body
problem will be wrestled with though
research applied within this paper.
Qualia can be found in philosophical
debates surrounding epistemology
and in branches across the spectrum,
from Rene Descartes to Simone de
Beauvoir. While not mentioned by
name, the concept of qualia has played
a large part in philosophy’s quest to
understand humanity, and by extension,
to understand others who share our
humanity. In our current culture of
increasingly polarized political, racial,
gendered, and cultural views, qualia are
a concept that can shed light and insight
for better understanding of those whose
experience is fundamentally different
from our own. Qualia offer a description
to the nature of experience, and can offer
a new way of understanding the barriers
and divides between individuals.
Understanding can break down the
walls of fear that fuel divides, and qualia
are one way to bring understanding into
a world desperate for more.
In this paper, we will go over

the basic philosophic understanding
of qualia today. We will see how
consciousness is necessary for qualia,
and why this makes defining qualia
a challenge. Next, we will go over the
explanatory gap of qualia. From there,
we will see how qualia relate to the mindbody problem, and the early exploration
of this problem through Descartes,
Locke, and Berkeley. Additionally, we
will go over the main schools of thought
that surround the mind-body problem:
materialism, idealism, and dualism.
These schools cover a spectrum of
views on the mind-body problem and
offer solutions based on their respective
frameworks. However, we will find
that materialism and idealism fail to
present a compelling solution to the
mind-body problem, nor a framework
that sustains qualia. Dualism, on the
other hand, offers a framework that can
better support solutions to the mindbody problem and qualia. Then, we
will look at some more contemporary
understandings of the senses and
qualia’s relationship to the mind-body
problem. The goal of this paper is to give
a general overview of qualia, the mindbody problem, and the various solutions
philosophical schools offer. Ultimately,
we will see how qualia and the mindbody problem relate to one another
and gain a deeper understanding of the
various views that surround these two
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topics.

states” (Wright 90). What this means
for us, is that our nature as conscious
beings allow qualia to be intrinsic to our
experience. Furthermore, since qualia
are intrinsic to our experience, it is clear
that they originate from mind. One way
to illustrate qualia is the classic blackand-white room example:
Mary is raised in a black and
white room in which she learns
all the cognitive and functional
facts about color vision. When
she ventures outside that room
for the first time, she learns (upon
perceiving a ripe red tomato) a new
fact about color vision, something
she was not able to infer from her
knowledge of the cognitive and
functional aspects of color-vision.
“This is what it is like to see red,”
she might think to herself. “I didn’t
know what that was like before”.
(Wright 92-93)
Mary learned all she could,
all of the facts about color and vision.
But this is unable to give her qualia,
since it does not arise from her sensory
experience. She only knows what it is
like because she experiences it, and this
“what it is like” is required for qualia.
This also brings us to another
one of qualia’s slippery traits, the
explanatory gap. Mary might have read
someone’s account of seeing read, and
she herself might try to articulate what
seeing red it like. However, she will fail.
To further illustrate this idea, take this
example; you and I both look at the same
swatch of the colour orange. Do you
see the same exact colour as I? Maybe.
There is no way for either of us to be
sure, we can only speculate and attempt
to describe our understanding of our
own experience. But can words clearly

Let us start with qualia. Qualia
come out of consciousness and are
related to experience and the senses.
Thomas Nagel explains qualia very
concisely in his paper What is it like
to be a bat? “the fact that an organism
has conscious experience at all means,
basically, that there is something it is like
to be that organism” (436). Qualia, as is
reiterated again and again throughout
discussion, is that they encapsulate the
quality of to-be-like something. When
an individual experiences anything,
there is a particular quality unique to
the experience for that individual. This
intrinsic nature of quale and experience
is one of the main origins for its divisive
and uncertain inquiry. But, there is a
general consensus that consciousness
is a requirement for qualia.
Like qualia, consciousness
is not well understood in scientific
terms nor agreed upon philosophically.
Exactly what constitutes consciousness
and what it is, is uncertain. This makes
it particularly difficult to define qualia,
since they rely on consciousness.
However, it is agreed that humans have
consciousness. This assumption is vital
in any discussion on ethics, and for
the most part, epistemology as well.
So, understanding that consciousness
exists, and humans have it, we can move
forward.
Qualia come out of our
consciousness, they “are intrinsic to
their subjects” (Byrne and Tye 241)
that is, there is no way for us to fully
separate qualia from our experiences.
As conscious creatures, our experiences
in the world have “characters or
qualities that consist of something it is
like for conscious subjects to be in such
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convey the essence of our experience
as we experience it? Doubtful. It seems
likely or inevitable that, both of us have
different qualia of this experience. If
we perceive the same colour, it might
prompt a different emotion, or thought,
and certainly present you with a
different experience than myself.
As we can see, qualia have a
level of ineffability. “These experiences
have in each case a specific subjective
character, which it is beyond our ability
to conceive” (Nagel 439). Whether the
organism in question is a bat or a fellow
human, qualia cannot be fully explained
or understood by another. This may be
due to the unique physiology behind our
eyes, skin, muscles, neurons, and brain.
While we may have the same basic
physiology, these are still unique to the
individual, since no one experiences the
world through their senses the same
as another (as far as we know). But,
beyond the senses, this explanatory
gap can also be due to our individual
mental worlds: past experiences, biases,
thoughts, and feelings about what we
are experiencing. Most likely, it is due to
both.
Because of the explanatory
gap, qualia cannot be easily described or
explained. Even a single event, a single
quale, cannot be accurately described
to another person. Rather, as we saw
with Mary, qualia are tied to experience;
qualia arise from experience and
consciousness. This experience does
not rely solely on external objects, while
they may prompt internal phenomena,
qualia are reliant on the subject’s
conscious experience and intrinsic
internal mechanisms that allow qualia
to be generated. This relationship
between qualia, which require the

mind, but also rest in some capacity on
sensations, is what will be explored in
the mind-body problem.
The mind-body problem is
the general topic of how the mind (i.e.
thoughts, emotions, experiences) relates
to the physical realm (i.e. the senses,
external stimuli). This problem arose
as we understand it today during the
Enlightenment period, when there was
a general optimism in the humanity’s
ability to know and trust in the senses.
René Descartes and George Berkeley
are two prominent writers from this
period, whose work was impacted by
the issue of qualia through the mindbody problem. This is largely because
in order for us to give substantial stock
to scientific inquiry, which is solely
based on our theory and observations,
we must also be secure in the reliability
of the senses and the physical world.
This line of thought naturally led to the
question of how the physical aspects
of existence relate to the internal ones.
Materialism attempts to answer this
question.
Materialism is a school of
thought that offers a framework for
dealing with the mind-body problem.
In terms of the philosophy of the mind,
it is “the view that the mind is the
brain and that mental states are brain
states. Mind and brain are one and
the same-- they are identical” (Mandik
77). Thoughts, feelings, consciousness,
and everything that constitutes the
mind can be reduced to purely physical
phenomena. One of the implications
of this framework is that qualia must
be rejected. As we have distinguished
qualia, they have a “what it is like”
quality that emerges from conscious
experience. Qualia have no physical
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manifestation, rather they are a nonmaterial property. Therefore, qualia
are irreducible to a purely physical
phenomena. This idea of a non-material
mental property is contradictory to
materialism’s framework. Thus, it cannot
be accepted in materialism. A major
issue that surrounds materialism is the
question of consciousness; it is not until
more recent years that consciousness
has been contested to be solely a
physical object. Most concerningly, in
materialist circles, there is debate as to
whether consciousness exists (Ramsey).
If it does, consciousness must be purely
physical, and therefore can be localized
within the human mind. However, there
is no consensus within neurology, nor
philosophy, that this is the case.
On the surface it would seem
that materialism offers the best solution
to the mind-body problem, since there is
no separation between the mind and the
body, there is no issue with reconciling
the two. However, in order to have this
solution, there are assumptions, logical
leaps, and concessions that must be
made. Firstly, we have to assume that
everything in the mind is material, and
concede that consciousness either does
not exist, or that it is reducible to physical
phenomena. The main implication of
this, is that humans become reducible
beings. Humanity’s reducibility does
not seem capable of being reduced
to only physical phenomena. As of
yet, materialism has been unable to
account for the subjective qualities of
experience (Agius 102; Stoljar), and
this is exactly what qualia accomplish.
Overall, the materialist framework fails
to adequately deal with complex ideas
of the mind, and, other than outright
rejection, is incapable of finding

solutions to non-material concepts.
Descartes, and particularly
Berkeley, sit away from materialism in
their epistemological queries. Both of
these philosophers offer insight into
how qualia have been an unnamed, but
central part in the mind-body problem.
Before delving into Descartes, let us
look at Berkeley’s idealism.
Idealism, like materialism,
has a range of viewpoints, but at its
core it is the antithesis of materialism.
While materialism reduces everything
to material substance, idealism brings
everything back to the mind, “according
to idealism, everything is either a mind
or something that depends on the mind”
(Mandik 45). Berkeley is the epitome of
idealism thought; in his metaphysics,
there is only the mind, and the external
world that we perceive, originates from
it. Idealism as a whole would be able
to accept qualia as a concept, but in
Berkeley’s philosophy this does not
seem to be the case:
All our ideas, sensations, or the
things which we perceive, by
whatsoever names they may be
distinguished, are visibly inactive-there is nothing of power or agency
included in them. So that one
idea or object of thought cannot
produce or make any alteration
in another. To be satisfied of the
truth of this, there is nothing else
requisite but a bare observation of
our ideas. For since they and every
part of them exist only in the mind,
it follows that there is nothing in
them but what is perceived; but
whoever shall attend to his ideas,
whether of sense or reflection, will
not perceive in them any power
or activity; there is, therefore, no
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such thing contained in them.
(Berkeley 173)
To unpack this viewpoint a
little, let us look at the first claim; that
ideas, sensations and things perceived
are inactive. This goes against the idea
that the sensations and perception
have no power, this would indicate
that qualia are not possible. But it is
understood that qualia are a type of
activity that relate intrinsically to our
experience.
As we have established, qualia
are unique to an individual’s experience
and subjective to their owner. Qualia
are an active quality of ideas and
sensations, which Berkeley claims
are inactive. Qualia are intrinsically
intentional,
and
this
directly
contradicts Berkeley’s conception of
what ideas and internal phenomena are
capable of (Wright 92). Furthermore,
in Berkeley’s metaphysics (which are
inseparable from his epistemology) the
mind is the only thing we can know. The
external world is forever covered with
doubt, and therefore, not “real” in the
same sense as the mind; it is the mind
that can account for reality. With the
external world being unknowable, and
the internal world being the only aspect
we can know, qualia seem to pose a
bit of a problem. Since the senses and
experience are both required, at least
in part, for qualia to arise, the concept
of qualia partially rests on the need for
material substance.
Like materialism, idealism
gives a simple answer to the mind-body
problem, particularly in Berkeley. Since
there is no material world, the body is
simply a product of the mind. So, there is
nothing to reconcile between the mind
and the body. But, in recent years there

has been less enthusiasm for idealism.
Since it is quite difficult to completely
reject the idea of material substance.
Unless we accept idealism, the mindbody problem is still a question to be
tackled.
While Berkeley is the poster
child for idealism, Descartes is the
father of dualism (Baker 11; Mandik 16).
Since Descartes originally pushed the
mind-body problem to the frontlines of
philosophical thought, his account of
dualism has been shown to have several
issues with its argumentation, or lack
thereof. Nevertheless, his philosophy
is important to understand in order to
have a firmer grasp on the mind-body
problem and the qualia that come with
it. In Descartes’ philosophy, our internal
mind is where we can begin with
knowledge “so, my knowledge of my
thought is more basic and more certain
than my knowledge of any corporeal
thing” (8). Our internal world is the
most knowable aspect of existence to
us. This is where idealism would stop,
but Descartes endeavors to merge the
physical with the immaterial through
dualism.
To
oversimplify
dualism,
it is the idea that the mind and the
body/brain are two distinct things
(Mandik 16). In Descartes, these two
are completely separate and distinct
from one another. The main question
Descartes’s dualism produces is if these
two are separate, how do they interact?
While we are not going to try to answer
this question here, we will look at how
qualia fit into the bigger picture of
dualism. “Just as the physical world is
‘populated’ by physical objects (tables,
chairs, human bodies), the mental
world is ‘populated’ by mental objects
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(mental events and states). Space is
occupied by corporeal things, the mind
by incorporeal things” (Baker 12). We
can see from Baker’s description of
dualism that qualia, which are classified
as a “mental state”, fit nicely into both
Descartes’ dualism and dualism as a
whole.
So, Descartes and Berkeley
sit along this gradient of accepting the
mind before moving out to explore
the external world. Berkeley rejects
the idea that we can know of external
objects through our senses, due to
how the senses and ideas relate to
consciousness and perception. We do
find, however, that Berkeley and Locke
sit on similar sides of the mind-body
debate, in regards to how qualia impact
our understanding of the mind-body
problem.
In Berkeley’s first four sentences
of section 25 in Treatise Concerning
Human Knowledge, he goes over a
summary of how he finds perception
relates to ideas and sensations. Berkeley
holds that the senses are indeed, the
start of our perception, agreeing with
Locke that we must gain our knowledge
from some external source. Locke and
Berkeley assert that this external source
comes through our senses, and from
there to our perception. From this, we
form ideas and concepts, which we
perceive. Bridging this gap between the
senses and our experience of them has
long been central to our understanding
of the mind-body question.
Locke’s view of the mindbody problem is that perception is
twofold, requiring both external input
and the internal workings of the mind.
This distinction is important for the
formation of ideas and how perception

operates within ourselves. The senses
are necessary for our perception to
take place. Perception, the first faculty
of the mind, makes it the threshold for
our understanding and knowledge.
According to Locke, the mind is passive
in regards to perception, and sensation
influences perception. Just as we can’t
help but taste or feel, we cannot help but
perceive sensory input. Thus, in Locke,
with one’s perception so enwrapped in
the senses, qualia are an aspect of the
lived experience.
Perception, as it is the first faculty
of the mind, exercised about our
ideas; so it is the first and simplest
idea we have from reflection,
and is by some called thinking in
general. Though thinking, in the
propriety of the English tongue,
signifies that sort of operation in
the mind about its ideas, wherein
the mind is active; where it, with
some degree of voluntary attention
considers any thing. For in bare
naked perception, the mind is, for
the most part, only passive; and
what it perceives, it cannot avoid
perceiving…
whatever alterations are made
in the body, if they reach not the
mind; whatever impressions are
made on the outward parts, if they
are not taken notice of within;
there is no perception…
So that wherever there is sense,
or perception, there some idea is
actually produced, and present in
the understanding (Locke 138).
Here, what Locke is describing
with perception, is essentially qualia.
Qualia fit into Locke’s theory of the
mind and his solution to the mind-body
problem. The senses allow perception
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(which also requires consciousness) to
lead to ideas, and by extension qualia.
We can see from Locke’s
“An
Essay
Concerning
Human
Understanding” that he is a dualist,
and this makes the mind-body
problem a constant factor in terms
of understanding qualia. Until Locke,
the interaction between the mind and
the external world was chalked up to
God. This classical cause is especially
embedded in Berkeley’s understanding
of the mind-body problem.
Experience ties directly into
perception in Locke’s philosophy;
the senses and perception aspects
of experience. For, our senses garner
experience from which we formulate
ideas and perceive the world (i.e. the
blind man example). It is only through
experience that we can come to know
certain things about our external
world. For example, just by looking
at a soft cat one cannot know how its
coat feels to the touch. Likewise, we
can never know what it feels like to
another person. They may agree that it
is soft, but is their concept of soft the
same as another person’s soft? We will
never know, since we are so beholden
to our singular perception. Locke takes
this into account with his concept of
perception and experience.
A problem arises from Locke’s
idea that the senses are our sole base
for knowledge. With Locke, because we
are locked so completely into our own
little perception viewpoint, the more
experiences we can gather, from the
most senses, the greater the amount of
ideas and knowledge we gain. However,
reasonable people would not agree
that a deaf or blind person is any less
knowledgeable than someone who has

hearing or sight. Afterall, compared to
the mantis shrimp, we are blind; and
compared to a dog we are essentially
deaf. But, we would not say they are
more knowledgeable than we are.
Likewise, a person with sight would not
have a much greater understanding of
what someone else sees than a blind
person would have of someone who
can see. Since, we cannot really begin to
understand another person’s perception
of the world, we are greatly limited to
cross referencing any data we have
about the external world. Furthermore,
with the explanatory gap, it would seem
that even with identical experiences
two people may not have the same
“knowledge”.
However,
Frédérique
de
Vignemont’s writings about the mindbody problem, would show how
the senses can be overridden and
qualia can be based off of “unfactual”
information. She points to the rubber
hand hypothesis, which demonstrates
how “the spatial content of bodily
experiences is shaped by the body map
which can be distorted and includes
extraneous objects” (Vignemont 89). In
the rubber hand experiment, subjects
experience a rubber arm as their own,
despite having no feeling in the foreign
object, they can feel sensations and
react when the arm is threatened. But
does this then make that quale “false” in
some sense? Or is it just as real as qualia
that come from senses as typically
experienced? These are just a few of the
questions that surround qualia.
Would language then be our
main mode for knowledge? Following
the assertion that people lacking a sense
are no more or less knowledgeable than
people with the standard faculties
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in terms of cognition. Regardless
of our sensory input, we are able to
conceive abstract ideas and reason
even with extremely limited sensory
input. Furthermore, with our senses
susceptible, qualia become extremely
subjective. Berkeley would vehemently
deny this, as he sees language as an
inhibitor for understanding.
Simone de Beauvoir deals
with the mind-body debate as well. In
her The Second Sex, she rejects the idea
that females are inferior to males based
on biology. She says “the body is the
instrument of our hold on the world, the
world appears different to us depending
on how it is grasped” (66). Here we see
that the mind-body interaction directly
impacts qualia. For our experience
is based on how our bodies interact
with the world. However, her framing
includes society, which is not a
component in this paper.
Regardless, for Berkeley, the
mind-body problem is resolved; only
the mind exists and the senses and
body muddle our perception and
understanding of the nature of reality.
But, for Locke and others the issue is
still alive and well. We have given a
general overview of what qualia are,
and how it relates to the mind-body

problem. Consciousness is a necessary
condition for qualia, but, it seems, so
are the senses. As we have seen, many
philosophers have argued about what
the senses and consciousness means
for our understanding of the world.
Materialists attempt to reduce mental
phenomena to a material cause,
while idealists argue that material is
dependant on the mind. Meanwhile,
dualists accept both the material and
immaterial and are faced with uniting
the two. With the identification of
qualia, this exchange has only gotten
deeper. Due to qualia’s immaterial
nature and its dependance on sensory
input, it has caused issues for both
materialism and idealism. Dualism, on
the other hand, is not contradicted by
qualia. Throughout this paper, we have
found that the combination of qualia’s
ineffable quality and the explanatory
gap indicates that our experiences are
inherently imbued with subjectivity
through qualia. With qualia collapsing
into our experiences, it may be near
impossible to separate the qualia from
subjective experience itself. This makes
it even more imperative to continue to
explore the concept of qualia, which can
only yield a better understanding of our
perception of the world.
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“Rewriting the Rules:” Postcolonial Perspectives on
Contemporary Young Adult Literature

Ryan Moore, Augsburg University
Introduction

then, that we should consider literature
that serves both of these ideas.
This research works toward
addressing this growing need within
the ELA classroom. Using a framework
of postcolonial literary analysis, this
study analyzes the protagonists from a
selection of acclaimed, diverse, young
adult literature as they navigate the
complexity of their identities. This
study chooses to focus on diverse
literature because of the growing call
for diversity in curricula; the focus on
young adult literature is because it is
my belief—backed by the literature of
the field—that this is an underutilized
genre that students will find impactful.
This research seeks to evaluate
contemporary literature that might
contribute to best building a culturally
relevant literature curriculum for
secondary classrooms. It is my hope
that this study will serve as a resource
to educators available literature in
search of works that will be helpful in
their own classrooms. It will be shown
that, using a framework of postcolonial
literary theory, contemporary diverse
YAL yields complex readings that allow
readers to reconsider the identity quest
of diverse protagonists and the rules
that exist within both the YA genre and
society as a whole.

Literature has long been the foundation
of the English Language Arts (ELA)
classroom. It is through the reading
and exploration of literature that
ELA teachers and their students
achieve learning objectives and course
standards; additionally, it should be a
goal of every ELA teacher to present
students with literature that they
will find engaging, challenging, and
enjoyable. When the importance of
literature to the ELA classroom is fully
considered, it is logical to assume great
care should go into the selection of the
texts used. There seems, however, to be
a tendency for schools to lean back on
the same canon of texts that has been
used for decades.
If the goal of reading in the
ELA class really is to engage students
with texts, then the demographics
of both classrooms and our world
needs to be considered. Diversity of all
kinds—racial, gender, socioeconomic
class, and sexual orientation to name
a few—is a part of our world that we
cannot neglect to acknowledge in our
schools. Additionally, it seems that we
forget that students all over the world
share the commonality of being youths
attempting to navigate and learn about
the world around them. It would seem,
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idea that a binary exists around the
selection of classroom literature. This
survey also concluded that YAL is
relatable to students’ interests (Gibbons
et al., 2006). When interest is peaked,
the motivation to read and be engaged
will also increase.
Obviously, the idea of text
complexity cannot be overlooked when
selecting a text. Jiménez and McIlhagga
(2013) mention that the Common Core
State Standards recommend the Lexile
score for text complexity; however,
Lexile is calculated using things like
word frequency, sentence length, and
vocabulary. Because of some of the
shortcomings of Lexile, Buehler (2016)
developed her own qualitative method
for determining text complexity. With
this method, text complexity is broken
down into two categories, Complexity
of Style and Complexity of Substance.
Within the Style category is language,
structure, and stylistic elements such as
design and punctuation; Complexity of
Substance considers characters, setting,
literary devices, topics and themes, and
overall coherence of the book (Buehler,
2016). As any reader can understand,
some books are better than others, so
quality and complexity of a text should
be taken into account when considering
texts.
Jiménez and McIlhagga (2013)
mention the importance of selecting
texts students will be motivated to
read. Much of the rationale behind
using YAL with young readers is an
increased motivation to read this genre
that is targeted at them. This stems from
the idea that YAL is developmentally
appropriate in both style and content
for young readers. It is also noted that
a visual aspect to literature can be really

An easily observable binary exists
within the literature used in American
classrooms. This binary is between
the canonical classics and young
adult literature (YAL). Buehler (2016)
highlights the existence of this
binary and tells readers the negative
consequences it creates for young
readers. When we treat YAL as being
different—frequently lesser—than other
genres of literature, young readers get
the notion that reading for pleasure and
reading to be intellectually stimulated
never overlap (Buehler, 2016). This,
naturally, stems from a discrepancy in
the field regarding the use and selection
of YAL.
Gibbons et al. (2006) surveyed
142 English language arts teachers from
72 different secondary schools around
the country about their use of YAL. From
the results of their survey, the authors
arrived at a few themes pertaining to
the use of YAL in classrooms. The first
theme “was the belief [among educators]
that young adult literature lacks
sophistication and literary merit.” Much
of this worry was tied to the idea that
YAL was not complex enough to help
teachers meet standards and objectives
(Gibbons et al., 2006). The authors of the
article, however, argued that this was
not the case; YAL is a complex genre
to be used by teachers (Malo-Juvera,
2017; Alsup, 2003; Miller, 2005; Brooks
and Cueto, 2018; and Groenke, Maples,
and Henderson,, 2010). Articles by these
authors show that complex readings
can be derived from Young Adult (YA)
texts; some of these articles, in fact, are
set in a classroom context. This theme
from the survey illustrates Buehler’s
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beneficial for developing readers, even
though it is often frequently overlooked.
(Jiménez and McIlhagga, 2013). With
graphic novels such as American Born
Chinese by Yang and March by Lewis,
Aydin, and Powell, appearing of the
Printz Award list, the visual aspect
of YAL is being noticed in the field
(American Library Association, 2018).
When we consider the fact
that YAL can increase students’
motivation to read and the fact that it is
developmentally appropriate literature
for young readers, the ELA classroom
takes on a student-centered approach
when it comes to text selection. Kaplan
(2007) sees that YAL may be used “to
inspire, and perhaps, change the lives
of young people.” Bueller (2016) saw
this with her own life: “While I didn’t
love every YA book I read as a teen, I
recognized that young adult authors
were drawing me out of my own life and
into the larger world. They were helping
me think about who I was and who I
wanted—and didn’t want—to become.”
Within the realm of YAL, there is
literature that is relevant to all readers.
The growing diversity in schools
must also be considered when selecting
texts in order to create a culturally
relevant curriculum. One of the early
works that makes the stand in support
of diverse literature that still echoes in
scholarship today is “Mirrors, Windows,
and Sliding Glass Doors” by Bishop in
1990. Literature can act as a window for
readers to view worlds and perspectives
that are not their own, doors for readers
“to become part of whatever world has
been created or recreated by the author,”
or mirrors for readers to see reflections
of their own “lives and experiences as
part of the larger human experience.”

(Bishop, 1990). Bishop (1990) goes on
to explain that we are underserving
all students when we deprive them
of literature that represents a variety
of world experiences; this means we
need diverse literature. Kaplan (2007)
claims that YAL has the capabilities to
reflect changing societal norms in ways
other genres of literature cannot: “And
the third strand [seen in YAL] is the
changing face of young adult literature
and how its reflective nature mirrors
societal norms and expectations.”
Included in this is the importance of
cultural relevance Bishop (1990) calls
for. When all of this is considered, YAL—
and specifically diverse YAL—provides
students with the opportunities to
explore relevant content from a youth
perspective.
Classroom use has shown that
intellectually stimulating content lies
within YAL. Alsup (2003) shares success
seen with reading Speak, a YA text by
Anderson, with high school readers.
“Many of these books address difficult
or explosive issues that, whether we
like it or not, are real in students’ lives”
(Alsup, 2003). Speak is predominantly
focused on the rape of a young girl;
with 2018 being the era of the #MeToo
movement, it seems that conversations
around consent and the horrors of
sexual violence are as important as ever.
Alsup discusses the fact that Speak can
be used as a vehicle for young people
to have difficult conversations they
may not be able to have without a text
to provide structure (2003). The theme
of difficult conversations through YAL
continues as Miller writes about using
the YA book Shattering Glass, by Giles,
in an AP Literature and Composition
class to talk about violence. Miller’s
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students shared how stereotyping and
perception “led to different types of
harassment and even bullying at school”
(2005); it is not a stretch to assume that
students at school’s all over the nation
have observed the same things.
Groenke,
Maples,
and
Henderson (2010) continue the
scholarship on the value of reading
diverse YAL, as they use three different
pieces of YAL to show how it can be used
in the classroom to talk about difficult
issues. Most notably, it is shown how
Myer’s Monster can be used to make
readers think about racism and crime
in America. This is not the only example
of Monster being used in a classroom:
“In terms of the curriculum, students
demonstrated a higher level of thinking
and connected to multiple pieces
of text as they approached various
opportunities to participate in inquiry,
discussion, and research” (Seglem and
Bonner, 2016).
Wolk (2009) makes the case
that YAL has practical uses for teaching
about topics that are crucial for young
readers to understand as citizens of the
nation and world. “Teaching for social
responsibility means being honest
about our problems and injustices,
and literature can help us to confront
these truths” (Wolk, 2009). He uses The
Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time
Indian, by Alexie, as an example of a YA
novel that could be used to teach about
social justice. Using Yang’s American
Born Chinese, readers can engage in
conversations of multiculturalism and
cultural identity (Wolk, 2009). Baer
and Glasgow (2010) zero in on Muslim
cultural identity as they highlight
six examples of Muslim Young Adult
Literature. Critical Race Theory (CRT)

is used as the backbone for their
analysis and use of these texts (Baer and
Glasgow, 2010). In addition to showing
how examples of diverse literature can
be used, Baer and Glasgow (2010) show
the value in involving literary theory in
the reading of a text. A variety of work
coming from a classroom context shows
that diverse YAL and other YA texts
allow students to engage in important
content such as violence, racism,
diversity, and cultural identity.
It is the job of the ELA
teacher to provide students with texts
that they will find engaging. “Young
adult literature seems to have special
potential to help students understand
their tumultuous time of life” (Alsup,
2003). When we consider the fact that
success that has been seen with using
YAL in the classroom and the fact that
students may be more motivated to read
it, YAL seems to be a good candidate
for classroom use. Students benefit
from reading multicultural literature
by having their world view broadened,
finding an understanding of prejudice,
and seeing themselves in literature
(Landt, 2006). Diverse YAL especially
achieves this in addition to providing
students who have not had the
opportunity to seem themselves with
mirrors and windows for other students
to view life from different perspectives.

Methods
The methodology for this research
can be divided into two sections. First,
there is the framework of postcolonial
theory that was developed to analyze
the YAL used in this study. Using literary
theory helps to create a common
lens for analyzing multiple works of
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literature, and postcolonial theory was
determined to be the best theory for this
research Second, is the process used to
select the texts that act as the data for
this study and how the findings are
communicated.

the explicit colonization found in many
canonical postcolonial texts such as
Achebe’s Things Fall Apart. Additionally,
the oppressor/oppressed. Phrasing the
concept as being of an oppressor and
oppressed helps to modernize the ideas
of postcolonial theory to be beneficial
in a world where imperialism is not
explicitly present; although, through
postcolonial theory, it is obvious the
effects of colonization persist.
The concepts that feed the
Otherer/Othered binary must also
be explored. The term “Othering”
has come to be used by many in
postcolonial theory including Ashcroft
et al. (2002) and Malo-Juvera (2017). In
colonialism, Othering is the intentional
marginalization of the colonized . It
is through Othering—and, as a result,
the creation of the Otherer/Othered
binary—that the oppressor/oppressed
and colonizer/colonized concepts were
born. Drawing on the work of Ashcroft
and Spivak, Malo-Juvera (2017) explains
that Othering takes place through
Worlding and Debasement. Worlding
is the perpetuation of differences
between the Otherer and the Othered.
Debasement is the projection of
“negative cultural aspects” upon the
Othered in order to marginalize them
(Malo-Juvera 2017).
To observe the consequences
of Othering, we turn back to the
macro and micro distinction of
postcolonialism. On the macro scale,
Othering leads to “the demise of other
forms and possibilities, it involves the
active suppression and/or annihilation
of forms of ‘Otherness’” (Ashcroft et
al, 2002). The death of indigenous
languages and cultures is an example
of the consequences of Othering. The

Postcolonial Framework
With its ability to be traced back to
the twentieth century works of Franz
Fanon, Edward Said, and Homi Bhabha,
postcolonial theory has grown into
a very complex field of literary and
cultural studies. Postcolonial theory,
in terms of literature, reads texts
considering colonialism, oppressive
power structures, and the lasting
effects of colonialism. It seems that
this leads to the possibility of dividing
postcolonial theory into macro and
micro subdivisions. With the macro
portion focusing on the postcolonial
existence of cultures, nations, and
peoples and the micro putting emphasis
on individuals’ postcolonial identities.
For the sake of this research, focus will
be put on the development and search
for the postcolonial identities of the
protagonists of the literature read.
Additionally, this research bases its
postcolonial framework on two primary
ideas. They are 1. the exploration of the
space found within the Otherer/Othered
binary—also known as hybridity; and,
2. to use the words of Dimitriadis and
McCarthy, “the self is embedded in the
communal” (2001).
The Otherer/Othered binary
has direct ties to the colonialism that
gave birth to postcolonialism as a school
of thought. This binary can be rephrased
to be between the colonizer and the
colonized; this puts further emphasis on
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micro level of postcolonialism forces us
to ask how these macro consequences
of Othering affect individuals. Within
individuals, there is frequently an
internalized feeling of themselves as
Other, or the feeling that their Otherness
is being imposed upon them. This may
result in a clouded concept of identity.
These ideas also lend themselves to
the concept of hybridity. Hybridity is
the radical encounter of the “self ” and
the “other.” The complex idea extends
beyond the mixing of races or the
blending of cultures (Dimitriadis and
McCarthy, 2001). In a way, hybridity
can be seen when the plurality of
one’s identity makes it seem as if they
inhabit two (or more) identities at the
same time. In a postcolonial context,
this is an individual living with their
colonial identity as the Other (which is
frequently imposed upon them through
Othering); however, the search for selfactualization and a more complete selfconcept cannot be ignored. In a societal
context, hybridity creates “a crisis
within the social fabric,” as the Othered
work to stake claim to the fact that their
identities are more than simply that of
the colonized (Ghandi, 1998). A similar
crisis takes place within the individual.
An understanding of hybridity is key
to understanding the oppressor/
oppressed binary because it shows
that it is not simply a one-or-the-other
concept; hybridity shows us that there
is space—space that people inhabit—
within this binary. In fact, in addition to
being rephrased as colonizer/colonized,
the oppressor/oppressed binary can
manifest as a self/other binary. Many
postcolonial novels will show characters
exploring the hybridity within their own
identities. It is through this exploration

of hybridity where the integrated self
is found; this integrated self is the
realization of one’s postcolonial identity.
However, hybridity does not exist in
a vacuum; it hinges upon interaction
with a community. Thus, hybridity is the
link between the two key postcolonial
concepts, Othering and the self in the
communal.
The self in the communal
relates to how the individual, through
the search for their identity, is situated
in relation to a larger community. The
communal can range from a single
individual to a community to an entire
nation. In the words of Dimitriadis and
McCarthy, “There is always an effort
to link individual will and fortune to
collective possibility” (2001). There
seems to be an assumption, especially
within the world of YAL, that the
communal will be innately positive
and healthy; the fact that individuals
may find a sort of negative or unhealthy
community to be a part of cannot be
overlooked. Therefore, an individual’s
postcolonial identity is more than one’s
own exploration of hybridity, but how an
understanding of these identities allows
one to fit within some sort of collective.
It must also be recognized that the
relationship between the self and the
community is transactional and not one
dimensional. An understanding of one’s
hybridity and identity influences the
community they will find themselves
a part of, but the community will,
in turn, have an influence on one’s
understanding of identity.
While this community can be
something present and concrete, history
is key to the postcolonial communal.
Those who have been marginalized have
long had a complicated relationship
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with history. Appleman (2015) prefaces
her chapter on postcolonial theory
with the African proverb “Until lions
have their own historians, tales of
hunting will always glorify the hunter”
(p. 86). The relation to postcolonialism
is obvious; history is told by the
mainstream culture—the colonizers. So,
in postcolonial literature, authors and
characters struggle with “transmuting
time into space.” They seek to make
sense of, reconcile, and honor the past
in order to “construct a future” (Ashcroft
et al. 2002). Through Toni Morrison’s
work, it has been shown that the
postcolonial author looks to recreate
and honor history “as a resource for new
and unpredictable futures” (Dimitriadis
and McCarthy 2001). In this sense, then,
history must be taken into consideration
with the communal and become a
resource that YAL protagonists utilize
to understand themselves and imagine
their futures.
Given its attention to history,
it is important to note that postcolonial
literature may be situated within one of
three different historical contexts. First,
there is the actual era of colonialism.
These works of literature are typically
set in a time period where Othering was
at its most systematic and oppressive;
the era of de jure Othering is a way of
looking at it. Works in this period will
focus on the revisionist history aspect
of postcolonialism’s relationship with
history. This both rewrites history to
include absented narratives and to
provide a perspective on history that
comes from the Othered and not the
Otherer. Following this is the era where
a struggle for independence takes place.
Here, those viewed as Other—no longer
wishing to be observed merely as the

Other—assert themselves in order to
gain independence. In an American
context, the Civil Rights Movement
can be looked at as a struggle for
independence era of postcolonialism.
Finally, this leads to the actual era of
post-colonialism. The distinction of
post-colonialism versus postcolonialism
is key, as postcolonialism refers to
the school of thought containing
postcolonial literary theory being
used for this research. Post-colonial
is the actual historical period literally
meaning after colonialism. The postcolonial era is marked by the end of de
jure Othering; however, it is not difficult
to guess that a sort of de facto Othering
continues to exist in the aftermath of
colonialism.
There is also a close
relationship between history and
language in many postcolonial texts.
Being it is the way we communicate with
those around us, language and voice are
crucial to the self in the communal. In
colonialism, “Language becomes the
medium through which a hierarchical
structure of power is perpetuated, and
the medium through which conceptions
of ‘truth’, ‘order’, and ‘reality’ become
established.”
Received
Standard
English is asserted as the norm and
any other form of language becomes
marginalized (Ashcroft et al. 2002). The
same holds true for peoples colonized
by a language other than English. One
form of language is mainstreamed, and
all other languages, dialects, or accents
become Othered. In terms of identity,
one must determine how their language
and voice can be used, either positively
or negatively, within some sort of
communal.
In postcolonial literature,
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we see protagonists searching for an
understanding of their own identities.
To do this, these characters look at their
own hybridity and the way they fit the
space of the Otherer/Othered binary.
They also consider the idea that they
are a part of some greater communal.
This communal accounts for the history
and ancestry of the characters and the
language used by them, around them,
and towards them. This exploration
of identity is integral to a postcolonial
reading of a text, as well as an integral
component of YAL.
Other scholarly work has shown
that YAL can be read with a postcolonial
framework Brooks and Cueto (2018)
and also Malo-Juvera (2017) focus their
work on the actual texts themselves.
Brooks and Cueto focus on three novels
focusing specifically on the African
diaspora; they talk about the value for
readers to read multicultural literature.
Each of the three texts, Booth’s Kendra,
Brew-Hammond’s Powder Necklace,
and Joseph’s Flowers in the Sky, are
analyzed using both postcolonial and
youth lenses (Brooks and Cueto, 2018).
This illustrates that YA books can be
read with postcolonial literary theory in
mind. By doing this, Brooks and Cueto
(2018) identified a key theme—which
they called “(be)coming home”—that
appeared through the analysis of each
novel. What is particularly useful about
this work is how it analyzes each novel
individually, but they are still put in
conversation with each other through
the frames of literary analysis used.
Malo-Juvera
(2017)
also
analyzes three multicultural YA novels
using a postcolonial lens. He uses
Sherman’s The Absolutely True Diary
of a Part-Time Indian, Yang’s American

Born Chinese, and De la Pena’s Mexican
WhiteBoy. Both Sherman’s and Yang’s
books were also used for this research.
Similar to Brooks and Cueto, MaloJuvera identifies consistencies across
the texts analyzed because of the
postcolonial lens used. Malo-Juvera
makes use of the work of Ashcroft,
Spivak, and others to show Othering,
fetishizing the Other, going native, and a
comprador class across the three texts.
Using this sample of texts, Malo-Juvera is
able to show that there is a postcolonial
subgenre in the world of YAL, and
its thematic complexity makes such
texts rich resources for investigation.

Selecting Texts and Communicating
Findings
The American Library Association’s
(ALA) annual Printz Award winners
and honor books for young adult
literature act as the primary source of
texts for this study. The Printz Awards
were used because recognition from
the ALA points to the idea that a text
possesses literary merit. Starting in
2000, using the Printz Awards allowed
focus to be placed upon contemporary
literature; this is a reflection of the
belief that there is an untapped well of
contemporary literature available for
classroom use. Additionally, receiving
the award or being named an honor
book potentially increases the chances
of a book gaining popularity and ending
up in school libraries or classrooms.
Online summaries were read of books
on the Printz Award list to look for
works that seemed to be about diverse
protagonists and their identities; from
there, a sample of texts were chosen for
the research. Not every book that was
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deemed a potential candidate for the
postcolonial reading of the research was
necessarily selected for the final reading
list; the time constraints of the study
dictated the number of book that would
be read.
In total, fourteen books were
read for this research. Nine books that
were either Printz Award winners
or honor books were included; this
consists of five award winners and four
honor books. The two prequels for 2017
winner March, by Lewis, Aydin, and
Powell, were read to develop a better
understanding for the narrative. Three
books that are not from the Printz
Awards were also used for this study.
The Absolutely True Diary of a PartTime Indian, by Sherman Alexie, was
used because of its recognition with the
National Book Award, to add a work
centering around the Native American
perspective to the research, and because
it is already becoming a commonly
taught YA text within schools. The two
graphic novels making up Persepolis,
by Marjane Satrapi, were selected to
add more global representation to the
research.
From there, every text was read
and analyzed through the common lens
of the framework previously explained.
Primary focus was put on the analysis of
developing postcolonial identities of the
characters within the literature read. A
brief rationale for each text was written
and has placed in an Appendix in order
to provide some information about each
text studied.
Following the reading of the
individual texts, major themes and
patterns were extrapolated from across
the collection books. This paper will
explore two of those themes in detail,

this was done for clarity and to create
groupings of the texts. These themes are
Rewriting the Rules and Reconsidering
the Loss of Innocence Archetype.
Six different texts were used for this
written analysis—three for each theme.
This helped in analyzing the literature
because it allowed the researcher to
put the books in conversation with one
another.

Rewriting the Rules Throughout the
Postcolonial Eras
The teenage years are often considered
the years of rebellion. Young people are
at the age where they have the need to
push back against rules that are imposed
upon them. In addition to imposing rules
upon young people, our society has long
imposed rules against the marginalized
and the Othered. In the YA novels Out of
Darkness, by Ashley Hope Pérez, March,
by John Lewis, Andrew Aydin, and Nate
Powell, and Aristotle and Dante Discover
the Secrets of the Universe, by Benjamin
Alire Sáenz, readers see young, Othered
people navigate the rules of society.
Additionally, each of these texts
takes place in one of the three eras of
postcolonial literature—colonization,
struggle for independence, and postcolonial. Through a postcolonial
analysis of each of these three novels,
it can be seen how young people with
postcolonial identities in different
historical eras navigate the rules
imposed upon them.
Set in 1936-7 Texas, Out of
Darkness is situated firmly in the
American era of de jure segregation. The
rules during this time are rigid and set
by the oppressive white majority with
no input from marginalized peoples.
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Mexican American siblings Naomi,
Beto, and Cari move from San Antonio
to live with the white Henry. Henry is the
father of twins Beto and Cari, and Naomi
is their half-sister; their mother is dead.
Throughout the novel, Henry acts as the
physical embodiment of colonization,
and his rules are imposed upon the three
young Mexican Americans early in the
novel: ‘Let’s hear the rules.’… ‘We keep
to ourselves. We stay out of trouble. We
go to church. We do good in school.’…
‘The main thing is, we don’t talk Spanish
in the street or at school or anywhere.’…
‘We call Henry ‘Daddy’’” (Pérez, 2015).
Additionally, Henry makes Beto and Cari
take on the Anglo-sounding versions
of their names, Robbie and Carrie.
The suppression of their names and
forbidding them to speak Spanish is a
cornerstone of the rules of colonization
for suppressing the Othered. Henry is
sending the message that he, as the
white oppressor, determines the rules
and his newly acquired children have no
choice but to conform.
As the novel goes on, the three
break one of the most forbidden rules:
they befriend—and Naomi falls in love
with—an African American boy, Wash.
New London has segregated schools
(with the white school obviously being
better off than the African American
school) and a white, rich side of town and
a black, poverty-ridden side of town; it is
the pinnacle of post-slavery segregation
and racism. Naturally, this newly found
community of four cannot simply break
these rules set by Henry and the rest
of society in public. Unfortunately, it
is only through this secret community
that these characters can grow and
be happy in their oppressive world
of Henry’s rules, so they take to the

woods. The woods are an archetypal
symbol in literature for the place one
goes to do what is forbidden—break
the rules. The young lovers, in fact, hide
in a hollowed-out tree to be together
and, as young people do, break another
rule by exploring their bodies and
budding sexualities. They can only keep
their rule-breaking secret for so long,
however, as Naomi and Wash’s romance
is found out after the explosion at the
white school where Cari dies.
This leads to the novel’s violent
ending where Henry, enraged by all
the rule breaking and Naomi’s refusal
to marry him, tortures and kills Wash
and rapes and kills Naomi, while Beto
watches helplessly. Beto shoots Henry
in a futile attempt to save his sister and
friend just as Wash’s father comes to
Beto’s aid. In an Epilogue, Beto shares
the newspaper article that writes Wash
as the transgressor and Henry as a griefstricken victim. The end of this visceral
novel leaves a glimmer of hope as a
much older and educated Beto, in a very
postcolonial fashion, strives to retell
what the newspaper wrongly reported:
It wasn’t that Beto wanted to tell
the story. It was that he had to. He
hoped that, after, he could begin
to dream of the fragile joy of the
months before the explosion and
of the family that they had made
for themselves in the woods. They
had been happy, for a time, before
the rules found them. Before the
terrible price was exacted for their
transgressions. For the crossing
of lines. For friendship, for love.
(Pérez, 2015)
Out of Darkness shows readers
that, in the colonization era, an Othered
community, such as the one that forms
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during the novel, must break the
oppressive rules in secret—and even
then, it is often futile to the violence of
colonization.
Moving forward in history out
of the era of colonization is the struggle
for independence period in postcolonial
literature. There is no greater struggle
for independence story in American
history than the civil rights movement.
March is the series of autobiographical
graphic novels of John Lewis as he
challenges the rules of the struggle for
independence era. The entire civil rights
movement is based upon the principles
of breaking the unjust rules: protesting
segregated lunch counters, segregated
buses, and voter rights among many
others. Lewis and other leaders of the
movement recognize they have been
Othered by both de jure and de facto
segregation; they must come together to
break these rules confining them.
A key part of the movement
that Lewis takes very seriously is the
commitment to nonviolence; no matter
how much he is tested, Lewis does not
break this rule. Nonviolence became a
rule of the movement because it is the
only way that the activists will be taken
seriously by the oppressive society they
are trying to break free from. As a young
college student in Book One, Lewis was
exposed to the concept of nonviolence
for the first time hearing Jim Lawson
speak. Lewis learned “how we could
apply nonviolence, just as Dr. King did
in Montgomery, all across America—
south and north—to eradicate some of
the evils we all faced: the evil of racism,
the evil of poverty, the evil of war… His
words liberated me. I thought, this is it…
this is the way out” (Lewis, Aydin, and
Powell, 2015).

In Book Two readers see
another rule of the movement that
Lewis adheres to. During the March of
Washington, Lewis agrees to have the
speech he is making on behalf of SNCC
edited to better align with other civil
rights leaders speaking at the march. He
says,
Okay, sir, we’ll make the changes.
I simply could not say no to Mr.
Randolph. In the end, my speech
no longer called the president’s
bill ‘too little, too late,’ nor called
for a ‘march through the heart
of Dixie, the way Sherman did.’…
But when we were finished, I was
still satisfied with the speech,
as were Forman and Cox. We all
agreed that our message was not
compromised. (Lewis, Aydin, and
Powell, 2015)
Lewis understands that unity within
the factions of the movement are much
more important to the struggle for
independence, so he puts his personal
beliefs aside. In other words, the
strength of the community will be more
beneficial to achieving the goals of the
civil rights movement.
However, Lewis does not
always restrict himself to following the
rules of the movement; he knows that
there are times to break the rules and
put his own beliefs first. This can be seen
in Book Three when Lewis marches at
Selma with Dr. King. A letter was drafted
by SNCC to Dr. King saying they would
support the march but not participate.
Lewis, however, thinks, “SNCC would
have nothing to do with this march—
but it was a SNCC letter, not a Lewis
Letter” (Lewis, Aydin, Powell, 2016).
Though Lewis is a leader of SNCC, he—
as an individual—is fully committed to
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the struggle for independence of the
civil rights movement and sees it crucial
that he march at Selma. Throughout
March, Lewis must decide which rules
are worth following and which rules
need to be broken as he navigates the
struggle for independence era. Being
Lewis dedicated himself to fighting
for civil rights at such a young age, the
struggle for independence goes on to
shape his identity throughout his life.
While March takes place in the 1960’s, it
is anchored to the twenty-first century
showing Lewis as a member of Congress
attending Obama’s inauguration. In a
postcolonial fashion, this shows the
importance history has to the present.
For Lewis, it shows that breaking of the
rules during the civil rights movement
continues to have an impact both for
him as a person and for America.
Sáenz’s Aristotle and Dante
Discover the Secrets of the Universe comes
to readers from the post-colonial world
of 1987 Texas. Young Aristotle (Ari) has
lived his entire life isolating himself, but,
throughout the novel, he learns a new
understanding of his own identity and
the rules as his friendship with Dante
blossoms into a beautiful romance. The
two create a strong friendship as they
both encounter the rules of masculinity
and their Mexican American identities.
At one point, they are talking about
Dante’s extended family. He says, “’They
don’t like me. They think I’m—well,
they think I’m a little different. They’re
really Mexican, you know. And I’m
sort of, well, what did you call me?’ ‘A
pocho’” (Sáenz, 2012). Readers can infer
that by “different” Dante means gay, as
he has a greater understanding of his
sexuality throughout the novel than
Ari does. Dante realizes, however, that

he does not have to follows these rules
of masculinity—he can write his own
rules. This is seen symbolically as Dante
makes up the rules to the games the two
play and becomes more comfortable
with himself as a gay man. Sáenz (2012)
writes, “We made up the rules as we
went along—and they kept changing.”
The nature of the novel’s post-colonial
setting gives this community of two the
ability to make the rules up.
In the hospital after saving
Dante’s life from a car accident, Ari also
begins to experiment with the idea that
he can write his own rules: “‘Listen,’ I
said. ‘Can we have some rules here?’… ‘I
hate rules. I like to break them mostly.’
‘No, Dante, you like to make your own
rules. So long as the rules are yours, you
like them’” (Sáenz, 2012). Ari’s rules are,
“’Rule number one: We don’t talk about
the accident. Not ever. Rule number two:
Stop saying thank you. Rule number
three: This whole thing is not your fault.
Rule number four: Let’s just move on’”
(Sáenz, 2012). While these rules are to
keep Dante at a distance, it is one of
the first times Ari realizes that he—like
Dante—can make his own rules.
Unfortunately, this is not to
say that rewriting—which is, in a sense,
breaking—the existing rules won’t result
in consequences. For not everyone is
comfortable with Dante’s rules; he is,
unfortunately, still Othered. Dante is
seen kissing a boy in an alley and is beat
up because he is breaking the rules of
masculinity and heteronormativity.
Dante ends up in the hospital, and his
father explains to Ari what has happened
before they go and see him: “‘They beat
him,’ he whispered. ‘They beat my Dante
all to hell. They cracked some ribs,
they punched his face. He has bruises
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and Aristotle and Dante Discover the
Secrets of the Universe, by Sáenz, all deal
with the very important YAL concept
of “the rules.” Each of them, however,
looks at the rules from a different era
in postcolonial literature. In the era
of colonization, breaking the rules
can result in negative consequences.
For Naomi, Wash, and Beto, these
consequences turn out to be violent.
Out of Darkness shows this through the
deaths of Naomi and Wash: the terrible
cost for attempting to transcend the
racial order was their lives. The truth of
their story was concealed by this code
and Beto must go on to rewrite what has
been falsely told. In March, Lewis comes
together in a community of people
fighting for civil rights to break the
unfair rules of de jure segregation. Lewis
shows how great of an impact civil rights
activists can have for generations to
come. Lastly, in a post-colonial society,
those like Ari and Dante can rewrite the
rules. Unfortunately, this is not always
without consequences, for they are still
Othered. However, there is a certain
hopefulness in a world where Ari and
Dante can be together and write their
own rules. Readers can see, from each
of these novels, that the way a character
is impacted by the rules differs based
upon their historical placement.

everywhere. They did that to my son’”
(Sáenz, 2012). In anger, Ari retaliates,
finding one of the boys responsible for
attacking Dante and beats him up.
It isn’t until much later when
Ari has a conversation with his parents
about Dante does he realize that he
does not need to make rules to protect
himself from his love of Dante. They tell
Ari that they know he loves Dante, but
has been denying it with rules: “’Why
would you risk your own life to save
Dante if you didn’t love him?’… ‘And
why would you go and beat the holy
crap out of a guy who hurt him? Why
would you do that? All of your instincts,
Ari, all of them, tell me something.
You love that boy’” (Sáenz, 2012). After
getting over the initial shame of having
his love spoken about in the open, Ari
understands that his parents accept
him: “For once in my life, I understood
my father perfect. And he understood
me” (Sáenz, 2012). Having his parents—
the primary source of the rules for a
teen—accept him makes Ari realize he
can rewrite the rules of masculinity and
accept himself as a gay man. The final
line of the novel is beautiful, as Ari and
Dante acknowledge their love of each
other: “How could I have ever been
ashamed of loving Dante Quintana?”
(Sáenz, 2012). Ari is not ashamed he
has broken the rules, for he realizes he
can write his own rules. While readers
do not see Ari go on and fully embrace
his newfound ability to rewrite the
rules, the novel is hopeful that Ari and
Dante, in the community of each other
and their families, will go on to write
their own rules and, in fact, discover the
secrets of the universe together.
Out of Darkness, by Pérez,
March, by Lewis, Aydin, and Powell,

Reconsidering the Loss of Innocence
Archetype within Young Adult
Literature
At times it seems difficult to separate
the YA identity quest with the
archetypal loss of innocence tale. On
the surface, this makes a great deal of
sense: a young protagonist searches
to reach a better understanding of
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themselves and the world only to lose
some child-like understanding in favor
of a more “adult” perspective. Taking a
step back, this idea has the underlying
assumption that these protagonists
have some sort of innocence to lose in
the first place. What happens when
we use postcolonial theory to put this
assumption under the microscope? In
other words, is there a way of reading
diverse YAL that would break down
the loss of innocence archetype? Long
Way Down, by Jason Reynolds, Monster,
by Walter Dean Myers, and The Hate U
Give, by Angie Thomas are three texts
where we could expect to see the loss of
innocence narrative. However, when the
works are subjected to a postcolonial
reading, it is seen that the protagonists
never, in fact, have “innocence” to lose;
when the postcolonial contexts of these
protagonists are considered, these three
texts can yield far more complex and
rich readings than the loss of innocence
narrative.
Will, the protagonist of Long
Way Down, by Reynolds, lives in a world
where “Beef/gets passed down like
name-brand/T-shirts… Always too big./
Never ironed out” (Reynolds, 2017). And
this is exactly where Will finds himself
after his older brother, Shaun, is shot
and killed. Knowing The Rules of this
beef all too well, Will knows he must
enact revenge and shoot, with the gun
that has been passed down through
his family, his brother’s murderer.
Innocence does not exist in Will’s world;
he must be prepared for death—both for
it to happen around him and to cause it,
for Will is no stranger to people close to
him being murdered.
When reflecting on the new
moon the night of his brother’s death,

he says, “I’ll tell you one thing,/the
moon is lucky it’s not down here/where
nothing/is ever/new” (Reynolds, 2017).
As Will rides the elevator down on the
way to find Shaun’s killer, he is visited
by a communal of the dead from his
past. Among them, two brothers, an
uncle, and a father; three of them have
already followed The Rules and killed.
Will is correct; nothing is ever new. He
has encountered death at every turn
throughout his life.
Death has left no room for
innocence in this teen’s life. Therefore,
throughout the novel, he has no
innocence left to lose. The ambiguity
Reynolds leaves at the end of Long Way
Down puts it up to the reader whether
Will follows The Rules and becomes a
killer or not. This very intentional choice
of ambiguity by Reynolds itself breaks
down the loss of innocence archetype
because Will’s narrative is not neatly
squared away at the end. While Will’s
fate is left open for interpretation, it is
certain, however, that his innocence
is just like the moon on the night of
Shaun’s murder: nowhere to be found.
Like Will, Steve Harmon’s story
does not begin in a state of innocence.
There is very little we know about Steve,
protagonist of Myer’s Monster. We know
he loves filmmaking; we know he loves
his family—specifically his brother.
When readers are introduced to Steve,
they find out he is in jail and on trial for
murder. Based on the scenes that are set
before Steve’s trial, we can begin to infer
more about his past. King, the man on
trial alongside Steve, says, “I need to get
paid, man. I ain’t got nothing between
my butt and the ground but a rag” (Dean
Myers, 1999). Steve agrees, and a woman
they are with adds, “You can’t even
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hardly make it these days. They talking
about cutting welfare, cutting Social
Security, and anything else that makes
life a little easy. They might as well bring
back slavery times if you ask me” (Dean
Myers, 1999). This tells us Steve knows,
as a young Black boy in society, he is
systematically Othered. Additionally, it
alludes to the fact that Steve’s family is
struggling financially.
This is not the mindset of a
boy with innocence to lose. The same
idea can be seen throughout the trial.
Repeatedly Steve’s trail is called a
“motion case.” Meaning, because he is
the legal system’s Other, his innocence
is not the jury’s concern. They are only
thinking about convicting him. His
lawyer, O’Brien, voices this in one of
their meetings: “You’re young, you’re
Black, and you’re on trial. What else do
they need to know? (Dean Myers, 1999).
Steve and O’Brien cannot possibly be
concerned with Steve’s nonexistent
childhood innocence when they are
fighting an uphill battle against a legal
system that makes Steve the Other.
When we consider Steve’s context as a
Black, lower class male fighting the legal
system, it is clear that Monster is much
more than a simple loss of innocence
story.
Similar to Reynold’s Long Way
Down, Myers leaves a major point of
ambiguity at the end of Monster. Steve
is found innocent by the jury; however,
the truth about his involvement
with the crime is never explicitly
revealed. Readers are left responsible
to determine whether or not the jury
reached the right verdict—both legally
and morally. Even if Steve did play the
small role of surveying the drug store
before the robbery turned murder,

thus making him guilty by the rules of
the court, readers have to decide if this
makes him deserving of being convicted
of felony murder, as he was charged.
Only Steve knows the fully story, and it
is his alone to carry.
Starr Carter is also no stranger
to encountering crime. With the death
of one of her best friends at the hands
of a police officer being the inciting
incident of the plot in Thomas’s The
Hate U Give, it is easy to think that the
death of Starr’s innocence is inevitable.
Although, Khalil is not the first friend
Starr has held while they are taking their
dying breaths. A key detail of Starr’s
past is the death of her friend Natasha
she witnessed in their neighborhood.
Death is nothing new for teenage Starr.
Additionally, the way people of color
are treated by the police was something
Starr knew all too well before Khalil’s
murder: “When I was twelve, my
parents had two talks with me. One was
the usual birds and bees… The other was
about what to do if a cop stopped me…
‘you do whatever they tell you to do…
Keep your hands visible. Don’t make any
sudden moves. Only speak when they
speak to you’” (Thomas, 2017). Clearly,
Starr is wise beyond her years and not
naively innocent. She knows that people
like her—like Khalil—are Othered by
the police.
Thug Life, as allusion to Tupac
meaning “The Hate U Give Little Infants
F---s Everybody”, is a major theme of the
novel presented moments before Khalil
dies; it is Thomas’ way of explaining
the Othering Black Americans face
(Thomas, 2017). Thug Life reemerges
during the novel’s most pivotal passage
when Tupac is playing while Starr and
her dad are riding in the car. Starr and
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Maverick discuss the Black Panthers,
racism, Nat Turner, and why people deal
drugs: “’They need money,’ I say. ‘And
they don’t have a lot of other ways to get
it.” ‘Right. Lack of opportunities,” Daddy
says. ‘Corporate America don’t bring
jobs to our communities, and they damn
sure ain’t quick to hire us’” (Thomas,
2017). Just like Steve understands he is
the Other of the justice system, Maverick
and Starr understand they are the
Other of corporate America. A loss on
innocence narrative could not possibly
include a protagonist with as much
understanding of her own postcolonial
situation as Starr. This conversation is
so pivotal because it is where Starr fully
concludes she needs to use her voice in
an attempt to get justice for Khalil and
everyone who looks like him: “This is
bigger than me and Khalil though. This
is about Us, with a capital U; everybody
who looks like us, feels like us, and is
experiencing this pain with us despite
not knowing me or Khalil. My silence
isn’t helping Us” (Thomas, 2017). The
Hate U Give is not a loss of innocence
story; it is the narrative of a girl who,
through tragedy, finds the room to use
her voice in a world that has long told
her that her voice shouldn’t be heard.
The notion that the loss of
innocence narrative is inseparable from
YAL must be abandoned. A postcolonial
reading of Long Way Down, Monster,
and The Hate U Give shows that there
are YA identity quests that, in fact, have
nothing to do with loss of innocence.
Steve is fighting for his legal innocence
and freedom in a system that doesn’t
want him to win. Starr is fighting for her
voice in a world of Thug Life that doesn’t
want her to be heard. Will is faced with
the decision between following The

Rules and joining the communal of the
dead he is visited by or defying fate.
These three texts are far more complex
than the loss of innocence archetype.
The implications of the fact that all three
of these young people inhabit Othered
identities—and are aware of it—readers
see that they are not in a position to live
in a state of innocence. Tupac’s message
redefining Thug Life, as “The Hate U
Give Little Infants F---s Everybody,”
resonates throughout all three of these
novels. Thomas, obviously makes it an
explicit theme throughout The Hate U
Give. Myers, through Steve’s screenplay,
sheds light on Thug Life in America’s
justice system. Thug Life appears in
Will’s story through the rules and the
heavy prevalence of gun violence in the
teen’s life. While it is easy to assume
three characters like Will, Steve, and
Starr travel the predictable loss of
innocence story arc, reading these three
texts through a postcolonial lens proves
that this is not the full story.
Implications
Overall, the findings of
this study show that contemporary,
diverse YAL is rich enough to be read
and analyzed through a framework
of postcolonial literary theory. The
postcolonial framework proved to be
successful in attempting to synthesize
the broad range of texts this research
considered. The use of creating two
themes of The Rules and Reconsidering
the Loss of Innocence Archetype shows
that these texts can work in conjunction
with one another to achieve a holistic
analysis of complex and relevant topics.
If complexity of content and engagement
is ever a concern, a strong selection of
diverse young adult literature will surely
put these worries to rest.
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My analysis and use of
postcolonial theory using diverse YAL
illustrates this complexity. Postcolonial
theory allows for in-depth analysis of
the rules that Othered youth in our
society face; it also brings to light new
ways of reading and thinking about
characters within the YA genre. March,
for example, both provides an untold
narrative from one of the most crucial
moments in American history and
shows the impact it continues to have.
Similarly, The Hate U Give shows the
reality of what growing up is like for
certain populations of youth in America.
The modern, culturally relevant ELA
classroom needs to give students the
tools to put unfair power structures and
inequity on trial. A postcolonial analysis
of literature addressing many of these
issues, such as much of the literature
used in this study, can do just that.
However, that is not to say
that this research is all-encompassing;
it, in fact, opens the door for a great
deal of further research. This research
was focused on the Printz Awards
winners and honor books in addition to
a few other works, but there is a great
deal of literature worth analyzing not
included in this research. While the use

of postcolonial theory was beneficial
to the synthesis of this research, it is
not the only literary theory that could
be used to analyze these texts or other
works of diverse YAL. Feminist theory,
for example, is frequently paired with
postcolonial theory because feminist
theory similarly anayzes unfair power
structures, and Marxist theory can
lead to conversations about portrayals
of class in YAL. This research is meant
to start the conversation around this
growing body of literature.
Additionally,
theoretical
research is no substitute for actually
implementing diverse YA texts in the
classroom. The theoretical literature
used to gather background knowledge
for this study suggests that other
educators and researchers are similarly
convinced, through their own research
or even classroom use, that diverse YAL
can be enriching to a classroom. Pairing
this with the findings of this research,
educators should be prepared to go
forward with the confidence that they
will see students engaged as they work
with diverse YA literature.
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Appendix
Alexie, S. (2007). The Absolutely True Diary
of a Part-Time Indian. New York, Ny: Little
Brown and Company.

Reading Recommendations:
The language of this novel is extremely
accessible for most readers. On top of this, the
way the novel relies so heavily on illustrations
make it an engaging read. Grades: 7-10

Summary:
Junior has lived his entire life on the Spokane
Indian reservation. As he is about to begin
high school, Junior decides he needs to go
to the nearby all-white school instead of
the reservation school in search of a better
education. Because of this, he is seen a traitor
by most people on the rez—most notably
his best friend, Rowdy. Junior must face both
the challenges of attending a new school and
being hated by many of his own people.

Lake, N. (2012). In Darkness. London, Great
Britain: Bloomsbury Publishing.
Summary:
Young chimère, Shorty, finds himself trapped
in the rubble of a collapsed hospital after
the 2010 earthquake in Haiti. As he narrates
his life story, it is discovered he shares a
mysterious link with Toussaint l’Ouverture,
the leader of the Haitian slave rebellion. The
novel alternates chapters between the story of
Shorty living in modern Haiti and the history
of Toussaint fighting for Haiti’s independence
from France.

Key Themes and Ideas:
Already being used in many classrooms across
the country, Part-Time Indian is a text that
provides the opportunity to read about the
state of life for Indians living on reservations.
This includes the internalization of being the
Other and the carrying of historical trauma.
Junior is faced with the struggle of trying to
reconcile with his home life on the reservation
and navigate a new community at the school
he begins to attend.

Key Themes and Ideas:
In Darkness makes students read imperial
history from a nonwestern perspective.
Additionally, the way Lake ties Shorty and
Toussaint together opens the door for
discussion about how colonization still has
lasting effects today.

Challenges of the Novel:
An often-overlooked part of Part-Time Indian
are the white, middle-class, “pull yourself up
by your bootstraps” values that are the center
of a lot of Junior’s actions. With this in mind,
it is too easy to take this text at face value
and label it as being all-encompassing of the
American Indian experience. Here we are
reminded of Adichie’s TED Talk “The danger
of a single story.”
Additionally, in the wake of the
#MeToo movement, the multiple allegations
of sexual harassment against Alexie cannot
be overlooked. Teachers need to be prepared
with an understanding of the allegations and
consider how it might affect their teaching of
this book.

Challenges of the Novel:
One challenge to reading In Darkness is
the heavy prevalence of Haitian Creole
throughout the novel. While Lake explains
the meaning of these parts when necessary,
it can still be a challenge for some readers. In
Darkness is also the only text in this research
where the author has written outside of their
own identity; Lake is a British author, and
Shorty is a Haitian boy. This raises questions
of authenticity of the work and whether or
not an author has the right to write from a
perspective that is not their own.
Reading Recommendations:
In Darkness gives a fresh take on history that
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many classrooms are lacking. The narrative
style can at times be confusing but is, for the
most part, engaging. Grades:10-12

the autobiographical nature makes it useful
for lovers of nonfiction. Grades: 9-12
Myers, W. D. (1999). Monster. New York, NY:
HarperCollins Publishers.

Lewis, J., Aydin, A., Powell, N. (2016). March.
Marietta, GA: Top Shelf Productions.

Summary:
Steve is on trial for felony murder; he has been
accused of being a part of a robbery turned
murder. Through the screenplay of his trial
and his notes, he shares with readers the story
of his trial. Readers follow Steve’s story as he
deals with court, lawyers, and his parents’
changing view of him.

Summary:
This series of three graphic novels is the
autobiographical narrative of John Lewis
throughout the civil rights movement. Lewis
becomes the chairman of the organization
SNCC. The narrative follows Lewis through
the civil rights movement as he participates
in protests at lunch counters, joins in the
Freedom Rides, speaks at the March of
Washington, and marches at Selma.

Key Themes and Ideas:
The form of the screenplay makes Monster a
very interesting text for students to explore.
Throughout the piece are themes of race
and class. It provides a lot of opportunities
to discuss the justice system and why people
commit crime.

Key themes and Ideas:
In many ways, March could qualify as a lost
narrative, as modern education focuses on the
likes of Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm
X; however, Lewis’s story is a crucial part of
the civil rights movement. Additionally, the
first-hand story of civil rights can be very
powerful in a classroom. Being told in graphic
novels, the series is able to cover a wide range
of history in relatively few pages.

Challenges of the Novel:
Race and the mistreatment of people of color
in the justice system are at the forefront of
Monster. This provides a lot of opportunities
for teaching moments; however, teachers
need to be prepared to approach these topics
with care.

Challenges of the Novel:
The biggest challenge with using March is
the fact that it is a series. While each novel
stands alone fairly well, a teacher would need
to commit to having students read three
books to entirely cover Lewis’s story. This
can take a lot of time and resources out of
an already packed curriculum. Additionally,
a danger of using an autobiography to teach
about a topic as large as the civil rights
movement is students walking away with the
misconception that this is the most important
or only story from that era to know.

Reading Recommendations:
The text is extremely rich in content and form
of the screenplay can be a refreshing change
of pace from the novel for all students. Grades:
6-10
Na, A. (2001). A Step From Heaven. New York,
NY: Simon & Schuster.
Summary:
Young Ju Park and her parents immigrate
from Korea to the United States during Young
Ju’s very early childhood. Na goes on to tell the
story of Young Ju’s life in a variety of vignettes.
Readers see Young Ju as she learns English,
experiences shame in her immigrant parents,
grow up with an abusive, alcoholic father, and

Reading Recommendations:
March would be a fantastic work to teach in
conjunction with a history unit on the civil
rights era. The form of a graphic novel makes
it a good candidate for reluctant readers, and
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graduate high school.

resemblance to his ex-wife—the deceased
mother of Naomi and the twins.

Key Ideas and Themes:
Na beautifully tells the story of what
immigrating to the United States can be like
for a young girl. This includes topics such as
learning English and teaching her parents
English as a kindergartener, inner conflict
between retaining Korean culture and
assimilation, and wanting to make parents
who sacrificed so much for her proud.

Key Themes and Ideas:
This novel presents students the racism
towards African Americans and Mexican
Americans that has been a part of American
history in all the realness and horror one
would expect from 1937 Texas. This allows
students to read and talk about the different
forms—Othering for example—racism
has taken in America. While it is one voice
narrating the novel, each chapter takes the
perspective of a different character. Including
Naomi, Beto, Wash, and Henry, this allows the
narrative to be considered from a variety of
different perspectives. Additionally, there are
key scenes in the novel where Henry pushes
Beto to act the way he believes a young
American boy should. These scenes open the
door for conversations about masculinity.

Challenges of the Novel:
To maintain authenticity, Na leaves many
Korean words in her novel; mainly, these are
names for family members such as mother,
father, and brother. For some readers this
could create confusion. Additionally, Na does
not censor herself when talking about the
abuse Young Ju, her mother, and her brother
face at the hands of her father. The topic of an
abusive parent can be difficult to broach with
young readers.

Challenges of the Novel:
This novel—especially the ending—is
extremely real, visceral, and violent. This
includes violence motivated by racism and
sexual violence and pedophilia. The fear of
this novel being triggering for some cannot
be ignored. These can be extremely difficult
conversations to broach in a classroom.
However, when handled with the proper
care, these are extremely important topics to
acknowledge.

Reading Recommendations:
The way the book is written in vignettes and
the fact that it is a fairly short text, it is easy
to digest. The book does an excellent job of
mimicking the main character’s journey with
learning English, as the language becomes
more complex as the narrative progresses.
Grades: 6-8
Pérez, A. H. (2015). Out of Darkness.
Minneapolis, MN: Lerner Publishing Group,
Inc..

Reading Recommendations:
The violence present in this text and the
length of the novel may make it a difficult
piece of literature for a full class. Many of
the sensitive topics within the novel require
guidance, so it may not be the best text to be
independently read by some students. Grades:
11-12

Summary:
Out of Darkness is set in 1936-7 in New
London, Texas. Naomi and her younger
half-siblings Beto and Cari move from living
with their grandparents in San Antonio to live
with Henry, the father of the twins and an oil
worker. The three begin attending the white
school. They also befriend Wash, a Black boy
Naomi’s age. Wash and Naomi slowly fall in
love. However, Henry has other plans for her,
as he wishes to marry her because of her

Sáenz, B. A. (2012). Aristotle and Dante
Discover the Secrets of the Universe. New
York, NY: Simon & Schuster.
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Summary:
Aristotle has struggled with understanding
the rules and who he is. When he develops a
strong friendship with Dante things get all the
more complicated. As the friendship between
the two boys slowly morphs into a romance,
Ari finally begins to understand who he really
is.

before deciding to leave Iran for good.
Key Themes and Ideas:
Satrapi is able to convey global issues in a way
that is engaging and accessible to students.
Through the way she explains her family’s
involvement in the political sphere, the
complicated nature of politics and war can be
explored. Additionally, by the way she shares
about her time in Austria, Satrapi presents
ideas about how domestic disputes can be
viewed globally.

Key Themes and Ideas:
In addition to being a work of LGBT fiction,
this novel is a beautiful romance. This opens
the novel up to both discussions of the LGBT
community and romance of young people.
Prominently featuring the families of the two
boys, there are themes of different family
dynamics present. The main theme of the
novel centers around Ari’s understanding of
identity.

Challenges of the Novel:
The biggest challenge to Persepolis seems to
be the global perspective which it provides.
Obviously, it is important for students to
read literature set outside of the Americas, so
scaffolding this graphic novel with a sufficient
coverage of Iranian history is useful.

Challenges of the Novel:
Unfortunately, any time a teacher wants to
make a piece of LGBT fiction a part of their
curriculum, there will be pushback to go
along with it. A teacher needs to be prepared
to justify the selection of the novel beyond the
presence of LGBT characters.

Reading Recommendations:
Both her use of language and images make
Satrapi’s novel extremely accessible for nearly
any reader, but the content is rich enough to
still engage older students. Grades: 7-12
Reynolds, J. (2017). Long Way Down. New
York, NY: Simon & Schuster.

Reading Recommendations:
This novel is rich enough in content that it
could be good for any reader. Additionally,
it a is beautiful romance with a certain
hopefulness that makes it a good candidate
for a full class read. Though it is a teen
romance, it is extremely chaste. Grades: 9-12

Summary:
After witnessing his brother get murdered,
Will feels the call to enact revenge and shoot
his brothers murder. As he is riding the
elevator down, he is visited by his past as he
must decide whether to kill or not.

Satrapi, M. (2004). The Complete Persepolis.
New York, NY: Pantheon Books.

Key Themes and Ideas:
Long Way Down is a beautifully written novel
in verse. Written in 2017, this allows for an
analysis of modern poetry. Throughout the
novel Will struggles with “The Rules” he
learned growing up—these are the rules that
require him to become a killer. The deceased
members of his family are a major portion
of the plot and Will’s struggle to make his
decision. Additionally, the novel ends very
ambiguously which allows a lot of room for

Summary:
Marjane Satrapi tells her life story in the form
of a graphic novel. Throughout her childhood,
Satrapi and her family cope with political
turmoil in Iran. As war breaks out, however,
her parents decide to send young Marjane to
school in Austria. Her time in Europe does
not necessarily go as planned, and she returns
home as a young adult to be with her family
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student interpretation.
Challenges with the Novel:
It seems that many students have an aversion
to poetry. Getting students to buy in to a
reading of Long Way Down for this reason
may prove challenging.

mature content. This includes but isn’t limited
to police brutality, gang violence, drug dealing,
and interracial relationships. In a classroom
where students come from a variety of
different racial, political, or socioeconomic
backgrounds, these highly politicised and
mature topics can be difficult to discuss.

Reading Recommendations:
Long Way Down has the potential to create a
whole new generation of lovers of poetry. The
text is written in accessible language but still
has many literary qualities. Being it is poetry,
it is a quick read that would work well for an
entire class. Grades: 8-12

Reading Recommendations:
The amount of time a teacher would need
to carve out in their curriculum to do this
complex novel justice makes it a difficult
candidate for a full-class read; however, the
book is rich enough that it could engage an
entire class. Grades: 10-12

Thomas, A. (2017). The Hate U Give. London:
Great Britain: Walker Books.

Yang, G. L. (2006). American Born Chinese.
New York, NY: Square Fish.

Summary:
After watching her friend die at the hands
of a police officer, life will never be the same
for Starr. She now views the fact that she is
one of the few Black students at a suburban
private school and lives in an inner-city
neighborhood ruled by two rival gangs very
differently. Through the love and support of
her friends and family, Starr works toward
finding her voice to speak for justice for her
friend and against the mistreatment of people
of color in society.

Summary:
Yang’s graphic novel follows three storylines.
Jin Wang is the son of Chinese immigrants
trying to navigate school and being different
than his white classmates. Jin becomes
friends with Wei-Chen, an immigrant from
Taiwan who joins his class; Wei-Chen helps
Jin land a date with the white classmate he
has a crush on. The next storyline is Danny’s.
Danny is a “normal” American boy who is
well-liked in school; however, he has feels a
lot of embarrassment when his cousin ChinKee—who is portrayed as a bit of a Chinese
caricature—comes to visit. Thirdly, is the
mythic tale of the Monkey King. The Monkey
King is a good ruler and a master of kung fu,
but he isn’t allowed in heaven with the gods.
Angered by this, the Monkey King lashes out
and rejects his Monkey-ness. All three of these
narratives collide in the end of the novel.

Key Themes and Ideas:
The Hate U Give makes readers consider what
life is like for a teenage girl of color in America.
Readers are reminded of the Black Lives
Matter movement as themes pertaining to
race, gang life, and police brutality fill nearly
every page. The novel is filled with a wide
variety of dynamic characters that give the
novel many facets to analyze and discuss.

Key Themes and Ideas:
American Born Chinese uniquely and
masterfully handles multiple storylines that
makes it an engaging text. The postcolonial
idea of Othering is a key theme throughout
the entire novel; readers see this concept from
many different angles. Jin’s identity quest
as the novel’s primary protagonist provides

Challenges of the Novel:
A challenge of The Hate U Give is the length of
the novel. At over 400 pages, there is the worry
that students will not commit to reading the
novel. With the strong ties to the Black Lives
Matter movement, this novel covers a lot of
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multiple points for discussion. Jin navigates
friendship, love, and his hybridity between
being an American teen and his Chinese
heritage.

illustrate the way Chinese Americans can be
Othered.
Reading Recommendation:
American Born Chinese is a rich enough text
that it could be used as a full class text. The
fact that it is a graphic novel may also make
it a helpful book to give reluctant readers.
Grades: 8-10

Challenges of the Novel:
The biggest challenge with teaching
American Born Chinese is how to approach
the character Chin-Kee. Chin-Kee is written
and drawn in a way that would embody any
negative Chinese stereotype one could think
of. All his dialogue is written to be read in
heavily accented English. Teachers need to
be prepared to make sure Yang’s portrayal
and use of Chin-Kee is not taken at face
value. Yang is dramatizing the stereotypes to
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The Effects of Hip Tightness on Running Mechanics and
the FMS Deep Squat in DIII Track & Field Runners

Sam Rosario, Augsburg University
Abstract

flexion ROM and decreased extension,
especially on the left side. Runners
who reported hip tightness had higher
average DS scores. Conclusion: Selfreported hip tightness group showed
earlier toe-off and increased flexion
ROM during swing phase. Differences
between groups are greater in hip
extension. Findings also suggest
asymmetries in the non-affected side
for the tightness group. Future studies
could investigate these changes in
running mechanics in different planes
of motion and injury prevalence in
runners with self-reported hip tightness.

R

unning requires rapid hip
movements. Increasing running
speeds place increased loads
on hip flexor and extensor muscles
(Schache et al., 2011). It is unclear
whether Division III track and field
athletes with self-reported hip tightness
would present altered sagittal plane
hip mechanics while running and
functional limitations when performing
the Functional Movement Screen (FMS)
deep squat. Objective: To investigate the
relationship between hip tightness, as
measured by the Functional Movement
Screen (FMS) deep squat (DS), and
running mechanics, as measured by
the peak flexion and extension angles
in Division III Track & Field athletes.
Methods: Ten subjects completed the
FMS DS and were filmed from both
sides while running on a treadmill
at 3 different speeds. Reflective
markers were placed on the greater
trochanter and lateral epicondyle of
the femur. Absolute peak flexion and
extension angles were obtained using
Dartfish software. Results: DS was
not a significant predictor of running
mechanics. There were moderate
positive correlations between peak hip
flexion angles and DS. DS scores of 1
were associated with increased hip

Introduction
Running is an activity that requires rapid
hip movements. The basic walking gait
cycle is marked by the initial contact
(IC) of one foot to the ground, loading
response (LR), midstance (MS), terminal
stance (TS), toe off (TO), then the start
of the swing phase at the initial swing
(IS), midswing (MS), and terminal swing
(TS) marking the end of the first division
before IC of the opposing leg’s gait cycle
(Novacheck, 1997), as shown in Figure 1.
During the swing phase, the hip flexors
accelerate the leg forward and during
the stance phase, the hip extensors
are engaged. According to Novacheck
(1997), with proper running mechanics,
it is understood that running gait
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changes with an increase or decrease
in speed and greater involvement
of specific muscles with change in
speed and intensity. Progression from
a stationary position to maximum
speed affects contact of the foot to the
ground, where the contact moves from
the hindfoot toward the forefoot while
striking, if progressing from a walk to
a run, especially while sprinting. Also,
with an increase in speed, time spent in
swing increases, stance time decreases,
double float1 increases, and cycle time
shortens.

based analysis should have a minimum
of 2 orthogonal views, lateral and
posterior, and the viewpoint should
be reproducible. Markers should be
something like bright colored tape,
placed onto or as close to the body
as possible, such as on compression
clothing. Warming up for 6-10 minutes
is recommended prior to the beginning
of the test stage. This warm up should
consist of an initial 6 minute pace at a
target speed for proper acclimation.
Particular stages within the running
cycle should be used for evaluation for
more specific focus and precise data
collection. For example, the display of
the initial contact phase and loading
response
requires
differentiation
between video frames while these
phases quickly occur. Although there
are portions of the running phases
that are clear to determine such as the
difference between forefoot strike and
rear foot strike, being able to accurately
determine each phase is essential to
providing a reliable analysis.

Figure 1. Basic running gait cycle

Assessing running mechanics
Souza et al. (2016) suggests that running
biomechanics are one of the best
methods of testing injury prevention
and injury development in runners.
In the article, Souza and colleagues
sought to provide a methodology for
the purpose of analyzing running
biomechanics that could have adverse
effects on running performance and
risk of injury. For starters, having a set
pace for a “long run” is preferred for
adequate acclimation to the pace and
setting while using a treadmill. Having
a camera with greater than 60 FPS is
preferred. Viewpoints using video-

Hip mechanics at different running
speeds
Literature involving biomechanics and
the muscles involved in speed increases
tend to agree on the importance
of muscles in the hip. Increased
hip muscle torque and work with
increasing speed was represented in
Schache (2011) and colleagues study
with participants involving 5 male and
3 females (mean age: 27.0 +/- 7.8 yrs)
in running based sports, such as track
and field and Australian rules football.

Double float occurs during running gait cycles where there is a period of time that there is no
contact of either foot with the ground (Novacheck, 1997).
1
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As speeds increased from 3.50 to 8.95
m/s (7.83 to 20.02 mph, respectively),
the hip extensors, hip flexors, and hip
abductors contributed the most out
of other muscle groups, as measured
by three-dimensional kinematics and
ground reaction forces. Participants
ran on a 110-m synthetic running track
(Schache 2011). There were moderate
associations that occurred between
running speed and the work done at the
hip joint during terminal stance (R2 =
0.56) and midswing (R2 = 0.74) (2011).
Investigators found the hip extensors
contribute most during the second half
of swing and the first half of stance, the
hip flexors contribute the most after toe
off, and the hip abductors, as well as
ankle plantarflexors and knee extensors
contribute during stance phase
generation. The first half of swing was
found to have generated an extension
torque, knee flexion torque is generated
at the first half of swing, and at the last
half of swing a knee flexor torque is
achieved. During terminal swing there
was a substantial increase in work at the
hip because of the speed change found
by Schache and colleagues of 7.35-fold
from 3.50 to 8.95 m*s-1 (2011). When
the running speed changed to 3.50 m*s1 the torque magnitude changed with
an increase in absolute magnitude by
3.94-fold, 5.02 m*s-1 4.59-fold, 6.97 m*s1 5.94-fold, and 8.95 m*s-1 3.32-fold
(Schache et al., 2011). Despite increased
running speed, the peak extension
torque and work done at the knee
joint during stance were unaffected.
However, work done at the ankle joint
during stance increased significantly
from 3.50-5.02 m/s, but plateaus beyond
5.02 m/s.
Improving running mechanics

is an important step to make towards
injury prevention, although other
factors come into play for progressive
improvement. It is unclear whether
increased running speed has a positive
impact on the amount of energy
absorbed upon foot strike while
running. In this study by Heiderscheit,
45 healthy adult volunteers (mean
age: 32.7 +/- 15.5 yrs) familiar with
treadmill running who reported
running a minimum of 15 miles/week
for at least 3 months prior to the study
were included for participation. The
participants ran at their preferred
speed (~6.5 mph), and proceeded at +/5% and +/-10% their preferred speed
pace by an audible metronome to
calculate step length, stance duration,
vertical excursion of the center of mass
(COM), foot inclination angle at initial
contact, and the horizontal distance
between the COM and heel at initial
contact. Their results found that as step
rate increase, step length was shorter
with less COM vertical excursion, the
impact of transient occurrence was
found to decrease, and ~20% and ~34%
less energy was absorbed at the knee
when preferred step rate increased 5%
and 10%, respectively (Heiderscheit,
2011). Heiderscheit also reported a
decreased in speed from the preferred
pace produced a similar increase in
energy absorbed at the knee (2011).
In conclusion, there is a significant
decrease in the energy absorbed at the
hip and knee with a 10% increase in
pace beyond preferred running speed.
When gait changes from
walking to running, hip range of motion
(ROM) can affect the stride length
and pelvic movements, showing that
different strategies are used based on
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how much hip extension is available.
Franz et al. (2009) found that, in 73
recreational runners (34 female, 39
male, mean age: 34 years +/- 11yrs) who
reported running at least 15 miles per
week. The participants were tested at
self-selected speeds that with an average
range from 1.28 (+/- 0.17) m/s to 3.17 (+/0.4) m/s. Hip extension magnitude was
only 1% higher in running compared
to walking, which may be caused by a
difference in hip extension flexibility in
the participants. This limitation may
cause compensatory movement with
more anterior pelvic tilt with stride
length increase. A suggested method
for improvement in anterior pelvic
tilt compensation is with flexibility
training to distribute tissue demands
while running (Franz et al., 2009). It
is not known whether hip extension
range of motion would affect running
biomechanics in Division III track and
field athletes.

that FAI patients had greater ipsilateral
pelvic rise, maintaining greater hip
adduction (Diamond et al., 2016). It
is possible that such compensatory
movements would be found in other
populations with restricted hip ROM,
but without a diagnosis of hip FAI.
Altered hip mechanics is
a risk factor for injury, as can be
seen in individuals suffering from
patellofemoral pain (PFP). In a
convenience sample of 30 participants
(13 males, 17 females, mean age: 34.0
+/- 13.1 yrs), subjects consented to
participate that met selected criteria for
generalized anterior, anterior/medial
knee or retropatellar pain for 1 month
or longer due to prolonged sitting,
ascending/descending stairs, sports
activity, and/or running. In conclusion,
significant differences were found
between controls and the PFP subjects
on both right and left sides. Mean hip
extension resulted in 6.8 degrees on both
sides for controls, -4.0 L and -4.3 degrees
R for mean hip extension, and a mean
difference of 10.8 L and 11.1 degrees
R. They did not discover significant
differences in hip IR or ER ROM, or total
rotation between controls and PFP, or
within individual groups (Roach 2014).
The importance of a wide ROM
is exemplified through the improved
performance in those suffering from
low ROM capabilities. The participants
included in Short’s study consisted
of 5 elite male athletes (19-27 years
old, mean age: 21.6 years +/-2.87) that
underwent manual therapy programs
to progress the athletes from a state of
pain from diagnosed issues unique to
each individual. Short reported that
they showed significant improvements
in pain reduction, which then allowed

Hip Biomechanics and Range of
Motion
Decreased hip ROM can be attributed to
many different factors, some not under
the control of the affected individual,
such as anatomical constraints caused
by changes in bone shape at the hip
socket or the femoral head and neck.
The presence of anatomical differences
may lead to compensatory strategies
at other joints. For example, adults
diagnosed with cam or combined
femoroacetabular impingement (FAI)
can squat to a depth comparable with
the controls, regardless of whether they
are constrained or not constrained.
However, under the constrained
conditions, Diamond et al. reported
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for players to participate more in game
(Short 2017). Adding interventions
through exercise may assist with lasting
ROM development, but may change
movement patterns in the individual,
but assisting with force distribution in
the body (Short et al., 2017).
In addition to hip ROM,
hip muscle strength can also affect
hip biomechanics. Taylor-Hass and
colleagues (2014) studied cohort of
33 male high school and collegiate
cross country runners (mean age:
18.3 +/- 1.9yrs) who reported running
at least 20 km per week. The study
measured running kinematics and peak
concentric isokinetic hip abductor and
extensor strength at 120 deg/sec using
and isokinetic dynamometer within a
laboratory setting. Runners with greater
hip extensor isokinetic torques had
significantly less hip transverse plane
ROM (r=-0.39, p=0.012) and runners with
greater hip abductor isokinetic torques
had significantly less frontal plane hip
ROM (r=-0.46, p=0.008). There were no
significant relationships between hip
isokinetic torques and knee ROM in
any of the three planes. Results suggest
that the strength of the hip is not linked
to frontal or transverse plane knee
kinematics, but do indicate that hip
abductor and hip extensor weakness
is correlated to greater hip adduction
during the stance phase of running and
hip internal rotation. These movements
could indicate compensations at the
pelvis and hip and could increase the
risk for injury. It is unclear whether
Division III track and field athletes with
self-reported hip tightness and reduced
sagittal plane hip ROM would present
functional limitations when performing
lower extremity based movement

assessments
in
the
Movement Screen (FMS).

Functional

Functional Movement Screen
The functional movement screen is used
to identify imbalances and asymmetries
in an individual’s mobility and stability
by performing 7 movement patterns:
deep squat, hurdle step, in-line lunge,
active straight-leg raise, trunk stability
push up, rotary stability and shoulder
mobility. In the literature reviewed,
results suggest that the deep squat (DS)
may be a meaningful predictor or injury
risk and hip kinematics. In a study done
by Kiesel (2009), 62 professional football
players participated in an intervention
program for 7 weeks during the
off-season based off of individual
performance on the FMS. Kiesel and
colleagues made a significant finding
that a score of one on the deep squat
put players at five times higher risk
for failure, while other factors did not
prove to be reliable predictors (2009).
Kiesel explains that the FMS DS was
an effective measure of mobility and
instability because it encapsulates
many different parts of the body while
attempting the movement, which can
assist as an indicator that an individual
may be at much higher risk for injury
if they perform inadequately, and the
movement is the most relevant to the
sport of professional football. Similarly,
According to Hotta (2015), the deep
squat (DS) and active straight leg
raise (ASLR) were best in predicting
incidence of running injuries instead
of predicting injury based off all 7
movement patterns. This would suggest
that focusing more on a hip involved
movement such as the DS will provide a
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better focus for analyzing runners than
the FMS as a whole.
Performance on the FMS DS
can be attributed to various factors
when scoring. For example, Cook et
al. (2015) suggests that scores below a
three may be associated with limits in
dorsiflexion, extension of the thoracic
spine, or hip flexion. Normative values
for the deep squat (DS) for 45 healthy
adult runners, ages 22 to 54 years (24
male, 21 female, mean age: 34.8 +/7.7yrs), was 2.0 +/- 0.47 for males and
1.7 +/- 0.48 for females (Agresta et
al., 2014). Proper execution of the DS
requires adequate ROM and flexibility
at hip, shoulder, and thoracic spine, as
well as adequate closed chain kinetic
dorsiflexion, and stability of the core
(Cook et al., 2015).
Other studies in the literature
reviewed also highlight the relationship
between DS and hip ROM. Butler et
al. (2010) compared 28 participants
(9 male, 19 female, age range: 18-30)
that exercised recreationally or were
athletes were divided into 3 groups
dependent on their ability to perform
the FMS DS test. The group numbers of
one through three were representative
of their FMS score on the DS. Group
one consisted of 4 males and 5 females,
group two included 2 males and 7
females, and group three had 3 males
and 7 females. Groups 2 and 3 exhibited
greater peak hip flexion, greater hip
flexion excursion, and greater peak
hip extension moments than group 1.
There were no significant differences
between groups 2 and 3 regarding
peak joint angles, joint angle excursion
and peak joint moments in the ankle,
knee and hip. This study concluded
that FMS DS scores have a significant

effect on changes in lower extremity
performance (Butler, 2010). Similarly,
Jenkins et al. (2017) investigated the
correlations between passive hip ROM
and FMS scores, in participants from
several different DII sports including
22 baseball (mean age: 20.0yrs), 10
softball (mean age: 20.1yrs), and 12
cross country (10 male, mean age:
20.7yrs, 2 female, mean age: 19.5yrs).
Passive hip flexion on the left side was
moderately positively and significantly
correlated to DS (r=0.342), right hurdle
step (HS) (r=0.301), left in line lunge
(ILL) (r=0.422), and right ILL (0.351).
Passive hip flexion on the right side was
moderately positively and significantly
correlated to trunk stability push up
(TSPU) (r=0.464). Passive hip flexion on
the left side was moderately positively
and significantly correlated to the
rotary stability left (RSL) (r=0.304).
Passive hip extension on the left side was
moderately positively and significantly
correlated to left active straight leg
raise (ASLR) (r=0.427) and right ASLR
(r=0.503). There was a moderately
positively
significant
correlation
between passive hip extension on the
right side to left ASLR (r=0.321). Passive
internal rotation on the left side was
moderately positively and significantly
correlated to left ASLR (r=0.515) and
right ASLR (r=0.507). Passive hip
internal rotation on the right side was
moderately positively and significantly
correlated to left shoulder mobility
(SM) (r=0.317), left ASLR (r=0.387), and
right ASLR (r=0.399). Passive external
rotation for the left side was moderately
positively significantly correlated to
left SML (r=0.480), right SM (r=0.372),
left ASLR (r=0.484), and right ASLR
(r=0.504). Passive external rotation on
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the right side was moderately positively
and significantly correlated to left ASLR
(r=0.361), and right ASLR (r=0.354).
All correlations found from this study
were weak to moderate. The strongest
correlation was between the FMS active
straight leg raise L/R because it is a onejoint exercise employing only the hip
joint, but it did not correlate with hip
flexion. Another interesting correlation
was between the shoulder mobility
L/R and external rotation L/R, which
provides evidence that hip rotation
could impact shoulder mobility. Also
noted here was the indirect connection
of the FMS and injury risk when
considering the implications of ROM
to injury, and the usefulness of ROM
testing as a tool for assessing weak
links in an athlete’s body for injury
preventative measures. The DS results
were in agreement with Butler, which
was that increased hip ROM or joint
mobility generates a higher probability
of improving a DS score from a 1 to
a 2. The effects of different levels of
performance on the FMS deep squat
(DS) in DIII Track & Field athletes and
their connection to running mechanics
at this point is unclear.

hypothesized that reduced hip range
of motion, as measured by the FMS DS,
will result in altered running mechanics,
as measured by the peak flexion and
extension angles. It is hypothesized
that self-reported hip tightness has a
negative effect on performance in the
deep squat and running mechanics
in this group. Finally, it is also unclear
whether FMS deep squat scores will
be lower than the normative values
established in the literature for Division
III Track & Field runners with hip
tightness.

Gap in Literature and statement of
purpose

Procedure

Methods
Subjects
The subjects of this study consisted of
8 men and 2 women currently enrolled
in the Augsburg University Track and
Field team. They ranged in age from
18 to 22 years of age (mean age = 20.5
yrs +/- 1.75) and were recruited by the
investigator via email and directly via
text message. Exclusion criteria were
lower extremity injuries within the last
6 months or incomplete rehabilitation
without medical clearance to return to
their respective sport.

Participants attended a 45 minute visit to
Kennedy Center Physiology Laboratory.
Upon arrival, subjects consented to
participating in this study. Following
the consent process, participants
completed FMS testing, which included:
deep squat, hurdle step, in-line lunge,
shoulder mobility, active straight leg
raise, trunk stability push up, and rotary
stability. A level 1 FMS certified tester
performed all of the FMS assessments

This study aims to investigate NCAA
DIII Augsburg University Track & Field
runners. To our knowledge, the effects
of hip tightness on running mechanics
and the FMS deep squat has not been
studied and can provide insight for
future studies related to hip tightness
and the FMS, as well as possible future
interventions for injury prevention
and performance improvement. It is
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and scoring, according to the FMS Level
1 manual criteria (Cook et al., 2015). The
FMS is scored on a zero to three scale.
Zero signifies pain while performing
the movement, a one signifies not
completing the movement, a two is
given if the movement is completed but
with some compensation, and a three
signifies completing the movement
optimally. The FMS deep squat (DS)
the primary focus for this study as it
is a movement that places the hips at
extreme flexion active range of motion,
while maintaining the upper body at a
stable position to avoid compensation.
The participant being tested on the
movement was instructed to stand
up straight with feet shoulder width
apart, straight forward without their
toes pointing outward laterally. The
participant was handed the dowel and
was to place it above their head with
both hands, bringing it down to the top
of their head with elbows and shoulders
flexed at ninety degrees, then pressing it
above their head. While performing the
deep squat the participant should keep
their torso and the dowel upright while
keeping their heels in contact with the
floor while descending into a squat as
deep as they can. A score of one was
given when the tibia and torso were
not parallel, the femur was not below
horizontal, knees collapsed medially
into valgus position, or the dowel was
not aligned over feet. A score of two
was given if the torso was parallel with
the tibia or toward vertical, the femur
was below horizontal, no knee valgus
was seen, and the dowel was aligned
over their feet, while their heels were
elevated. A score of three was given if
the torso was parallel with the tibia or
toward vertical, the femur was below

horizontal, no knee valgus was seen,
and the dowel was aligned over their
feet.
Following the FMS testing,
passive hip ROM was measured for
purposes of another research project.
Finally, participants changed into black
compression clothes for video analysis.
Reflective markers were placed at the
greater trochanter, lateral epicondyle
of femur, and the lateral malleolus to
determine absolute hip extension and
flexion angles.
Participants completed a
five minute dynamic warm up of their
choice prior to completing the running
protocol on a treadmill. Runners’ lower
extremities were recorded bilaterally
from a sagittal plane view (side view)
while running at three different speeds.
Two digital video cameras (Panasonic
HC-V770 and HC-VX870) at 60Hz on
a 1/250 shutter speed were used. The
running protocol differed for long
distance runners (slower) and sprinters
( faster) to accommodate for each
individual’s ability and comfort level
with running at the particular speeds.
Participants were allowed to choose
if they wanted to complete a slower or
faster protocol. One male long distance
runner chose to run at the faster pace,
and two female sprinters chose to run
at the slower pace; however one of the
two later felt comfortable enough to
complete the maximum speed (12 mph),
thus completing four trials instead of
three. Long distance runners started
at six mph for one minute, then eight
mph for thirty seconds, and ten mph
for fifteen seconds. Sprinters started
at eight mph, then ten mph for thirty
seconds, and finally twelve mph for ten
seconds. The videos were analyzed using
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Dartfish Software, where the absolute
hip flexion angles were measured using
the horizontal line as a reference to
form an angle with the line formed by
the marker on the greater trochanter
and the one on the lateral epicondyle of
the femur, as seen on Figure 1.

markers. In the event a marker was
not clearly visible, the following frame
was used in the analysis. The data were
analyzed using Microsoft Excel and
R Statistical Software and compared
to normative data for runners. Paired
t-tests compared average peak hip
flexion and extension between low and
top speeds, as well as between right and
left sides. Single and multiple regression
models were used to compare running
mechanics and DS.

Results
The participants in this study consisted
of 8 males and 2 females, 6 of which
were sprinters and 4 were long distance
runners. Of the 10 participants, 1
reported knee pain on the right and
left side and 3 others had self-reported
hip tightness. The mean age of the
participants was 20.5 years (SD = 1.75).
FMS scores are summarized in Table 7,
Appendix A.

Figure 1. Hip flexion absolute angle
For hip extension the horizontal line
was used as a reference to form an angle
with the same femoral markers, as seen
on Figure 2.

Peak flexion angle comparison
between low to top speed
There were no significant right and left
differences in hip flexion angles at the
low speed (p=0.146), or at top speed
(p=0.136). The mean peak hip flexion
angle at the low speed for the right side
was 60.57 degrees (SD = 7.68) and for the
left side was 65.12 degrees (SD = 11.76).
The mean peak hip flexion angle at the
top speed for the right side was 49.29
degrees (SD = 10.04) and for the left side
was 54.22 degrees (SD = 13.18). Overall,
there was a significant difference in
right peak hip flexion angles between
low and top speed, with the top speed
having significantly lower hip flexion by

Figure 2. Hip extension absolute angle
This process was completed
for 10 consecutive strides/cycles,
ensuring no video clips had blurred
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22.8% (p<0.001). There was a significant
overall difference in left peak flexion
from low to high speed of 20%. All peak
flexion angles at low and top speeds are
summarized in table 1.

peak flexion at low speed. When adding
hip tightness to the regression model
between DS and R peak hip flexion
at low speed, the model was still not
significant (p=0.63) and explained
12% of the variability of right peak hip
flexion at low speed. Overall, there were
weak correlations between the DS and
peak right hip flexion angles at top
speed (r=0.341, p=0.33) and DS scores
only explained 11% of the variability
of right hip peak flexion at top speed.
When adding hip tightness to the
regression model between DS and R
peak hip flexion at top speed, the model
was still not significant (p=0.57) and
explained 14% of the variability of right
hip peak flexion at top speed.
On the left side, DS was
moderately positively correlated to
left peak hip flexion at low speed (r=
0.56, p=0.09) and explained 31% of the
variability in peak left hip flexion. When
adding tightness to the left flexion
model at low speed, DS was still not a
significant predictor (p=0.12) and the
model was not significant (p=0.26). It
explained 31% of the variability in peak
left hip flexion. DS was moderately
positively correlated to left peak hip
flexion at top speed (r= 0.59, p=0.07)
and explained 35% of the variability in
peak left hip flexion, as shown in Figure
3. When adding tightness to the left
flexion model at top speed, DS was still
not a significant predictor (p=0.07) and
the model was not significant (p=0.15).
It explained 41% of the variability in
peak left hip flexion. Overall, as hip
flexion ROM increased (as marked by
lower absolute peak flexion angles), DS
scores tended to decrease. The decrease
was more pronounced on the left side.

Peak extension angle comparison
between low to top speed
As was found with flexion, there were
no significant right and left differences
in peak hip extension angles at the low
speed (r=0.143), or at the top speed
(r=0.743). Overall, the average right
peak extension angle at the low speed
was 69.85 degrees (SD = 7.53) and for
the left side was 64.26 degrees (SD =
10.34). The average right peak extension
angle at the top speed was 63.39 degrees
(SD = 8.94) and for the left side was
62.39 degrees (SD = 12.76). There was
a significant 10.2% decrease in right
hip extension from low to top speed
(p<0.005). Peak angles at low and top
speeds are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Mean right and left side
extension and flexion angles at high and
low speeds.

DS scores, hip tightness, and running
mechanics
DS as a predictor of peak hip flexion
DS was weakly positively correlated to
peak right hip flexion at the low speed
(r=0.293, p=0.41). DS scores explained
only 8% of the variability in right hip
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Figure 3. Scatterplot of left peak hip
flexion at top speed as modeled by DS
scores

Figure 4. Scatter plot of Peak Right Hip
Extension as modeled by DS scores
At low speed, there was a weak negative
correlation between peak left hip
extension angles and DS (r=-0.21, p=0.55)
and only explained 4% of the variability
in peak right hip extension angles. When
adding hip tightness as a predictor, the
model explained 25% of the variability
in left hip extension at low speed, but
was not significant (p=0.36). Tightness
was not a significant predictor (p=0.21).
DS was not a significant predictor of left
hip extension at top speed either (r =
-0.14, p=0.68) and only explained 2% of
variability. When adding hip tightness as
a predictor, the model explained 35% of
the variability in left hip extension at top
speed. Tightness was not a significant
predictor (p=0.09). For the left side,
as hip extension ROM increased (as
marked by lower absolute peak flexion
angles), DS scored increased.

DS as a predictor of peak hip
extension
At low speed, there was a weak positive
correlation between peak right hip
extension angles and DS (r=0.21, p=0.56)
and only explained 4% of the variability
in peak right hip extension angles, as
shown in Figure 4. When adding hip
tightness as a predictor, the model
explained 25% of the variability in right
hip extension at low speed, but was not
significant (p=0.35). Tightness was not
a significant predictor (p=0.2). At top
speed, there was no correlation between
DS and peak right extension angles
(r=0.04, 0.9). When adding hip tightness
as a predictor, the model explained 17%
of the variability in right hip extension
at top speed, but was not significant
(p=0.51). Tightness was not a significant
predictor (p=0.27). At top speed, as right
hip extension ROM increased, DS scores
decreased.
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Figure 5. Scatterplot of Left peak hip
extension at top speed as modeled by
DS

On the left side, peak hip flexion angles
for individuals with self-reported hip
tightness decreased by 23.7% and by
13.6% for individuals in the normal
group, indicating greater ROM during
the swing phase for both groups with an
increase in speed.

Self-reported hip tightness group vs.
normal group: hip flexion at different
speeds

Self-reported hip tightness group
vs. normal group: hip extension at
different speeds

The mean peak hip flexion angle for the
right side at the low speed for individuals
with self-reported hip tightness was 58.9
degrees (SD = 1.86) and 61.28 degrees
(SD = 9.24) for individuals with normal
hips. Mean right peak hip flexion at low
speed was 3.89% higher for the normal
group. At the top speed, mean right peak
hip flexion angle was 47.3 degrees (SD =
6.96) for individuals with self-reported
hip tightness and 50.13 degrees (SD
= 11.51). Mean right peak hip flexion
at top speed was 5.59% higher for the
normal group.
For the left side, the mean
peak hip flexion angle at the low speed
for individuals with self-reported hip
tightness was 66.91 degrees (SD =
16.31) and 64.35 degrees (SD = 10.79)
for individuals with normal hips. Mean
left peak hip flexion at low speed was
3.97% lower for the normal group.
At the top speed, mean left peak hip
flexion angle was 51.02 degrees (SD =
3.83) for individuals with self-reported
hip tightness and 55.60 degrees (SD =
15.76). Mean left peak hip flexion at top
speed was 8.24% higher for the normal
group.
As speeds increased, right peak
hip flexion angles for individuals with
self-reported hip tightness decreased
by 19.6% and by 18.2% for individuals
in the normal group, indicating greater
hip flexion ROM during swing phase.

The mean peak hip extension angles
for the right side at the low speed for
individuals with self-reported hip
tightness was 75.1 degrees (SD=5.25),
and at the top speed was 68.8 degrees
(SD=5.41). The peak hip extension angle
for the right side at the low speed was
8.39% larger for the tightness group
than when running at the top speed.
The mean peak hip extension
angles for the left side at the low speed
for individuals with self-reported hip
tightness was 70.65 degrees (SD=8.48),
and at the top speed was 72.69 degrees
(SD=3.44). The peak hip extension angle
for the left side at the low speed was
2.9% less for the tightness group than
when running at the top speed.
As speeds increased, right peak
hip extension angles for individuals with
self-reported hip tightness decreased
by 8.4% and by 9.6% for individuals in
the normal group, indicating greater
hip extension ROM before toeing-off.
On the left side, peak hip extension
angles for individuals with self-reported
hip tightness increased by 2.9% and
decreased by 5.8% for individuals in the
normal group, indicating lower ROM
and earlier toe-off just for the tightness
group.
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Running mechanics comparison
between different DS scores

Table 3: Percent differences of deep
squat scores of 1 versus an averaged DS
score of 2 and 3.
For extension results we
also found 11.6% lower right peak
hip extension angles on the right side
from individuals who scored a 1 to
those who scored a 2, and 10.1% lower
extension angles than those who scored
a 3. Individuals who scored a 1 had
9.38% lower right peak hip extension
angles at top speed than those who
scored a 2. Individuals who scored a
1 had 14.2% greater left hip extension
angles at the low speed than those who
scored a 2, 15.2% greater extension
angles compared to those who scored
a 3, and 14.7% greater extension angles
compared to the 2 and 3 averaged
extension score. Individuals who scored
a 1 had 14.6% greater left peak hip
extension angles at the top speed than
those who scored a 2, individuals who
scored a 2 had 11.5% lower extension
angles compared to those who scored
a 3, and individuals who scored a 1 had
9% greater extension angles compared
to the 2 and 3 averaged score. Results
are summarized in Table 4 and 5.

Research conducted by Butler et al.
(2010) separated participants according
to their scores on the deep squat.
Utilizing similar methodology, we found
individuals who scored a 1 in the DS had
28% lower left peak hip flexion angles at
the low speed than group 2, 26.9% lower
peak flexion angles than those who
scored a 3, and 28.5% lower peak flexion
angles compared to the 2 and 3 averaged
flexion score. Individuals who scored a
1 were found to have 15.8% lower right
peak hip flexion angles at the low speed
than those who scored a 2, and 11.7%
lower flexion angles compared to the 2
and 3 averaged score. Individuals who
scored a 1 had 41.5% lower left peak
hip flexion angles at the top speed than
those who scored a 2, 37.1% lower flexion
angles than those who scored a 3, and
39.4% lower flexion angles compared to
the 2 and 3 averaged score. Individuals
who scored a 1 had 25.2% lower right
peak hip flexion angles at the top speed
from those who scored a 2, and 20.6%
lower flexion angles compared to the 2
and 3 averaged flexion score. Results are
summarized in Table 2 and 3.

Table 2: Mean peak flexion angles at low
and high speeds grouped by DS scores.

Table 4: Mean peak extension angles
at low and high speeds grouped by DS
scores.
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Discussion

Table 5: Percent differences of deep
squat scores of 1 versus an averaged DS
score of 2 and 3.

This study hypothesized that reduced
hip range of motion, as measured by
the FMS DS, would result in altered
running mechanics, as measured by the
peak flexion and extension angles, and
that self-reported hip tightness would
have an effect on performance in the DS
and running mechanics in this group.
Finally, it is also hypothesized that
FMS DS scores would be lower than
the normative values established in the
literature for Division III Track & Field
runners with hip tightness.

DS scores, hip tightness, and
normative values
Overall, there was a very low correlation
between self-reported hip tightness and
DS scores (r = 0.12). Normative values
related to the deep squat (DS) in Agresta
et al.’s study for males was 2.0 (SD=0.47)
(percent difference= 0%) and for females
1.7 (SD=0.48) (percent difference=1%)
(2014). The participants in our study are
in agreement with Agresta. The mean
DS score for males was 2.0 (SD=1), and
the mean DS score for females was 1.5
(SD=0.5). All deep squat scores, SD and
percent differences from normative
values are summarized in table 6.
Contradicting
the
initial
hypothesis that individuals with selfreported hip tightness would score
lower in the DS, individuals with
self-reported hip tightness scored
on average 2 (SD = 0), while normal
individuals scored on average 1.86 (SD
= 0.69). The normal group mean score
was 7.14% lower than the self-reported
hip tightness group and 0.54% greater
than the normative value for males.

Self-reported hip tightness effect on
DS performance
Overall, there was a low correlation
(r=0.12) between self-reported hip
tightness and DS scores. When
comparing individuals who scored 1
on the FMS DS to athletes who scored
2 or 3, mean right peak flexion at the
top speed was lower by 10 degrees for
athletes that scored a 1 versus athletes
who scored a 2 or 3 (39.29 degrees to
49.29 degrees, respectively), and mean
left peak flexion at the top speed being
roughly 20 degrees less than the average
for athletes who scored a 2 or 3 (34.86
degrees to 54.22 degrees, respectively),
suggesting that individuals that scored
lower in the DS had greater hip flexion
ROM. These findings are not in line
with results from Butler and colleagues
(2010),
in
recreationally
active
participants and athletes ages 18-30.
In their study, individuals who scored
a 1 on the DS had less active peak hip
flexion angles than those who scored a
2 or a 3. This contradicts the findings of

Table 6: Mean deep squat (DS) scores
and standard deviation (SD) as
compared to normative scores by
Agresta et al. (2014).
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our study, as we found that those who
scored a 1 on the DS had more hip flexion
ROM, but less hip extension ROM. Given
that the participants in this study were
all high performing, young, and healthy
individuals and that DS scores are
affected by more than just hip mobility,
it is possible that other underlying
issues affected the performance of the
DS for the athletes in the present study.
When comparing groups, the average
deep squat score for individuals with
self-reported hip tightness was a 2, and
those who did not report hip tightness
had an average of 1.86 (SD=0.69). This
contradicts our hypothesis that selfreported hip tightness has an effect
on performance in the deep squat in
this group, as the average DS score for
participants with self-reported hip
tightness scored slightly higher than the
average DS score for the entire group.
Based on Butler's findings, the DS only
reflects reduced hip peak flexion for
scores of 1. There was no difference
in peak hip flexion between scores of
2 and 3. This may explain the fact that
the tightness group did not perform
differently than the normal group. It
is important to remember that even
though these individuals reported
tightness, they are young, healthy, high
performing athletes.

hip flexion ROM, DS scores were lower,
and that with greater left hip extension
ROM, DS scores were greater. However,
we found no relationship between right
hip extension and the DS at top speed,
and there was no significance between
the DS and running mechanics for this
population in this study. Even though
the findings in the present study were
not significant, the magnitude of the
correlation coefficient between right
peak flexion and DS were in line with
Jenkins and colleagues (2017), who
found a significant moderate positive
correlation between passive flexion
on the left side with the DS (p=0.342).
One distinction to make between our
findings and Jenkin’s is that we analyzed
active hip flexion, while Jenkins
analyzed passive hip flexion. The results
of a study by Schache and colleagues
(2011) also supports the findings of our
study, as they had found that the hip
extensor and knee flexor muscles during
terminal swing demonstrated the most
dramatic increase in biomechanical
load when running speed increased in
intensity. In the present study, we found
that, as participants ran faster, the hip
angles got smaller, suggesting that there
is an increase in average swing angles
while running as speeds increase. This
study did not measure hip acceleration,
so we cannot infer whether there was
an increased hip flexor torque with an
increase in running speed, but there was
an increase in angular displacement.
We also found that, in general,
individuals with self-reported hip
tightness tended to flex more and
normal people tended to extend more.
This suggests that there are changes
between toe off and mid-swing between
the groups. This finding confirms

Self-reported hip tightness effect on
running mechanics
Our results partially confirmed our
hypothesis that decreased range of
motion, as measured by the FMS
DS, would result in altered running
mechanics, as measured by peak flexion
and extension angles. The findings of the
present study suggest that with greater
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our hypothesis that the running
mechanics of the group with selfreported hip tightness would differ
from the normal group. Findings by
Roach et al. (2014) suggest that runners
who experience limited hip extension
may develop shortening of anterior
hip muscles such as the hip flexor,
and with the converse also being a
possibility where hip extension may
decrease due to shortening in anterior
hip musculature. Roach explains that
possible repercussions for these deficits
may limit one’s ability to generate full
potential power in the gluteus maximus,
as well as a decrease in efficiency in the
anterior hip muscles and potential for
overuse.
The results of Lindsay et al.
(2014) found that the mean stride
interval decreased significantly with
increasing speed, which confirms
the findings of our study, as there is
an increase in peak hip flexion and
extension angles when running at a
faster pace, meaning that the ROM of
the hip increases with an increase in
speed. The limitations that runners
may experience due to hip tightness
and decreased ROM during stride are
points for possible future intervention.
Short et al. (2017) suggests that adding
interventions through exercise may
assist with lasting ROM development,
but may change movement patterns
in the individual. These changes may
take adjustment and cause alteration
in performance, but they are in turn
assisting with force distribution in the
body, which can help prevent potential
injuries from occurring.
Heiderscheit and colleagues
(2011) studied the difference in stride
speed on joint manipulation with 45

healthy adults (mean age: 32.7, +/15.5yrs) familiar with treadmill running,
who reported running a minimum of 15
miles/week for at least 3 months prior
to the study. The results found that
increasing step rate by 5-10% from their
preferred step rate caused the impact
transient occurrence to decrease,
and ~20% and ~34% less energy was
absorbed at the knee. With the increase
in speed, there was also a decrease in
step length, and the hip achieved less
peak flexion (p<0.01). This method
of running could help change the
magnitude of compensations made by
athletes whose longer stride length may
be causing greater load concentrations
at their lumbar spine rather than at the
hip.

DS scores compared to normative
values
Individuals with self-reported hip
tightness scored an average of 2.0 on
the DS (SD=0). The tightness group
compared to the normal non-tightness
average scored higher with the normal
scoring 1.86 (SD=0.69), and still scored
higher when compared to normative
scores from Agresta et al. (2014), which
were averaged at 1.85 (SD=0.48). These
findings were in partial confirmation
of our hypothesis that the participants
in our study would be in line with
normative values. However, we expected
individuals with self-reported hip
tightness to score lower than normative
scores, but the tightness group scored
above average. These differences
in comparisons to the normative
values are likely due to differences in
populations. Our participants were
young competitive runners, while those
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included in the normative values were
recreational runners who ranged from
22-54 years old. Prior research done
by Cook et al. (2015) suggested scores
below a three may be associated with
limits in dorsiflexion, extension of the
thoracic spine, or with hip flexion. A
DS score of 3 requires sufficient ROM
and flexibility at the hip, shoulder, and
thoracic spine, as well as sufficient
closed kinetic dorsiflexion, and core
strength (Cook et al. 2015). Another
potential explanation for our results
can be supported by a meta-analysis
on a phenomenon called “Butt wink”
by Somerset (2018). Butt wink is the
instance where one attempts a deep
squat, but is limited due to several
factors such as tight gluteal muscles
(piriformis and adductor magnus), tight
hamstrings, excessive hip socket depth,
and acetabulum orientation. The main
takeaway point here is that hip tightness
may not be the cause for low DS scores,
and in fact the inability to perform
the deep squat can be attributed to
inherent anatomical formations such
as hip socket depth or acetabulum
orientation limiting ROM indefinitely.
However, the DS is an example of an
extreme hip ROM not required during
running at any speed. It is possible that
some runners can perform adequately
despite a low score in the FMS DS.
Future research on running mechanics
could incorporate other FMS test like
the active straight leg raise (ASLR),
which may provide additional insight
on hip ROM and performance.

on the deep squat, which represents
the greatest hip flexion range of motion,
requires multiple parts of the body such
as the ankle, knee, and hip to perform,
and was one of the best FMS movements
as an indicator of injury risk according
to Hotta et al. (2015). However, there
was not any significant correlations
between the DS and running mechanics
in this study. Also, we have looked at the
hip only in the sagittal plane, which is
limited to hip flexion and extension, but
not IR/ER, abduction/adduction. It may
be that there are meaningful variables
that were not looked at for this study, so
future studies could look at other planes
or other FMS tests. There is a wide range
of running strategies, which include
movements outside out the sagittal
plane and movements at other joints in
the kinetic chain where future studies
could account for these differences.

Measurement limitations
Overall, the FMS DS was not a good
predictor of active hip extension or
flexion while running. This may be due
to the nature of the scoring of the FMS
(not a continuous numbering scale),
since there is a large range of abilities
that fit within a score of 2, for example.
Another factor to consider is that, while
running, the peak flexion ROM is lower
than the peak flexion angles required
to successfully complete the DS with a
score of 2 or 3; therefore it is possible
that, even for individuals with low DS
scores, their hip flexion active ROM
is sufficient to successfully run their
events. However, when comparing
individuals who scored a 1 on the deep
squat to averaged angles in those who
scored a 2 and those who scored a

Limitations
Some of the limitations of this study
included, firstly, that we focused only
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3, we found there were considerable
differences between right and left side
hip flexion and extension angles. The
percent differences for hip flexion at
the low and top speed between the right
and left side were almost 17% and 19%
lower in the left side flexion angles from
the DS score of 1 to the average scores
of DS 2 and 3. Our findings are in line
with Butler at al. (2010), as they found
that there are significant differences in
the hip flexion and extension moments
between subjects who scored a 1 on the
deep squat to those who scored a 2 or
a 3, where those who scored lower had
less flexion and extension moments at
the hip.
The use of a treadmill in a
lab setting could raise questions as to
whether this protocol is representative
of the demands experiences by
DIII track and field athletes. In this
study, participants ran at 3 different
speeds, limited at a 12 mph max pace.
Higashihara et al. (2017) reported mean
peak running speeds at maximum
exertion at 21.296 +/- 0.514 mph,
and although speeds this fast are
representative of maximum exertion,
they are impractical as a maintenance
speed during a race and during video
analysis, since they could not be
sustained over a longer period of time.
For running analysis purposes, the
speeds in this study were determined
by adapting the speeds in Schache et
al. (2011) and by consulting with head
coaches to better suit the abilities of the
participants. Another possible question
regarding the use of a treadmill is
whether it causes running mechanics
changes from overground running.
Results reported by Lindsay et al.
(2014) suggest that treadmill running

compared to overground running
resulted in stronger correlations and
consistent stride timing dynamics, due
to features unique to treadmill running,
such as the dimensions of a treadmill,
speed regulation, and a straight path,
which cause less degrees of freedom
available for a difference in gait
regulation. The perceived environment
running on a treadmill places a higher
demand on voluntary control on the
runner, which sets the experience apart
from regular running gait (Lindsay,
2014). These observations would
suggest treadmill running is a superior
environment for research testing during
biomechanical analysis, especially for
the purposes of this study.

Sample size
There were only 10 runners included
in this study, where 6 were sprinters, 3
were long distance, 1 was a thrower, and
2 of the 10 runners were female. These
imbalances in the sample do not evenly
encapsulate the diversity of runners;
normative scores by Agresta et al. (2014)
found there were differences between
performance on the DS between males
and females, where females tended to
score lower than males. If there was a
greater sample of females, it is possible
this relationship could have had an
effect on our correlations between the
DS and running mechanics.
One limitation of the present study is
the small sample size. After conducting
a post-hoc power analysis, we found
right peak hip flexion at the low speed
to have a small effect size of 0.36 and
top speed to have an effect size of 0.29,
with a 0.12 and 0.11 statistical power
achieved, respectively. To find statistical
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significance at 0.8 power for these
conditions would require 234 and 342
subjects. For left peak flexion at the low
speed we found a small effect size of 0.19
and 0.4 at the top speed, where there
was a 0.08 and 0.13 statistical power
achieved, respectively. To find statistical
significance for these conditions at
0.8 power, would require 862 and 186
subjects, respectively. The somewhat
large number of subjects needed to
find significance and smaller effect
sizes, suggests that there is not a large
difference in this hip flexion in Division
III track and field runners.
For right peak hip extension
at the low speed with an effect size of
1.11 and 1.06 at top speed, where there
was a 0.43 and 0.41 statistical power
achieved, respectively, to find statistical
significance for these conditions which
would require 26 and 28 subjects.
For left peak hip extension at the low
speed we found large effect sizes of 0.96
and 1.56 at the top speed, where there
was a 0.36 and 0.66 statistical power
achieved, respectively, to find statistical
significance for these conditions which
would require 34 and 14 subjects. The
smaller sample sizes needed to achieve
0.8 power and larger effect sizes suggest
that the differences in peak extension
are more prominent than the ones in
flexion size in Division III track and
field runners and should be investigated
further in future studies.

ROM is much greater while driving
the knees up and forward, propelling
the body forward when pushing hard
off the ground with each step. After
acceleration, top end running is most
efficient when continuing to drive the
knees to roughly 90 degrees ( flexion),
and when making initial contact the
foot should strike directly under the
body, causing vertical lift, moving the
body to double float which allows for an
easier drive forward, and less braking
forces when striking the ground. With
limited ROM during swing, acceleration
is more difficult, likely forcing the
runner to erect their body sooner, later
compensating for loss in acceleration
by increasing stride length, which the
forces from longer and lower strides
increase risk of injury as the energy
required is greater, and the braking
forces from stepping in front of the hip
puts strain on the body and slows the
runner down.

Conclusion
Our results were in partial confirmation
with our hypotheses. The self-reported
hip tightness group had higher FMS DS
scores than normal group, but the DS
was not a significant predictor of peak
hip flexion or extension while running.
The self-reported hip tightness group
showed altered running mechanics,
marked by early toe-off, or less hip
extension, and lower hip flexion angles
during the swing phase on both sides.
Overall, DS scores were in line with the
normative values, but the self-reported
hip tightness group was above the
normative values.
Future studies could investigate
these changes in running mechanics in

Implications
A proper sprint involves accelerating
through 30-40 meters to reduce the
amount of time running upright, which
requires more energy, and is difficult to
sustain. During acceleration, hip flexion
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different planes of motion and also the
injury prevalence in runners with self-

reported hip tightness.
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Prospects for Justice and
Accountability in Syria

Alexis Staubus, Emory & Henry College
Abstract

further examines how the creation and
implementation of a special tribunal
for President Assad’s case is the best
available option for indicting President
Assad on international law charges and
holding a trial for his case.
Syria has been devastated by
civil war and contentious politics for
nearly seven years. In 2011, a protest
opposing Syrian President, Bashar alAssad, turned into a full-scale civil war
in Syria (“Why is there a War,” 2018).
However, the primary concern in Syria
has not only been years of violent civil
war and protests, but rather the focus has
been on President Bashar al-Assad and
his tactics for fighting in Syria’s civil war
(Human Rights Watch, 2018). During
Syria’s civil war, Assad has violated
international laws and human rights by
using torture, chemical weapons and
nerve agents, starving and withholding
humanitarian aid to Syrians, forcing
disappearances
and
displacing
thousands of Syrians (Human Rights
Watch, 2018). These acts have resulted
in the deaths of thousands of civilians
and forced as many as 23 million prewar Syrians out of the country (Ali &
Escritt, 2018). Assad has clearly violated
international law for years and has yet
to face the international court for his
crimes. This paper explores whether
there is a possibility that Assad could
be indicted by the international

In recent years, the international
community has closely monitored the
actions of Syrian president, Bashar-al
Assad. Since the outbreak of the Syrian
Civil War in 2011, President Assad has
continued to incite widespread violence
throughout Syria by committing mass
atrocities that violate international
laws. There is evidence to provide
proof of President Assad’s connection
to his crimes and that his crimes
have killed and displaced millions
of Syrians. However, the legalities of
indicting a head of state and the special
interests between the members of
the United Nations Security Council
create obstacles that make prosecuting
President Assad near impossible in
a traditional international court.
This paper analyzes the prospects of
President Assad being indicted by the
international community and tried
in a court for violating international
laws. The cases of Slobodan Milošević
and Charles Taylor are used to closely
examine both the similarities and
differences as they apply to President
Assad. The close examinations and
comparisons of these cases serve as
the method in determining the best
model for achieving an indictment and
trial for President Assad. This paper
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community and tried in a court for
violating international laws. If so, how
should the international community
pursue a trial and convict Assad of
international crimes? This paper will
evaluate the prospects of indicting and
trying Assad by examining the cases
of the former president of Yugoslavia,
Slobodan Milošević and the former
president of Liberia, Charles Taylor.
This paper will draw on both of these
cases as models for designing a special
international tribunal to try Assad for
violating international laws.
In 2000, following the death
of Syrian President Hafiz al-Assad,
Assad was elected to a seven-year
term as Syria’s president before being
re-elected in 2007 (Bashar al-Assad,
2018). Though many Syrians opposed
the transfer of power from father to
son, Syrians along with much of the
international community were hoping
Assad’s age, education, and exposure
to western culture would usher in a
new era of government characterized
by democracy and economic growth.
Assad promised Syrians a wide
array of reforms such as reviving the
economy, combating corruption, and
implementing a more democratic
means of government (“Syrian
President,” 2018). For the first time in
decades, independent newspapers
were permitted to publish and hold
public political forums for those who
were pressing for government reforms
(“Syrian President,” 2018). Assad also
released hundreds of political prisoners,
but despite the optimism of Syrians
and the international community,
Assad has continued to pursue hardline
stances on policy and use authoritarian
methods of governing. By 2001, not

only were the limitations on the press
put back in place, but public political
forums were closed and individuals
leading opposition toward the Syrian
government were arrested (Bashar alAssad, 2018).

Assad’s Atrocities
Following Assad’s actions in March
of 2011, after a number of teenagers
were arrested and tortured for
painting revolutionary slogans at
a school, there was an outbreak of
peaceful pro-democracy protests in
the city of Derra. Government security
forces sought to control the political
uprisings by using live ammunition
during protests resulting in the death
of several protesters. This event
triggered thousands of protesters to
take to the streets throughout Syria
to protest Assad’s presidency and call
for his resignation as Syrian president
(“Syria: The Story,” 2016). Government
opposition forces began to take up arms
as an act of defense and later used their
weapons to oust government security
forces from localities. As the violence
throughout Syria escalated, Syria
descended into a full-scale civil war.
By June 2013, reports from the United
Nations (U.N.) estimated the death toll
to be at 90,000 people (“Syria: The Story,”
2016). Seven years since the emergence
of the Syria’s civil war, as many as
400,000 people have been killed and at
least five million have fled Syria; leading
to the displacement of six million people
internally (Human Rights Watch, 2018).
Since the outbreak of the civil war in
Syria, Assad’s regime has resorted to
fighting government opposition groups
by means that violate international
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laws and human rights (“Why is there a
War,” 2018). Assad has guided deliberate
and indiscriminate attacks against
civilians and infrastructure belonging
to civilians by using chemical weapons
and nerve agents in areas under the
control of opposition groups (Human
Rights Watch, 2018). Government
forces have led more than 100 chemical
attacks resulting in the deaths of
thousands of civilians (Shaheen, 2016).
In 2015 alone, Assad was responsible for
69 chemical attacks and has continued
to use chemical weapons with nerve
agents on four occasions in 2016 and
on at least four occasions in 2017
(Shaheen, 2016). In addition to these
chemical attacks, Assad’s government
forces have dropped chlorine on eight
separate occasions (Human Rights
Watch, 2018). Assad’s regime has also
employed starvation, the withholding
of humanitarian aid, and the forcible
displacement of Syrians as tactics
during the war. Reports from the U.N.
indicate that by 2017 government and
pro-government forces had trapped an
estimated 540,000 persons in besieged
areas with rapidly deteriorating humane
conditions causing communities in
besieged areas to surrender to Assad’s
government forces (Human Rights
Watch, 2018). The Syrian Network for
Human Rights has documentation
indicating over 4,000 arbitrary arrests
have been conducted by Assad’s forces
and as of 2017 more than 80,000 people
remain disappeared. Such torture
and ill-treatment in detention and
forced disappearances have continued
throughout Syria (Human Rights
Watch, 2018).
Assad has persistently violated
international laws and could be charged

with international crimes. Because of
Assad’s use of chemical weapons, he
could be charged with the illegal use of
chemical weapons in addition to being
charged with crimes that span the seven
years of the civil war (Kelly & Whiting,
2018). These criminal acts punishable
under international law include:
attacking and detaining civilians and
prisoners of war, subjecting civilians and
prisoners to torture, and Syrians being
forcibly displaced by the Assad regime
(Kelly & Whiting, 2018). Each of these
crimes are considered to be criminal
acts worthy of punishment according to
customary international laws, which are
the Geneva Conventions. However, the
International Criminal Court (ICC or
the Court) has codified these customary
laws and the ICC recognizes a separate
statute, the Rome Statute. Each of the
international crimes mentioned are
categorized as international crimes
under the Rome Statute (Kelly &
Whiting, 2018). The Rome Statute was
adopted on July 17, 1998 at a diplomatic
conference in Rome, Italy. The Rome
Statute was later ratified in 2002 and is
supported by more than 120 different
countries. This international treaty
established the ICC and the Trust Fund
for Victims (TFV), which is used to
implement reparations by the ICC and
provide both physical rehabilitation
and psychological rehabilitation in
addition to providing material support
to victims (“Rome Statute”). The statute
provides legal definitions for crimes like
genocide, war crimes, crimes against
humanity, and crimes of aggression.
Essentially, the Rome Statute acts an
instrument that guides the legalities
of the ICC by elaborating on core legal
texts that form much of the framework
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of the ICC (“Rome Statute”). According
to the Rome Statute, Assad’s actions
over the course of the last seven years
of the Syrian Civil War directly violate
article seven in regards to crimes against
humanity and torture and article eight
in reference to war crimes and the use of
prohibited weapons. Therefore, Assad,
if indicted, could be charged with war
crimes, crimes against humanity, the
illegal use of chemical weapons, and
torture in accordance with the Rome
Statute (The International Criminal
Court, 1998).
Assad
has
committed
international crimes that violate the
Rome Statute; however, the ICC only
has the jurisdiction to indict and try
offenders from states that signed the
Rome Statute, and Syria is not a signatory
of the Rome Statute. This is problematic
when trying to indict Assad and put him
on trial for war crimes, crimes against
humanity, the illegal use of chemical
weapons, and torture, there is another
option (“Seeking Justice,” 2017). Another
option to indict Assad is to get a referral
to the ICC from the U.N. Security
Council. The UN Security Council is
comprised of a total of 15 members. Five
of these members: The United States,
the United Kingdom, France, China, and
the Russian Federation are permanent
members. In addition to these five
permanent members, there are another
ten non-permanent members that are
elected to the U.N. Security Council by
the General Assembly to serve two-year
terms (“Members”). This referral would
grant the necessary jurisdiction for the
ICC to indict and try Assad. However,
this is not likely to be a viable option
because there has to be a unanimous
vote from the U.N. Security Council to

refer Syria to the ICC (“Seeking Justice,”
2017). In 2014, the U.N. Security Council
voted on a resolution to allow the ICC
to go after officials in Syria for charges
of crimes against humanity. Though
the ten non-permanent members of
the UN Security Council voted in favor
of the resolution alongside three of the
permanent members, Russia and China
vetoed the resolution (Sengupta, 2014).
Obstacles to Trying Assad for
International Crimes
Both China and Russia have
special interests in Syria. China has
been offering the Assad regime financial
support as well as expressing interest in
playing a key role in the reconstruction
of Syria after the civil war. China sees
post-war opportunities to expand the
Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) in key
regions of the Middle East. Assad will
need to make considerable investments
in
infrastructure
reconstruction,
services which BRI could provide
and China sees this as a business
opportunity (Kowalewski, 2018). Russia
has military bases located in Syria and
in 2015, Russian forces launched an air
campaign as a symbol of support to the
Assad regime (“Why is there a War,”
2018). Russia has special interests in
Syria because Moscow exports arms to
Syria and generates a profit and Russia’s
motive to support Assad’s regime is also
out of fear that Syria could collapse
with Russia’s support (Hill, 2013). China
and Russia have interests in Syria
compelling both states to vote against
any resolutions allowing the ICC to have
jurisdiction in Syria. Therefore, other
alternatives involving the international
community will need to be utilized if
Assad is going to be held accountable
for the international crimes he has
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committed during the Syrian Civil War.
The possible options available to seek
the indictment of Assad rely greatly on
the cooperation of the international
community, there are questions as to
if this will even be possible and how a
special tribunal would be structured
without the involvement of the ICC.
Assad, being the head of state in Syria,
also poses other unique concerns seeing
how indicting and trying a head of state
is a difficult process. Historically, the
difficulty of this process comes from a
customary principle in international law
based on state immunity (Mandhane,
2011). Traditionally, a custom of
international law is for the sitting head
of state to have “personal” immunity
while presiding in office where they
will be immune from foreign criminal
jurisdiction. State immunity recognizes
the functions of the head of state making
this custom of international law more
expansive than diplomatic immunity or
any other type of functional immunities.
State immunity recognizes the highlevels of diplomacy, negotiations, and
dispute settlements (Kiyani, 2013). A
Sitting head of state’s immunity is not
exclusive to when the head of state
is traveling for official government
business, but state immunity may also
apply when the head of state is traveling
for pleasure. However, the “personal”
component of state immunity afforded
to a head of state belongs to that of the
government, not the individual head of
state. Therefore, state immunity is not
permanent and may be waived by the
government at any time. Subsequently,
once the head of state no longer presides
of the state’s office, state immunity will
no longer be afforded to the head of
state (Kiyani, 2013). As Syria’s head of

state, Assad is afforded immunity under
customary international law, which
further complicates the process of
indicting Assad while he is still in power.
Since the end of the Cold War, there have
been less than seventy heads of state
that have withstood trial for violating
international laws. While holding
leaders such as Slobodan Milošević
and Charles Taylor accountable in a
court may have seemed like a daunting
and unachievable task, such tasks
have been accomplished. Though the
number of heads of state who have been
indicted and put on trial is small, such
indictments and trials of high authority
government figures have been made
possible due to a more recent emergence
of special courts and tribunals
(Mandhane, 2011). The last option of
constructing a special court or tribunal
is the most viable option for indicting
and putting Assad on trial. Analyzing
the cases of Milošević and Taylor are
best for comparison and determining
if holding Assad accountable for his
crimes will ever be possible.

The Case of Slobodan Milošević
As previously mentioned, indicting
and trying a head of state for violating
international laws is a difficult process.
However, the international community
did have success in the case of Slobodan
Milošević, former president of Serbia
from 1980 to 1997 and former president
of Yugoslavia from 1997 to 2000.
Milošević was indicted and put on
trial in an effort by the international
community to convict Milošević for
violating international laws during his
presidencies (Allcock, 2018). In 1987,
Milošević was elected as the President
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of the Communist Party of Serbia
and implemented a political style of
government centered on populism.
Milošević’s populist style of government
was appealing to Serbians, which
allowed Milošević to gain popularity
from Serbians who then began to call for
an “antibureaucratic revolution” over the
heads of the League of Communists of
Yugoslavia (Allcock, 2018). This allowed
Milošević to restore Serbia’s control
over Vojvodina and Kosovo and replace
party leaderships in the provinces
with his own party leadership while
ousting the leadership of the League of
Communists of Yugoslavia. Slovenia,
Croatia, and Macedonia seceded in
1991. The Bosniaks and Croats of Bosnia
and Herzegovina followed by a vote to
secede in 1992 (Allcock, 2018).
Milošević’s responses to these
successions resulted in the Yugoslav
Wars of Succession from 1991 to 1999
(Schulman, 2003). The Yugoslav Wars of
Succession consist of four wars: the war
in Slovenia in 1991; the war in Croatia
from 1991 to 1995; the war in Bosnia
and Herzegovina from 1992 to 1995;
and the war in Kosovo from 1998 to
1999 (“Slobodan Milosevic,” 2016). The
Yugoslav Wars of Succession resulted in
the redrawing of ethnic maps in Bosnian
and Croatia where Milošević’s primary
purpose was to ethnically cleanse
Bosnia and Croatia. This was done
with excessive force causing 250,000
deaths and nearly 3.5 million persons
to flee the country and become refugees
(Schulman, 2003). To attack Croatia and
Bosnia, Milošević utilized volunteer
militias, and he also used the Yugoslavia
army and joined forces with Franjo
Tudjman of Croatia to help exercise
forced movements of populations of

people living across Croatia and Bosnia
(Schulman, 2003). In addition to these
forces, Serbia Montenegro’s Territorial
Defense units, Serbian Ministry of
Internal Affairs police units, and
paramilitary units targeted, attacked,
and seized control over and drove out
populations of people residing towns,
villages, and settlements within the
territories of Bosnia and Croatia. Under
the advisement of Milošević, these
forces deported an estimated 170,000
Croats and other non-Serb civilians;
exterminated Croats and other civilians
who were of Serbian ethnicity; and
imprisoned thousands of Croats and
non-Serbs holding them in inhumane
conditions (“Slobodan Milosevic,”
2016). Following massive airstrikes that
had been deployed in Bosnia against
Serbian forces, the 1995 Dayton peace
agreement was forced through to end
the war (Schulman, 2003).
In 1997, Milošević was elected
by Yugoslavia’s federal parliament
to serve as President of the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia. This allowed
Milošević to maintain power since he
had already served two terms as the
president of Serbia and could not hold
presidential office for a third term
(Allcock, 2018). Later in 1998, there
was a deteriorating relationship after
years of dispute between Serbia and the
ethnic Kosovo Albanians that led to the
federal security forces and the guerrilla
Kosovo Liberation Army to engage in
open armed conflict. The consequences
of the conflict were the killings of
Serbian policemen and Serbian
politicians and the Serbians launching
an offensive to take out insurgents.
Milošević then ordered an ethnic
cleansing of the Kosovar Albanians.
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This drove out hundreds of thousands
of Kosovar Albanians out of the country
and into neighboring countries as
refugees (Allcock, 2018). In June of
1999, the Serbian military and forces
from the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
began to use tactics such as terror and
systematic and widespread violence in
Kosovo to target the Albanian Civilian
population. The widespread violence
and chaos compelled NATO to launch a
military campaign between March and
June of 1999. This military campaign
supported by NATO coerced Serbian
forces to withdraw military troops
and military actions from Kosovo
(“Slobodan Milosevic,” 2016).
While president of the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia, Milošević
violated international laws by allegedly
leading a conspiracy in Kosovo to expel
the Kosovo Albanian population. In
addition to expelling nearly 800,000
Kosovo Albanian civilians from Kosovo,
other international crimes committed
by Milošević during this event include:
the systematic killing of Kosovo
Albanian men, women, and children
under the command of President
Milošević; sexual abuse of women;
and the systematic destruction and
looting of Kosovo Albanian property
(“Indictments”). As a result of Milošević
ordering such actions to take place in
Kosovo, in May 24, 1999, Milošević was
indicted by the International Criminal
Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia
on counts of deportation, crimes
against humanity, and violations of the
customs of war (Scharf, 1999). After
Milošević’s indictment in 1999, unrest
under his leadership and faltering
economy contributed to Milošević’s
being defeated by Vojislav Kostunica in

the presidential elections in September
2000. Later in 2001, the Yugoslav
government arrested Milošević and he
was turned over to the International
Criminal Tribunal for the Former
Yugoslavia (ICTY) (Allcock, 2018).
After Milošević’s arrest and
transfer of custody to the ICTY, he was
indicted on October 8, 2001 for violating
international laws while actively
engaging in combat in Croatia. Soon
after this indictment, the ICTY’s Office
of the Prosecutor served Milošević
with another indictment for violating
international laws while fighting in
combat in Bosnia and Herzegovina. In
both of these additional indictments,
prosecutors alleged that Milošević, who
at the time was the sitting president
of the Republic of Serbia, was leading
a conspiracy to ethnically cleanse the
population. Prosecutors asserted this
conspiracy was similar to the Kosovo
conspiracy (“Indictments”). In Croatia,
Bosnia, and Herzegovina, forces under
the command of Milošević attacked
villages, towns, and municipalities and
then proceeded to take control of such
areas. Milošević’s military forces gained
control over territories by using a system
to prosecute non-Serbs in order to push
these non-Serbs out of the surrounding
territories. Force was used during this
process to expel men, women, and
children from their homes, they were
then gathered together to be held in
camps where the living conditions were
inhumane. In such camps, thousands
of non-Serbs were beaten, sexually
assaulted, tortured, and murdered.
Altogether, Milošević was indicted on
66 counts of violating international laws
(“Indictments”). In July 2001, Milošević
plead not guilty to all counts included in
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the indictment for Kosovo; on October
29, 2001 Milošević pled not guilty to all
the counts included in the indictment
for Croatia; and on December 11, 2001
Milošević pled not guilty to all the
counts included on the indictment for
Bosnia (“Slobodan Milosevic,” 2016).
Initially Milošević was charged on
three separate indictments, during
Milošević’s trial in February 2002 the
Appeals Chamber of the ICTY moved
to try the three separate indictments
pertaining to Kosovo, Croatia and
Bosnia and Herzegovina in one trial
(“Slobodan Milosevic,” 2016).
Milošević was indicted on
multiple charges of crimes against
humanity as well as violations of the
customs of war, a notably missing
charge on the indictment for Milošević’s
actions in Kosovo is genocide. Milošević
was responsible for ethnic cleansing
and charges of genocide, being the
most serious charges within a tribunal’s
jurisdiction, would strengthen the
prosecutor’s case. However, genocide
requires evidence to show a precise
intent to cleanse a territory or a
particular ethnic group (Scharf, 1999).
This makes genocide the most difficult
crime to prove. In this instance, in order
to prove the crime of genocide, evidence
in the courtroom must show the intent
to partly or entirely destroy an ethnic
group by: murdering members of a
targeted group; by causing serious
physical harm or mental harm to persons
of the targeted group; there must be
deliberate intent to inflict conditions
upon members of the targeted group
that will cause physical destruction to
part of the group or to the group as a
whole; proving there were actions taken
that would prevent procreation within

the group; and by proving the exercise of
force to transfer children of the targeted
group to a different group (Scharf,
1999). Therefore, getting a conviction
for the crime of genocide was less likely
because the tribunal’s precedent of the
murdering of 340 Kosovo Albanians
would not likely be considered genocide
when the population was that of 1.8
million (Scharf, 1999).
While still President of
Yugoslavia, Milošević was indicted by
the ICTY and then tried in this same
international criminal tribunal. The
ICTY, was established in May 1993 by
the U.N. is located in The Hague in the
Netherlands (“About the ICTY”). The
creation of this special tribunal was
initially sparked by the mass atrocities
that were taking place in Croatia and
Bosnia and Herzegovina at the time.
The ICTY was created to specifically
answer to war crimes that were
committed during the various conflicts
in the Balkans in the 1990’s as well as
to prosecute persons who were most
responsible for violating international
laws (“About the ICTY”). The ICTY was
the first war crimes court created by
the U.N. and has an estimated regular
budget of approximately $180,000,000
(“The Cost of Justice”). The court was
funded by contributions made from
member states of the U.N. The court
has continually received funding from
U.N. member states and has received
other funding from non-governmental
organizations as well as other
institutions (“Support and Donations”).

Milošević’s Trial
Milošević’s trial began on February 12,
2002 (Sadat, 2002). During the trial,
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Milošević declined the appointment
of a defense counsel and therefore
represented himself throughout the
extent of his trial (Scharf, 2006, 27).
However, Milošević did have a team
of legal experts who were helping him
develop his case outside of the tribunal
behind closed doors (Scharf, 2006,
28). Ultimately, the representation of
himself in court affected the amount of
testimony that could be presented by the
prosecution at trial as well as the overall
length of the trial. Milošević suffered
from a number of medical conditions
that reduced the number of days court
proceedings were held. Instead of the
tribunal holding trial proceedings five
days, the number of trial days a week
was reduced to three days a week in
addition to cutting the length of trial
days from eight hours a day to four
hours a day (Scharf, 2006, 27). Other
delays such as the court adjourning for
a period of a few weeks at a time for
Milošević’s health conditions resulted
in lost trial days. While Milošević’s
poor health conditions drew out the
length of the trial, the death of one
of the presiding judges, Richard May,
delayed the trial even further as a new
judge had to be appointed to the bench
in Judge May’s place (Scharf, 2006, 27).
Other delays in the court include the
uncooperativeness of Milosevic, whose
defiant actions at times would have
earned him expulsion in any other
courtroom (Scharf, 2006, 28).
The tribunal agreed to
hear charges relating to the Kosovo
indictment first and then hear the
charges relating to Croatia and Bosnia
and Herzegovina during a second phase
of the trial (Sadat, 2002). Throughout
the duration of Milošević’s trial, the

prosecution claimed Milošević used
army chiefs, military staff, interior
ministers, security services, and
presidents and prime ministers all
of which were regarded as top-level
officials from the governments of
Yugoslavia, Bosnia, and Croatia.
Prosecutors claimed Milošević used
these various government officials and
military officials as his co-perpetrators
(“Prosecution Case”). The prosecution
also argued Milošević provided the
finances, personnel, logistical planning,
and operational support to his coperpetrators so he would be able to
seize territory in Croatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and Kosovo with better
ease. Furthermore, prosecutors argued
that the paramilitaries and police forces
who committed the criminal acts had
received orders to commit such crimes
by Milošević and his co-perpetrators
in addition to receiving appropriate
funding and political support from
Milošević (“Prosecution Case”). The
prosecution made clear throughout
their arguments how Milošević created
an atmosphere that encouraged
the victimization of civilians; an
atmosphere that directly violates
international laws, since according to
international laws, political leaders,
police forces, and military forces are
legally obligated to protect the lives of
civilians (“Prosecution Case”).
In an effort to prove the
credibility of their argument, the
prosecution’s evidence in the trial
included testimony, audio files, video
content, and documentaries which
were presented over the course of 90
days during the trial. 293 witnesses
were called upon by prosecutors during
Milošević’s trial to testify (“Prosecution
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Case”). Witnesses testifying during the
trial included police experts, military
experts, legal experts whose testimony
centered on how there was legal
subordination between the military
and Milošević; and victims who used
their testimonies to describe how they
had suffered from the crimes Milošević
had perpetrated. Witnesses also made
remarks on the evidence presented
demonstrating that Milošević had
undermined legal chains of command.
Forensic experts testified and presented
evidence to the tribunal showing bodies
that had been exhumed from graves in
Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and
Kosovo and that those deaths had been
caused by the commands of Milošević
(“Prosecution Case”). Demographic
experts showed the tribunal through
their testimonies how there were
drastic decreases in populations of
people who were not Serbs living in
territory controlled by Milošević.
The court also heard testimony from
international representatives and highlevel officials. Testimony from these
individuals provided information in
regards to meetings that had been
held with Milošević where the coperpetrators gave reports on the acts of
violence and crimes they were carrying
out by following the orders of Milošević.
Other witnesses who testified had
worked under Milošević and were able
to provide an insight into how Milošević
operated (“Prosecution Case”).
The
prosecution
also
submitted audio evidence, video
evidence, and documentary evidence
to the court. This evidence content
amounted to 672 exhibits and over
29,000 pages of documents. This
evidence provided the court with

minutes from meetings between
Milošević and his co-perpetrators
and voice audio recordings of their
conversations (“Prosecution Case”).
The video submitted into evidence
showed Milošević overseeing military
units, the same military units that were
responsible for executing violate crimes
that were in violation of international
laws. Lastly, a preponderance of
evidence was submitted to the court
by prosecutors to stress that Milošević
is the person who is most responsible
for the suffering of thousands of victims
(“Prosecution Case”).
As for the defense, Milošević
represented himself during the trial.
Despite his declining health, he proved
to the court that his mental health and
physical health were stable enough to
act as his own defense. He proved the
stability of his health to the tribunal
as he routinely took command over
cross-examining witnesses and the
allegations asserted by the prosecution
surrounding the atrocities he allegedly
committed (Sadat, 2002). As for his
defense strategies, rather than seeking
a dismissal or an acquittal, Milošević
repeatedly denied the legitimacy and
legalities of the ICTY and wanted to
publicly discredit the tribunal (Scharf,
2006, 32). This was his one consistent
strategy in his defense throughout
the trial. However, Milošević also
consistently challenged and made
efforts to damage the credibility of
the witnesses brought forth by the
prosecution and undermine witness
testimonies (Sadat, 2002). Milošević’s
defense largely concentrated on
the Kosovo indictment (Slobodan
Milosevic, 2016). Milošević focused on
portraying himself as being a typical
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civil servant to his country, and a
president who had been kept in the
dark about the major decision-making
processes in reference to the events
that occurred in Croatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and Kosovo throughout
the 1990s (Bass, 2003). Milošević called
on several witnesses to testify in his
defense. Much of the defense’s witnesses
included those who were part of Serbian
security forces and had remained loyal
to him. Other witnesses included
Richard Holbrook, a former United
States assistant secretary of state.
Holbrook testified to the tribunal how
during conflicts with Bosnia is 1995 that
Milošević was the one responsible for
reigning in Bosnian Serbs and being a
key component to helping pave the way
for the Dayton Accord. In addition to the
defense calling on witnesses to testify,
other forms of evidence submitted to
the court were letters in support of
Milošević (Bass, 2003).
Milošević’s trial began in
2002 and the trial was still ongoing
by March 2006 (Slobodan Milosevic,
2016). Since 2001, Milosevic was being
held in the U.N. detention center at
The Hague. During the early morning
hours on March 11, 2006 Milosevic
was found dead in his holding cell
(Simons & Smale, 2006). According
to the autopsy report, Milošević’s had
suffered from a heart attack resulting in
his death (“Preliminary Autopsy,” 2006).
Milošević’s trial was dismissed on March
14, 2006. Despite, the premature ending
of Milošević’s trial before a verdict could
be reached, Milošević’s trial is still a
critical case to examine when evaluating
the possibilities of trying and indicting
Assad for violating international laws.
Not only was Milošević the first sitting

head of state to be indicted and brought
forth to answer before a special tribunal
for allegedly violating international
laws, but Milošević’s trial marked the
end of an era where a sitting head of
state was immune to being held legally
responsible for violating international
laws. Milošević’s trial set a precedent
and since his trial heads of state like
Saddam Hussein and Charles Taylor
have been indicted and tried in special
tribunals for violating international
laws (“Weighing the Evidence,” 2006).

Milošević’s Case Serves as a Model
for Assad
Milošević’s case is applicable to Assad
because the indictment and trial of
Milošević is something many never
thought could happen. Not only does
Milošević’s case demonstrate that this
is possible, but the ICTY shows the
possibility of designing a special tribunal
with the capacity to try complex cases.
Since the trial, the structure of the ICTY
has been used as an example for how
to structure other special tribunals.
Therefore, using the ICTY as a model
would be useful in creating a tribunal
that would have success in trying Assad.
Assad is similar to Milošević in that
both, while heads of states, allegedly
have engaged in criminal activities that
have violated international laws such
as crimes against humanity and war
crimes (Groll, 2013). Both Assad and
Milošević’s means of carrying out such
crimes have included torture, forcibly
displacing thousands of native persons,
and attacking civilians. A specific
example of the parallels between the
two cases can be seen between the
events that took place Kosovo and those
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happening in Syria under Assad. Serbs
were being accused of systematically
using force to displace a population of
people and carrying out massacres to
target and attack Albanians in Kosovo
during the 1990’s. Meanwhile, Assad has
been utilizing security forces in Syria
to exploit chemical weapons to attack
territories being ruled by Sunni rebels
(Groll, 2013). Assad and Milošević’s
cases overlap in terms of the crimes
they both have committed and how they
systematically carried out crimes that
violated international laws. They are
also similar in the aspect that Milošević

was once a ruling head of state and the
international community was doubtful
of ever having the opportunity to hold
Milošević accountable and Assad
is currently a head of state who the
international community has doubts if
his power will ever diminish and allow
for justice to be served.
Table 1
A Similar Comparison of Slobodan
Milošević and Bashar al-Assad

The Case of Charles Taylor
Milošević’s case is not the only case to
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serve as a blueprint for indicting and
trying Assad for violating international
laws. Charles Taylor was the president
of Liberia from 1997 to 2003 and was
the first head of state to successfully be
tried and convicted in a special tribunal.
While in office, his presidency was largely
marked by rebellion and conflict as he
encouraged and executed a number
of crimes during the civil war in Sierra
Leone throughout the 1990s. During the
civil war in Sierra Leone, government
forces were trying to oppose attempts
of ‘coup d’état’ being made by two rebel
groups: The Revolutionary United Front
and the Armed Forces Revolutionary
Council (“Charles Taylor,” 2018). Both
rebel groups received support from the
National Patriotic Front of Liberia as
Taylor provided support to the rebel
groups in forms of money, materials,
personnel, weapons, ammunition, and
military training. As president of Liberia,
Taylor encouraged military actions
of the Revolutionary United Front
and the Armed Forces Revolutionary
Council alliance. These military actions
supported and funded by Taylor
include the launch of armed attacks
targeting civilians, humanitarian aid
workers, and the peacekeeping forces
sent by the U.N. During these attacks,
murders, mutilations, rape, and the
pillaging and abducting of civilians
to be used as sex slaves were crimes
in which Taylor became notorious for
encouraging and executing (“Charles
Taylor,” 2018). Taylor was also known for
using war tactics involving the drugging
of children and then utilizing them
to mine for diamonds in order to pay
for guns and gun ammunition. Taylor
is responsible for the deaths of nearly
50,000 people and the forced relocation

of thousands of refugees and leaving
Sierra Leone in debris as the country
struggles to repair infrastructure and
regain natural resources (Simons, 2012).
Holding Taylor legally responsible in
court for these serious crimes that he
had a hand in executing during the
civil war was made possible through
the establishment of a special tribunal,
The Special Court for Sierra Leone
(SCSL). The physical establishment of
the SCSL is located in Freetown, Sierra
Leone and the Appeals Chamber of
the court is placed in close proximity
to The Hague in Leidschendam,
Netherlands (“Charles Taylor,” 2018).
Locating the special tribunal in a
neighboring country required the
approval of the U.N. Security Council.
The Security Council passed Resolution
1315 formally requesting the U.N.
Secretary-General to begin negotiations
with the Sierra Leone government to
create a special tribunal. In 2002, after
Resolution 1315 was passed, the U.N.
Secretary-General and the Sierra Leone
government signed the Agreement on
the Establishment of a Special Court for
Sierra Leone formally establishing the
creation of the SCSL (Perriello & Wierda,
2006). The decision to locate the court
in Sierra Leone was based on problems
that the ICTY and other international
criminal tribunals had faced with the
tribunals being located in territories
outside of where the atrocities were
committed. Both tribunals had to
find financial supporters to back the
extraordinary expenses of the court,
there were periods of slow progress,
and lack of knowledge in regards to
proceeding with victims under the
court’s jurisdiction. In addition to trying
to minimize such difficulties faced by
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international tribunals, Sierra Leone
was willing to host the SCSL because
the location would emphasize respect
for the sovereignty of Sierra Leone and
encourage legitimacy in the rule of law
and in the country’s domestic legal
system (Perriello & Wierda, 2006).

was held by the SCSL while utilizing
ICC courtrooms and then later due to
scheduling conflicts the SCSL utilized
the courtroom at the Special Tribunal
for Lebanon (Special Court for Sierra
Leone). After the transfer of the court to
The Hague, six of Taylor’s charges were
dropped to reduce the duration of the
trial. Taylor’s trial began in June 2007
at the SCSL in Freetown, Sierra Leone
(“Charles Taylor,” 2018). Before the
commencement of his trial, Taylor had
agreed to be represented by a defense
team and was generally cooperative.
The court sat three years and ten
months, which was approximately 420
days of court (“Even a ‘Big Man’,” 2012).
As for evidence used in Taylor’s trial,
1,522 exhibits were moved into evidence,
115 witnesses gave testimony, and 281
written decisions were issued. The
prosecution called upon 94 witnesses to
give testimony. Three witnesses testified
as experts, 59 of the witnesses were
persons who testified to the crimes
that had been committed, and 32 of the
witnesses were persons who testified to
the links between the crimes that had
been committed by Taylor himself. The
prosecutors greatly relied on “insider”
witnesses as an attempt to link Taylor
to the serious crimes committed. These
witnesses were those who were often
suspected of committing serious crimes
or had admitted to committing serious
crimes (“Even a ‘Big Man’,” 2012). The
prosecution used their evidence to
claim Taylor was the provider of military
training and support to the rebel
groups in Sierra Leone. Prosecutors
also used their evidence to argue
Taylor had knowledge of the crimes
being committed by the rebel groups
he supported, or he at least should

Taylor’s Trial
Taylor was indicted by the SCSL on
March 7, 2003 on 17 counts of violating
international laws. The 17 charges in
the indictment included: war crimes
for acts of terrorism, collectively
punishing a civilian population,
violence to life and persons, outrages
of personal dignity, and the pillage and
abductions of persons, all of which
are prohibited by international laws.
Taylor was also charged with crimes
against humanity, which included the
extermination of civilians, murder,
rape, and the enslavement of persons
(“Charles Taylor,” 2018). At the time of
the indictment, Taylor was traveling
outside of Liberia, so an international
arrest warrant was issued for Taylor
to immobilize and pressure him to
return to Liberia (Wladimiroff, 2005).
After pressure from the international
community, on August 11, 2003 Taylor
resigned from his office as president
of Liberia. Later in 2006, Taylor was
arrested near Cameroon and handed
over to SCSL when he pled not guilty to
the international crimes that had been
charged with (“Charles Taylor,” 2018).
However, on June 16, 2006, the SCSL
was transferred to The Hague on the
basis that the court proceedings being
housed in Sierra Leone was inciting
violence and threatening the peace
and stability of West Africa. The trial
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have had knowledge of such events,
and he failed to reasonably act and
prevent further crimes or punish the
rebel groups (“Even a ‘Big Man’,” 2012).
The Rome Statute outlines a number of
actions that are considered to be crimes
against humanity. Additionally, as head
of state, Taylor had a legal responsibility
the protect the civilian population.
When a head of state has knowledge of
such acts being systematically directed
against a civilian population and does
not condemn such criminal acts, then
the head of state is legally responsible
(“International Criminal Court,” 1998).
To prove Taylor’s innocence, the
defense argued Taylor was a maker of
peace who, through the capacity of
presidential office, was trying to make
settlement negotiations in a conflicted
time in Sierra Leone. Additionally, the
defense made claims in their arguments
that Taylor’s trial was a conspiracy by
the West to remove Taylor from power
(“Charles Taylor,” 2018). During the trial,
the defense called upon twenty-one
witnesses to testify in order to challenge
the claims of the prosecution. The
witnesses were comprised of individuals
who were prior leaders and fighters from
the Revolutionary United Front and the
Armed Forces Revolutionary Council.
Taylor also provided testimony during
his trial (“Even a ‘Big Man’,” 2012).
On April 26, 2012, the Trial
Chamber of the SCSL found Taylor
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt on
11 counts of planning, abetting, and
aiding war crimes in addition to be
found guilty of crimes against humanity.
Taylor was also found guilty of planning
attacks on areas rich in diamonds in
Sierra Leone. However, according to
the court’s judges, the prosecution

failed to show proof of Taylor being
individually responsible for the criminal
acts committed beyond a reasonable
doubt (“Even a ‘Big Man’,” 2012). Taylor
was sentenced to serve 50 years in
prison and following his conviction, he
was transferred to Frankland Prison
located in Durham, United Kingdom
to serve his prison sentence (“Charles
Taylor,” 2018). The location of where
Taylor would serve his prison sentence
if convicted was previously agreed
upon by The Hague and the SCSL when
the case was transferred. The Hague
agreed to allow the SCSL to transfer the
court to The Hague with the stipulation
that if Taylor were convicted, then he
would be imprisoned and serve his
prison sentence in another country.
The United Kingdom extended an offer
to hold Taylor in a British prison if he
were to be found guilty of the crimes.
The Frankland Prison was chosen
in particular because the Frankland
Prison is a high-security prison with the
capacity to house high-risk and highprofile criminals (Summers, 2012).

Taylor’s Case Serves as a Model for
Assad
Charles Taylor’s case is significant
because Taylor was the first head of
state to be indicted and put on trial
for international crimes since the
Nuremberg trials (Mandhane, 2011).
His case is also significant to finding
a way to indict and try Assad because
Taylor’s case can be seen as a blueprint
for building a case against Assad. The
current standings in Syria under Assad’s
regime and Assad’s actions during
the civil war in Syria share common
elements with Taylor and the Sierra
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Leone during the 1990s. For instance,
Taylor was a head of state when he was
indicted and Assad is currently is a
head of state while perpetrating similar
crimes to that of Taylor (Rose, 2012).
Some of the crimes Assad has committed
during the Syrian Civil War include:
rape, targeting civilians, sieges, forced
disappearances, forced displacements
of thousands of Syrians, torture, and
the murder of thousands of individuals
throughout the country (Human Rights
Watch, 2018). Each of these acts are
considered to be war crimes and crimes
against humanity (“Rome Statute”).
During the civil war in Sierra Leone,
Taylor committed crimes such as
murder, the collective punishment of a
civilian population, torture, abductions,
and acts of terrorism. These actions
are also considered to be war crimes
and crimes against humanity (“Charles
Taylor,” 2018). During Taylor’s trial the
SCSL used reports from the U.N. in
addition to media reports as evidence
to prove Taylor had knowledge of the
crimes being committed. As in the case
with Assad, the U.N. has collected and
continues to collect evidence for reports
to show how the crimes committed are
ongoing and the role Assad plays in
such criminal acts (Rose, 2012).
In analyzing the similar
characteristics between Assad and
Taylor, Taylor’s case is an example of how
indicting and trying Assad for violating
international laws could be possible
since Taylor was also a head of state
who was under similar circumstances,
committed similar crimes, and was
still indicted and tried under pressure
from the international community. In
fact, some experts in international law
agree that not only are the two cases

similar, but the case against Assad is
stronger than Taylor’s case was when he
was president of Liberia. For instance,
the SCSL heavily relied on facts that
Taylor was often in contact with the
Revolutionary United Front and the
Armed Forces Revolutionary Council
forces to plan and carry out crimes;
however, the court found Taylor’s orders
were advisory in nature as he operated
through aides and the orders were not
obeyed (Rose, 2012). This resulted in
Taylor being found not guilty of ordering
soldiers to commit crimes under the
concept of superior responsibility
since soldiers who were ordered to go
to Sierra Leone to fight in the civil war
did not stay under Taylor’s control.
In contrast, reports from the U.N.
Human Rights Council provide relevant
information to prove that Assad directs
the day-to-day commands of the Syrian
military. Reports also indicate how
operations violating human rights have
been carried out by Syria’s military in
a way that requires direction from the
state. Therefore, Assad’s case has the
element necessary for the conviction
of ordering and planning crimes, the
element Taylor’s case lacked showing
how the Assad’s case is even stronger
than Taylor’s case (Rose, 2012). Overall,
the case of Charles Taylor provides
a blueprint for how Assad could be
indicted and put on trial for his actions.
Table 2
A Similar Comparison of Charles Taylor
and Bashar al-Assad
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Limitations to Creating Special
Tribunals

the tribunal running throughout the
duration of a trial. The costs of tribunals
are extensive because international
tribunals are formed to investigate and
try complex cases that involve terrorism,
organized crime, white-collar crimes,
as well as other crimes that fall under
the category of war crimes and crimes
against humanity. Such crimes are by
definition widespread and systematic
crimes. Investigations of these crimes
involve the examination of thousands
of incidents that have occurred over

Despite the examples of the SCSL and
the ICTY, which are tribunals that were
both successfully created to try complex
violations of international laws, many
tribunals are never even an option to
consider (Bass, 2003). International
tribunals are often not considered
or are unsuccessful because of the
significant costs of creating the tribunal
and the continued expenses for keeping
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a period of years that often occur
in remote locations and in multiple
languages (Skilbeck, 2008).
The tribunal bears the
responsibility of providing the budget
for crime scene analysis and forensic
evidence services which require
considerable resources. The tribunal’s
budget provides financing for travel
expenses of the hundreds of victims,
witnesses, and investigators called upon
by the prosecution and the defense.
Funds for a detention unit to transport
and house suspects; security to protect
the premises of the tribunal as well as
the staffers, visitors, and suspects; and
funds for building and facility costs
and the salaries of staff members must
also come from the tribunal’s budget.
(“The Cost of Justice”). Translation
services are a necessity in tribunals as
well as the reconciliation of civil law
and common law in order to establish
and implement procedural rules and
rules of evidence. Both of these services
are time consuming processes and in
international tribunals the more time
a tribunal takes to try a case, the more
funding a tribunal will need to continue
operation.
The cost of tribunals such
as the ICTY and the International
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR)
individually reached as much as $100
million per year (Dicker & Keppler,
2004). Costs of a tribunal before the
commencement of a trial could be as
much as $708,000 as was the case in the
ICTY. Unlike a simple murder trial in a
national criminal justice that could last
months, trials in international tribunals
are so extensive because crimes being
tried and the laws being applied are so
complex. The set-up of the tribunal is

time consuming and the proceedings
of the trial may take years leading to
excessive and unpredictable costs
(Skilbeck, 2008). When considering
an international tribunal as an option,
after the cost-benefit analysis ratio of a
tribunal, states often argue the financial
investments of a tribunal are better
used in post-conflict regions to support
reconstruction and development.
The financial burdens of financing
tribunals are often outweighed leading
to the unsuccessful implementation
of international tribunals, despite the
successes of the SCSL and the ICTY
(Malone, 2008).

Contrasts in the Cases of Assad,
Milošević, and Taylor
There are similar comparisons between
the cases of Assad, Milošević, and Taylor
that allow for Milošević and Taylor’s
cases to be viewed as models when
determining how to try Assad under
international laws. However, Assad’s
case deviates from both Milošević’s
case and Taylor’s case in ways that
will likely pose new problems that the
cases of Milošević and Taylor never
had to contemplate. One of the most
significant differences separating Assad
from both Milošević and Taylor is how
the Syrian Civil War has become a larger
international conflict (“Why is there
War,” 2018). For instance, the conflict’s
actors are no longer just Assad and the
rebel groups (Friedman, 2018). There
are a number of state actors involved in
Syria. For instance, Russia has military
bases in Syria and has supported Assad
by launching air campaigns. Russia
has been a key influence in turning the
Syrian civil war in Assad’s favor. Iran is
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also involved in Syria’s civil war and has
deployed hundreds of troops to assist
Assad’s military and has financially
supported Assad with billions of dollars.
Iraq, Afghanistan, and Yemen have each
sent armed and trained Shia Muslim
militiamen, mostly from the terrorist
organization Hezbollah, to fight for
Assad (“Why is there War,” 2018).
The United States, France,
and other Western countries have
provided support to rebel groups in
Syria. These states have carried out
airstrikes against Assad and supported
groups such as the Syrian Democratic
Forces in an effort to capture territory
from jihadists. Turkey has provided
support to the rebels by containing
the Kurdish military. Saudi Arabia has
provided arms and financial support to
the rebel groups. Israel has conducted
hundreds of airstrikes against Syria
in an effort to obstruct Iran’s military
entrenchment in Syria and to obstruct
Hezbollah from receiving weapons from
Iran (“Why is there War,” 2018). Violence
from the Syrian civil war has also spilled
over into Jordan and is wearing on the
social, economic, and political fabric
of Jordan as the country has become
a point of transit for external support
for the rebel groups. This has led to
Jordan being vulnerable to retribution
from Iran’s Quds Force, Hezbollah, and
other agents associated with Assad’s
regime. The growing refugee population
in Jordan is putting pressure on scarce
water supplies and the state’s security
since Jordan no longer has the capacity
to bear such large numbers of refugees
and is also being used as a port of entry
for Syrian fighters, weapons, and money
(Young, Stebbins, Frederick, & AlShahery, 2014).

The Syrian civil war is
recognized as an international conflict
because of the number of states within
the international community who
have become entangled in the Syrian
civil war. Additionally, many of the
states have diverging interests with
one another and their loyalties are split
between Assad and the rebels triggering
other conflicts between states. The
Syrian civil war and diverging views
of Assad’s regime is just part of the
complex web of this war. Syria is also
about the confrontation between two
of the world’s largest military powers,
the United States and Russia; two
NATO members, the United States
and Turkey; and sworn enemies, Israel
and Iran. The Syrian civil war is at an
intense international level, unlike that
of the Balkans or Sierra Leone. States
cannot make foreign policy or military
decisions in Syria without taking into
consideration the other states involved
in Syria at the risk of starting another
war (Friedman, 2018). This complicates
solutions to indicting and trying Assad,
especially since Assad has an ally like
Russia who would likely provide Assad
with protection from indictment and
trial.
Kosovo suffered some of
Milošević’s worst atrocities and
unlike Syria, the war in Kosovo was
less internationalized as the conflict
was essentially contained within the
Southern Balkans and had a minimal
chance of spillover into neighboring
states threatening to destabilize or
engage other regions in conflicts
(Kaplan, 2013). Kosovo is located in
Europe, where the states north of the
Balkans have democratic forms of
government (Khazan, 2013). States
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that are democracies are generally
more stable states (Quinn & Wooley,
2001). The more stable democratic
states neighboring Kosovo were able
to contain the ethnic conflict from
spilling over into their borders and
causing instability. In contrast, the
undemocratic states surrounding
Syria were already in the midst of
instability themselves and Assad’s civil
war has been spilling over into other
neighboring states such as Lebanon
and Turkey. This made interventionist
strategies a more secure policy option
in targeting Miloševic as there was less
fear of inflaming unstable territories or
causing conflicts between other states
(Khazan, 2013).
Taylor’s conflict in Sierra Leone
was an internationalized civil war;
however, the Sierra Leone civil war was
not on the same international level as
Syria. West Africa has long been a region
of civil wars and violence, and the civil
wars in this region of Africa in particular
often intimately affect neighboring
states (Bah, 2013). The Sierra Leone civil
war was no different in this sense as
the civil war was produced by conflicts
that were spilling over the border from
Liberia into Sierra Leone during the
Liberian civil war. The civil war in Sierra
Leone was largely confined to SubSaharan Africa. The interconnections
between the Sierra Leone civil war and
Liberian civil war did not incite any
additional violence in the West African
community (Fyfe, Sesay, & Nicol, 2018).
There were other outside
actors who engaged in the conflict
taking place in Sierra Leone such as
the United Kingdom who sent troops
to Sierra Leone in order to secure
efforts for evacuations, provide security,

and provide operational training and
support to government forces. Nigeria
sent the Economic Community of
West African States Monitoring Group
(ECOMOG) to Sierra Leone to try to end
the rebellion and maintain stability. The
U.N. intervened and worked to create
the United Nations Mission to Sierra
Leone, a peacekeeping force designed to
enforce the Lomé Peace Accord, which
provided cease fires provisions and
provisions for disarming combatants
and utilizing power-sharing to create
a political settlement (World Peace
Foundation, 2015). As already noted,
Liberia was a state actor involved in
Sierra Leone since Liberian President
Taylor is responsible for inciting a civil
war in Sierra Leone. South Africa is also
recognized as being engaged in Sierra
Leone since the International Monetary
Fund pushed South Africa to intervene
because the International Monetary
Fund was providing Sierra Leone
government with financial support to
destroy the rebellion in the country
(World Peace Foundation, 2015). Lastly,
the United States was involved in the
Sierra Leone civil war, but the United
States did not have direct involvement.
The United States privately pressured
the Sierra Leone government to make
a negotiation with the rebel forces
and negotiate a peace agreement.
Despite members of the international
community responding to the civil
war in Sierra Leone and neighboring
countries being affected by the civil
war, some of the largest and most
influential members of the international
community, such as the United States
and Russia were not directly involved
in the civil war in Sierra Leone. Though
this was an internationalized conflict,
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conflicting interests between the states
in regards to Sierra Leone did not foster
risks of new wars between the states
(World Peace Foundation, 2015).
Assad diverges again from
Milošević and Taylor when comparing
the leadership stability of Assad
compared to the leadership stability
of Milošević and Taylor. For instance,
both Milošević and Taylor were ousted
from political office, making both of
the former presidents more vulnerable
to being prosecuted for international
crimes. Milošević began to fall from
power in the spring of 1999 when
NATO carried out an 11-week bombing
campaign against the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia after NATO states had
failed to individually or collectively
create policies to prevent Milošević
from continually provoking wars in the
Balkans.
Milošević
accepted
the
demands of NATO after rationally
calculating that continuing to resist the
international community he was risking
everything and had nothing to gain. If
Milosevic continued to resist, he knew
his actions would result in escalated
bombings. His decision to capitulate
rested on knowing a NATO military
presence that would claim the rights to
access all of Yugoslavia and having the
ability to decide the future of Kosovo by
the enforcement of a NATO referendum,
which would cause a loss of all of Serbia.
Overall, Serbia’s control over Kosovo
and Milosevic’s personal rule and
physical survival was at risk if Milosevic
chose to resist (Lambeth, 2001). On June
10, 1999 Milošević fell to his resistance
and agreed to a peace agreement with
NATO. The peace agreement called
upon Milošević to remove his Serb

forces from Kosovo, and Milošević’s Serb
forces were replaced with peacekeeping
troops from NATO (“NATO Bombs
Yugoslavia,”2018). The bombings not
only resulted in Milošević’s loss of
Kosovo, but he was also stripped of
his legitimacy and popularity from his
deepest supporters and police forces at
a time when his popularity was already
dwindling. The NATO bombings created
a united opposition who aligned with
Vojislav Kostunica rather than Milošević
during the 2000 election. This resulted
in Milošević being defeated in the 2000
presidential election and falling from
power (Erlanger, 2000).
Even though Milošević had
been indicted in 1999 as a sitting
president, his electoral defeat during
the 2000 presidential election made him
more vulnerable to prosecution. Once
Milošević was no longer president,
he was not afforded the benefits of
state immunity, making the process of
arresting the former president easier
for the ICTY. Additionally, his loss of
power motivated the prime minister
of Serbia, Zoran Djindjić, to have
Milošević extradited to an American
airbase located in Bosnia, where he
was then taken into the custody of the
ICTY and put on trial (Penrose, 2010).
The NATO bombings were significant
in that they caused Milošević to lose his
deepest supporters and his legitimacy
and indirectly aided in his presidential
election defeat and opening a window
of opportunity to ease the process of the
ICTY gaining custody and ensuring a
trial (Erlanger, 2000).
As for Taylor, he was forced
out of the Liberian presidency in 2003
and into exile. After the U.N. imposed
sanctions on Liberia to punish Taylor
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and Nigeria agreed to the extradition
(“Charles Ghankay Taylor,” 2017). Once
Taylor was turned over to Liberia, he was
vulnerable to prosecution, and the SCSL
seized the opportunity to apprehend
Taylor and try him for international
crimes (Romano & Nollkaemper, 2003).
Assad’s situation conflicts with
Milošević’s and Taylor’s because his
leadership has more stability, which
poses additional complications to
indicting and trying him. For example,
Syria, like Kosovo, has been the target of
military style attacks as well. In 2007, as
a form of retribution for using chemical
weapons on civilians, the United States
launched 59 tomahawk cruise missiles
into Syria targeting a Syrian air base
(Cooper, Gibbons-Neff, & Hubbard,
2018). In 2018, the United States and
European allies once again launched
airstrikes to punish Assad yet again for
another chemical attack. Unlike Kosovo,
the airstrikes failed to be instrumental
in Assad losing legitimacy or shaking
Assad into fear (Cooper, Gibbons-Neff,
& Hubbard, 2018). Also, like Taylor,
Assad has received international
condemnation and has been asked to
relinquish his presidency (Alrifai, 2017).
However, Assad has no intentions to
step down from his presidency. Assad
has publicly addressed the calls for
him to step down as Syria’s president
by saying that Syria is facing a national
challenge, and a president does not
run from challenges and he will not be
stepping down as president of Syria.
Assad has denied requests to renounce
his presidency; therefore, thinking
Assad will be open to negotiating
peace deals that would include sending
him into exile is unrealistic (“Syria’s
President,” 2012).

for his atrocities and refusal to negotiate
a peace deal civil war in Sierra Leone
continued to escalate. This prompted
the international community to
condemn Taylor as Liberian president
and call for Taylor to relinquish
his presidency (“Charles Ghankay
Taylor,” 2017). After condemnation
and continued widespread war and
violence, Taylor and the rebels came to
a peace agreement to end Liberia’s civil
war, which would also declare the war
to be over in Sierra Leone as well. In the
peace agreement both parties agreed
that the fighting would cease if Taylor
stepped down as president of Liberia
and was exiled from the country. Charles
would only agree to the peace deal if he
received asylum. Taylor accepted an
offer from Nigeria for asylum and Taylor
relinquished his power as president on
August 11, 2003. Vice president, Moses
Blah, ascended the Liberian presidency
and the wars in Liberia and Sierra
Leone ceased as planned and Taylor left
the country to live in asylum in Nigeria
(“Liberian President,” 2003).
Initially, under the terms of the
agreement, when Taylor sought asylum
in Nigeria he was still given immunity
from being arrested and tried for
international crimes. However, while
living in exile in Nigeria, human rights
groups found Taylor to be violating
the terms of the peace agreement by
interfering with politics in Liberia and
trying to escape from Nigeria. Taylor
was arrested by Nigerian authorities
for his attempted escape and lost his
rights to immunity under the peace
agreement (“Charles Taylor ‘Duped’,”
2009). After violating the terms to
the peace agreement, in March 2006,
Liberia requested Taylor’s extradition
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state’s territorial integrity. Putin has
remained committed to protecting
the Assad regime and will likely
provide protections to Assad if he is
to be indicted on charges of violating
international laws (Tétrault-Farber
& Williams, 2017). Not only were
Milošević and Taylor’s conflicts not
as internationalized as Assad’s, but
neither Milošević or Taylor had a state
as influential as Russia to intervene and
pledge to protect their state sovereignty
and territory or provide them with such
vast amounts of military and financial
support.

In contrast with Milošević and
Taylor’s cases, Assad’s future as Syria’s
president seems to be more secure
than ever. No one who remains on the
battlefield in Syria is either unwilling
or does not have the ability to topple
Assad’s regime. The rebel forces are
weakening and beginning to embrace
the possibility of the inevitable rule of
Assad. Rebel occupied territories have
shrunk, and international powers are
losing interest in supporting the rebels
and turning their focus to eliminating
the Islamic State (Hubbard, 2017).
President Trump has cancelled the
clandestine American program that
allowed the Central Intelligence Agency
(C.I.A.) to covertly provide the Syrian
rebel groups with arms and supplies. The
program was ended because President
Trump recognized the program was
failing. He began to recognize that
toppling Assad in the near future is
unlikely (Sanger, Schmitt, & Hubbard,
2017). Regional powers and even foreign
officials along with Syrians have started
running operations as if Assad will
remain in power. Assad’s allies perceive
Syria as an impending victory with
talks about how the rebuilding of Syria
will take place. Syria even hosted an
international trade fair in 2017 where
Assad signed an agreement with Iran
to rebuild Syria’s power grid (Hubbard,
2017).
Russia has also helped Assad’s
forces become more advanced, which
has allowed for Assad to regain lost
territory and have more success in
the war since Russia’s intervention
(Hubbard, 2017). In 2017, Russia’s
president, Vladimir Putin, pledged
Russia’s full support to protecting
the sovereignty of Syria as well as the

How a Special Tribunal and
Indictment Can Work for Assad
The primary focus of this paper is to
evaluate the prospects of indicting and
trying Assad for violating international
laws, and after a detailed evaluation
of the similar cases of Milošević and
Taylor, the prospects of the international
community holding Assad accountable
in court for violating international
laws are likely. The Commission for
International Justice and Accountability
(CIJA) prosecutes some of the worst
human rights criminals throughout the
world and works to deter human rights
abuses though litigation, policy, and
transnational justice strategies (The
Center for Justice & Accountability).
CIJA is located in at an undisclosed
location in Western Europe and
employs 150 workers, whom are nonSyrians who have experience working in
special tribunals. Since the outbreak of
the civil war in Syria in 2011, CIJA has
been working underground to collect
evidence and prepare indictments as if
Assad or other high-ranking government
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officials from his regime were to go
trial any day (Carrillo, Frillmann, &
Molinsky, 2016). Currently, CIJA has
collected nearly a million documents
that would be used as evidence at a trial
in an effort to convict Assad and other
high-ranking officials that are traced
back to Assad’s crimes. The information
systems in Syria’s government are not
as advanced as those in the developed
world, so a single sheet of paper has to
be passed from desk-to-desk and each
person must either sign or initial the
paper with their comments. CIJA has
been able to collect nearly a million of
these government documents and use
them to show Assad as presiding over
the chain of command from the highestlevel and ordering international crimes
to be executed on a mass level across
Syria. CIJA has also been able to link
the crimes back to all of Syria’s security
branches and high-ranking officials
(Carrillo, et al., 2016).
Several
hundred
victim
witnesses have been interviewed by
CIJA to secure patterns of perpetration
as part of the pattern evidence (Carrillo,
et al., 2016). Continuing to collect this
kind of fresh evidence is vital because
once the war in Syria ends, evidence
collection will become an even more
dangerous and difficult process. The
more evidence CIJA collects generates
a higher probability of Assad being held
accountable for his crimes as saying
no to holding Assad accountable in
court will be difficult when there are
mountains of evidence against him that
have been collected (Kelly & Whiting,
2018). CIJA reports their evidence
collection already provides sufficient
links to Assad as well as to his deputies
and to the widespread crimes being

committed in Syria. CIJA also reports
that there is only a limited time before
Syria’s most serious perpetrators from
Assad’s regime are being brought to
justice and Assad will then follow suit.
And when Assad withstands trial, the
court will be presented with the best
evidence that a tribunal has seen since
Nuremberg (Carrillo, et al., 2016).
One of the most challenging
problems war crime tribunals face
is having financial support to create
the court and keep the court running
because tribunals that are independent
of the ICC come with a great financial
expense (Keating, 2012). However,
the independent investigations being
conducted by CIJA to collect evidence
for a trial are being funded without a
court mandate by state governments
committed to bringing Assad and his
perpetrators to justice (Carrillo, et
al., 2016). In addition to governments
specifically funding the investigations
of Assad and the members of his
government, CIJA receives financial
support from the U.N. as well as a
great number of outside sources (The
Center for Justice & Accountability,
2018). If states are already willing to
fund the investigations of Assad’s crime
in preparation of one day bringing
Assad to trial, then it is likely that such
states throughout the international
community will remain committed
to providing the necessary financial
support to create a tribunal where
Assad will be held accountable.
There is evidence to suggest that the
international community disapproves
of Assad’s regime as there have already
been efforts by the U.N. Security Council
in 2014 to bring Assad to justice through
the ICC. Vetoes from Russia and China
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have been the most significant factors
standing in the way of bringing Assad
to justice through the ICC since 2014
(Sengupta, 2014). Additionally, the
Secretary General of the U.N. has publicly
condemned the acts of the Assad
regime as well and has moved to create
resolutions to try to bring the atrocities
to an end (Secretary-General, 2018).
Aside from opposition from Russia and
China, the international community as
a whole and the U.N. have tried to pass
resolutions giving the ICC jurisdiction
over Assad and are currently funding
CIJA investigations in preparation of a
trial. There is reason to believe members
of the international community will
financially support a special tribunal to
bring Assad to justice.
The primary purpose of the
tribunal is to try Assad for international
crimes, but the court will also have
the capacity to try high-level Syrian
government officials who are linked to
carrying out Assad’s instructions. When
considering the venue of the special
tribunal, Syria is an unlikely location for
the tribunal because the special tribunal
will be designed to try highly politicized
figures; therefore, locating the tribunal
in Syria could incite violence and chaos
while threatening the little stability and
peace Syria has. The special tribunal
would also be politically vulnerable to
manipulation (Chadwick, 2017). Setting
up the tribunal in Syria risks creating
a special tribunal that is limited in
charges and a rushed due process due to
victims being unable to provide accurate
testimony without fear of further
persecution by the Syrian government.
Syrian state agencies would also be
unlikely to be willing to cooperate with
the tribunal (Aboueldahab, 2017).

Creating a special tribunal in Syria may
not be a viable option, however, there
are other likely options for the venue
of a special tribunal for Assad. For
instance, the SCSL used to try Taylor
was originally located in Sierra Leone
rather than in Liberia, where Taylor
was president (Special Court for Sierra
Leone). Locating Assad’s tribunal in a
neighboring country such as Jordan or
Turkey could be an option for Assad.
Either Jordan or Turkey are ideal host
countries for a special tribunal for
Assad since both countries have been
dramatically impacted by the spillover
effects of the Syrian civil war. For
instance, Jordan now hosts more than
600,000 Syrian refugees and 10 percent
of the country’s population is now
Syrian and Turkey houses nearly 750,000
refugees from Syria (Van Schaack, 2014).
If the venue of the special tribunal
were to be established in either of the
neighboring countries of Jordan or
Turkey, then the tribunal could more
easily facilitate the integration of Syrian
jurors, lawyers, and other staff members
into the special tribunal. Either of these
locations would give the special tribunal
a greater degree of ownership and
legitimacy that would also contribute
to building domestic capacity (Van
Schaack, 2014). If Jordan or Turkey were
to agree to host the special tribunal, then
the host country would be authorized
to exercise domestic jurisdiction over
Assad for the flight of Syrian refugees
into Jordan and Turkey, and the political
consequences the millions of refugees
have caused (Van Schaack, 2014).
A second option for the venue
of the special tribunal is The Hague.
The Hague is the location of a number
of tribunals and courts, including the
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International Court of Justice and Peace
and the ICC. The Hague is thought
of as being the international city of
peace and justice, and is the chosen
venue of government and political
leaders, diplomats, institutions, nonprofit organizations, and businesses
when coming together to discuss
solutions to global problems, resolve
international disputes, or even to find
solutions to avoid armed conflict. Not
only is The Hague thought of as a city
of international peace and justice, but
The Hague is considered to be a neutral
location, which often makes the location
a logical choice for holding international
conferences and addressing conflicts
between countries throughout the
international community (The Hague,
2017).
The Hague has as served as
the location of both the ICTY and SCSL
as well as the location for the Special
Tribunal for Lebanon, the Extraordinary
Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia,
and the International Criminal Tribunal
for Rwanda (“Courts and Tribunals”).
As previously mentioned, The SCSL
was relocated from Sierra Leone to The
Hague due to Taylor’s trial provoking
violence and threatening West Africa’s
peace and stability (Special Court
for Sierra Leone). Taylor, being the
former president of Liberia who was
indicted for violating international
laws, attracted global attention to his
trial making his case a high-profile and
closely followed trial, which contributed
to the violence and threats of instability.
The Hague provided a neutral and more
peaceful environment for Taylor’s highprofile trial to take place (Special Court
for Sierra Leone). Assad is already a
widely watched political figure as the

president of Syria. However, Assad
is also extensively monitored for his
violations of international law and
much of the international community
is skeptical as to if justice will be served
and Assad will be indicted and tried for
his crimes (Carrillo, et al. 2016). This
would contribute to the high-profile
nature of his trial as a president. Syria,
along with the rest of the international
community, would likely follow Assad’s
trial closely, which poses the risk of
inciting violence in areas where his
atrocities took place if the trial were to
be held in a neighboring country. The
Hague is a venue option to consider
because the location would provide
a more neutral location, eliminating
possible outbreaks of violence and
threats to stability and peace.
The crimes committed by
Assad are clear, there is ample evidence
sufficiently linking Assad to the mass
atrocities throughout Syria since 2011,
and there is a likely chance that members
of the international community would
be willing to financially support the
tribunal. However, due to Assad
being a sitting head of state, Assad
has immunity from foreign criminal
jurisdiction making Assad’s indictment
the most complicated and doubtful
part of determining the likelihood of
trying Assad for international crimes
(Kiyani, 2013). A possible option to
indicting Assad is by the use of universal
jurisdiction as this principle is generally
used when traditional forms of criminal
jurisdiction do not exist.
Universal jurisdiction is the
principle that a national court has the
authority to prosecute individuals for
more serious international crimes that
occur in other territories. (International
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Justice Resource Center). Universal
jurisdiction is based on the principle of
responsibility to protect. This principle
promotes the idea that members of the
international community are obligated
to assist states in providing protection
to individuals within the territory of
a given state through intervention to
prevent crimes like crimes against
humanity, war crimes, genocide, and
torture (International Justice Resource
Center). Therefore, any state whose
has legislation that allows for universal
jurisdiction to be invoked can actively
prosecute a non-national individual
for the most serious international
crimes (Godhardt, 2017). Most states
recognize universal jurisdiction and are
signatories of conventions that provide
the state to utilize universal jurisdiction
when necessary (Human Rights Watch,
2008).
The most significant reason
as to why universal jurisdiction is an
option to consider when trying Assad in
a special tribunal is because universal
jurisdiction prevents the impunity of
dignitaries while ensuring due process
of law (Godhardt, 2017). While Assad
does have immunity as the current
president of Syria, he will not be afforded
this advantage if universal jurisdiction
is invoked. Assad’s violations of
international laws involve the illegal use
of chemical weapons, crimes against
humanity, war crimes, and torture
(Kelly & Whiting, 2018). Each of the
crimes Assad has committed qualify for
a state to pursue the remedy of universal
jurisdiction. There are several cases
where universal jurisdiction has been
used to successfully indict dignitaries.
For example, Spain invoked universal
jurisdiction to indict and extradite

former Chilean dictator Augusto
Pinochet. Spain also invoked universal
jurisdiction to prosecute Guatemalan
officials involved in the Guatemalan
genocide and in a separate case to
prosecute an Argentine naval officer for
committing crimes against humanity
during the Dirty War (International
Justice Resource Center). Universal
jurisdiction has yet to be applied to
Assad because first the civil war in Syria
must come to an end with one or more
of the parties involved in the conflict
claiming victory so the 1949 Geneva
Conventions may come into effect. The
obligations of the Geneva Conventions
will then enable the prosecution of
Assad and other high-ranking officials
from the Assad regime who are linked
to systematically carrying out Assad’s
orders that violate international laws
(Khen).

Is Bringing Assad to Justice Possible?
As the president of Syria, Assad has
deliberately
and
indiscriminately
attacked civilians in Syria since the
outbreak of the Syrian civil war in 2011
(Human Rights Watch 2018). Assad
has repeatedly used chemical weapons
and nerve agents against civilian
populations, employed starvation
and withheld humanitarian aid,
forcibly displaced Syrians and caused
the disappearance of thousands of
Syrians, and arbitrary arrested and
used methods of torture. This led to the
deaths of more than 400,000 people and
the displacement of millions of Syrians
over the last seven years (Human Rights
Watch, 2018). Assad’s actions clearly
violate international law under the
Rome Statute allowing for Assad to be
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charged with crimes against humanity,
war crimes, the illegal use of chemical
weapons, and torture (The International
Criminal Court, 1998). After evaluating
the cases of Milošević and Taylor, the
most effective way for bringing Assad
to justice will be through possibly
invoking the legal remedy of universal
jurisdiction and pursuing a trial through
the creation of a special tribunal located
in either a neighboring country or at
The Hague. Additionally, the prospects
of a guilty verdict are also likely with

the vast amount of sufficient that has
been collected directly linking Assad to
his crimes. Bringing Assad to justice for
his crimes is not likely to take place in
the near future and will present many
challenges and complications. However,
indicting and trying Assad for violating
international laws is possible and Assad
may likely be held accountable for
violating international laws many years
in the future.
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The Impact of Eastern and Western Mindfulness
on Well-Being

Savannah Stevens, Augsburg University
Abstract

Mindfulness is generally defined as a
state of non-judgmental awareness and
attention to the here and now of personal
experience (Khramtsova & Glascock,
2015). As stated by Shapiro (2009, p.
4), “Mindfulness is the awareness that
arises through intentionally attending
in an open, accepting, and discerning
way to whatever is arising in the
present moment.” Therefore, Given
the eastern origin of mindfulness
and its foundations in the Buddhist
religion’s concept of unconditioned
pure awareness (Sikh & Spence, 2016),
the underlying concepts of present
awareness apply to western Christian
and secular traditions as well (Poloma
& Pendleton, 1989). As mindfulness
practice has been associated with
enhancing both physical and mental
well-being (Hardy, 2015) in numerous
clinical trials, its practice has also
improved the psychological well-being
of undergraduate college students
(Khramtsova & Glascock, 2015). In
the last two decades, mindfulness
practice has transformed from topics
of scientific investigation to a tool
implemented in psychotherapy and
several educational practices (Van
Dam et al., 2018). Mindfulness also
has significant impacts on mood, as
Rae’s, Dewulf, Van Heeringen, and
Williams (2009) found that mindfulness
practice reduces cognitive reactivity

The study of mindfulness is of great
importance when considering its
relationship to numerous well-being
outcomes. This study investigated the
differences in eastern and western
mindfulness techniques in relation
to positive and negative affect and
psychological well-being. Augsburg
University students were recruited from
the psychology department participant
pool and completed a mindfulness task
(either Christian, Buddhist, or Christian
& Buddhist), the RPW and PANAS scales,
and a participant information survey.
Contrary to previous studies, the results
did not indicate a significant main
effect for positive affect or psychological
well-being. However, a significant main
effect for negative affect was found,
suggesting that there is a significant
difference in the effectiveness of eastern
and western mindfulness techniques on
negative moods. Given that the results
of the present study are inconsistent
with past research, further investigation
implementing a base-line and follow-up
procedure is needed to better measure
the effectiveness of eastern and western
mindfulness techniques in relation
to positive and negative affect and
psychological well-being.
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and negative thinking patterns (affect).
Though existing research indicates that
mindfulness practice has increased
well-being (Hardy, 2015) and decreased
negative affect (Rae’s et al., 2009),
it is unclear if the impact on wellbeing and positive or negative affect
is greater when practicing an eastern
Buddhist mindfulness task rather than
a western Christian mindfulness task.
Considering that approximately 488
million people practice Buddhism and
2.3 billion people practice Christianity,
the way in which their well-being might
be impacted by their religions use of
mindfulness is a significant relationship
to study (Maoz 2010).
Buddhism vs. Christian and Mindfulness
Mindfulness originated in
the east, particularly in Buddhist
meditations and yoga practices that
follow the assumptions that the mind
and body are monistic, consciousness
is centralized within the individual, and
meditation focus is part of daily conduct
(Singla, 2011). Singla (2011) describes
how eastern Buddhist Mindfulness
emphasizes visualization and focusing
attention on the present sensations that
rely on maintaining an “alert and aware
state.” Much of western mindfulness is
either practiced secularly, without the
realm of spirituality (Singla, 2011), or in
Christian contexts where mindfulness
practices are guided by biblical
readings with the inclusion of God in
prayer (Poloma & Pendleton, 1989).
When investigating types of Christian
prayer practice, Poloma & Pendleton
(1989) found that those who practiced
meditative prayer had the highest
reported quality of life scores among
four other types of prayer practices. As it
was concluded that Christian meditative

prayer is closely associated with verbal
prayer (Poloma & Pendleton, 1989),
it gives reason to further investigate
the impacts that a Christian verbal
meditative prayer might have on an
individual’s well-being, in comparison
to a Buddhist visualization and verbal
meditation.

Visualization Mindfulness
Psychological Well-being

and

As mindfulness refers to, “the awareness
that arises through intentionally
attending in an open, accepting, and
discerning way to whatever is arising
in the present moment’’ (Shapiro,
2009, p.2), there are particular ways
that an individual might accomplish
such awareness. Margolin, Pierce, and
Wiley (2009) investigated the impact
of practicing visualization mindfulness
on physical and mental health and
found that female undergraduate
college students had increased immune
functioning and relaxing responses
when practicing the conscious control
of mental imagery. This practice occurs
when information is brought to the
mind from imagination, resulting
in relaxing responses that include
decreased perceived levels of stress and
anxiety, suggesting an improvement
in psychological well-being. Similarly,
just as eastern Buddhist mindfulness
emphasizes visualization (Singla, 2011),
this component of Buddhist practice
was implemented to decrease negative
psychological symptoms, giving reason
to suspect that visualization could
help improve an individual’s overall
psychological well-being if given a wellbeing measurement.
Humanitarian
workers
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have implemented the practice of
visualization into their aid work with
Syrian refugees after finding that
meditation programs facilitated the
improvement in the quality of life of
refugees and long-term humanitarian
workers that participated in Sahaja
Meditation, where individuals are
instructed to imagine their vision of
inner peace (Chung & Hunt, 2016). Just
as Margolin et al. (2009) found that
visualization mindfulness improves
quality of life by positively impacting
an individual’s perception of stress and
anxiety, Chung and Hunt (2016) similarly
applied methods of visualization to
those enduring significant emotional
distress in relation to their status as
a refugee. This additional finding
supports the Buddhist role in
visualization (Singla, 2011) and the
potential for psychological well-being
improvement in an individual.

Visualization
Affect

Mindfulness

the dread to socialize (Wild et al., 2008).
Mindfulness visualization thus provides
a means of coping and regulation for
individuals diagnosed with various
mental disorders, improving mood and
affect.

Present Study
In the present study, I expanded
upon the existing literature that
has investigated the link between
mindfulness and positive and negative
affect and psychological well-being.
Although it has been found that
mindfulness practice positively impacts
affect and well-being, there is little to
no existing literature that investigates
the differences in eastern and western
mindfulness techniques in relation to
mental health. Therefore, it is unclear if
the impact on psychological well-being
and positive or negative affect is greater
when practicing an eastern Buddhist
mindfulness task than a western
Christian mindfulness task.
I predicted that those
participating in the condition that
combined both aspects of Christian and
Buddhist mindfulness practices had
higher psychological well-being scores,
reported higher positive emotions, and
reported lower negative emotions than
those in the Buddhist condition. I also
predicted that those in the Buddhist
condition had higher psychological
well-being scores and reported higher
positive emotions and lower negative
emotions than those in the Christian
control condition, as this condition
implemented visualization, and the
Christian control did not.

and

Techniques used in mindfulness have
provided relief to those diagnosed
with mental health and psychiatric
disorders (Russinova, Wewiorski, &
Cash, 2002). Clients diagnosed with
psychotic disorder that experienced
delusions were found to experience
less stress and more positive emotions
after completing an eight week session
that focused on positive visualizations
and guided imagery (Serruya & Grant,
2009). For those with social phobia
disorders, visualization exercises of
social encounters guided by therapists
allowed clients to gain a sense of
control in social interactions, relieving
an aspect of fear that is associated with
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Method
Participants

task described on an instructional
sheet (Appendix G) dependent on their
assigned condition, where they read
a Christian prayer (Psalm 23) for two
minutes using a standard timer. Upon
completion of their given task, the
participant completed a copy of the
RWB (Appendix A) that measured six
dimensions of well-being (autonomy,
environmental
mastery,
personal
growth, positive relations, purpose in
life, self-acceptance) and a copy of the
PANAS (Appendix B) that measured
negative and positive affect. The results
were measured in exact accordance
with the factor structure of the RWB
and PANAS.
The reliability and validity of
the RWB and PANAS measures have
been implemented in various studies
measuring well-being and affect.
The PANAS meets the standards of
educational and psychological testing
and validates the reliability of positive
affect and negative affect in psychology
and other applied sciences (American
Educational Research Association,
American Psychological Association, &
National Council on Measurement in
Education, 1999). In a study revisiting
the structure and validity of the PANAS
bifactor model, researchers investigated
the theoretical background of the
PANAS structure and evidence for a twofactor structure of affect and concluded
that the measure is a valid assessment
of affect in multiple settings (Leue &
Beauducel, 2011). Just as the PANAS
has been validated as a reliable measure
in psychology, the RWB scale has
been found to measure psychological
wellness in multiple examinations of
its structure (Schmutte & Ryff, 1997).
Extensive research has also found

Forty four males and 49 females were
recruited in Augsburg’s psychology
course “Psychology Studies” participant
pool, where students with the average
reported age of 20 were enrolled and had
the option to participate in the course’s
provided experiments. The participants
reported their race/ethnicity as 31%
black/African-American, 55% white/
Caucasian, 9% reported Asian, and
5% reported Hispanic. Each subject
participated in all conditions by
providing consent, completing a subject
information survey, the Positive and
Negative Affect Scheduler (PANAS)
and the Ryff Psychological Well-being
(RPW) questionnaire. Each participant
was randomly assigned to one of the
three conditions to control for potential
extraneous variables.

Materials
An
experimenter
script
was
implemented in the study to ensure
consistent experiences between the
participants and the experimenters
(Appendix C). The script introduced
participants to the study, provided
an opportunity to consent, outlined
the experiment, and provided the
experimenter with exact instruction
for the completion of the experiment.
Participants completed a participant
information survey following their
consent to participate in the study
(Appendix F). The survey instructed
the participant to indicate their
demographic information (age, gender,
race/ethnicity, religious affiliations).
The participants were then given a
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that with replicative consistency, the
dimensions of well-being indicate valid
measures of psychological well-being,
ensuring the measures used in the
present study (Ryff & Keyes, 1995).

Condition, Christian and Buddhist
Condition) between subjects factorial
ANOVA. The results of this test revealed
no significant main effect for the RPW
scores between groups, F(2, 89) = .26,
p = .77. There were no significant main
effects for the PANAS positive scores
between groups, F(2, 92) = .33, p = .72.
The results indicated a significant main
effect for the PANAS negative scores
between groups, F(2, 92) = .33, p = .03.

Procedure
The participants were individually
greeted by an experimenter of the
study upon arrival. The experimenter
introduced themselves according to
the experimenter script and asked
participants to complete a consent
form following the experimenter’s
introduction. Following the completion
of the consent form, the experimenter
read the script to the participant that
details the given tasks in the study.
Participants in group one received the
instruction to read aloud the passage
on the sheet that includes Psalm 23 for
two minutes on a timer. Participants
in group two received the same
instructions and were asked to visualize
themselves in the text. Participants
in group three were asked to read
and visualize themselves in the text
with God. Once the timer was up, the
instructions asked the participant to
complete the RWB and PANAS attached
to the instructional guide and alert the
experimenter once completed. The
experimenter continued to follow the
script and collect the assessments. The
experimenter debriefed the participant
and thanked them for their participation
.

Discussion
The purpose of the study was to
investigate if the impact on psychological
well-being and positive or negative
affect was greater when practicing an
eastern Buddhist mindfulness task
than a western Christian mindfulness
task. Based on the previous research
literature that suggested mindfulness
practice positively impacts affect and
well-being, it was hypothesized that
that those participating in the condition
that combined both aspects of Christian
and Buddhist mindfulness practices
would have higher psychological wellbeing scores and report higher positive
emotions and lower negative emotions
than those in the Buddhist condition. It
was also hypothesized that those in the
Buddhist condition would have higher
psychological well-being scores and
report higher positive emotions and
lower negative emotions than those in
the Christian control condition, as the
condition implemented visualization,
whereas the Christian control did not.
Although the results did not indicate
a significant relationship between a
combined Christian and Buddhist task
and positive mood and psychological
well-being, the results did indicate

Results

The RPW and PANAS score of each
participant was recorded (see Table
1). The data was submitted to a 1
X 3 (Christian Condition, Buddhist
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Future Directions

a significant relationship between a
combined Christian and Buddhist
task and lower negative emotions. The
data also trended in the hypothesized
direction, as the PANAS positive means
and RWB means in the combined
Christian and Buddhist tasks were
higher than the Buddhist condition and
the Christian control condition.
Limitations
The present study failed
to include a comparison between
participants’ baselines scores and
follow up scores. The significance of the
results would have benefited greatly
by implementing a procedure that
included well-being assessments before
and after the assigned mindfulness
task to measure the effectiveness of
an eastern or western mindfulness
approach. Additionally, the present
study would also benefit by obtaining
a greater number of participants to
increase the overall sample size.

Given the results, the next
study should implement two tasks,
rather than one, to accurately measure
the ways in which an eastern or western
mindfulness task impacts well-being.
The results suggest a need for further
investigation of other aspects of wellbeing not included in the RWB or
PANAS, as the present study found
differences in well-being according to
a given spiritually-based mindfulness
task (eastern or western). In an
extension of the findings, another scale
of measurement should be included to
assess the ways in which a western/
Christian
and
eastern/Buddhist
mindfulness task might impact spiritual
well-being. Thus, the results of the
present study are inconsistent with
past research and weaknesses within
the procedure and limited sample size
require additional data and changes to
be made in future research relating to
this topic.
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Queer History Through a
Hollywood Lens

Long Tran, University of Washington
Abstract

queer history to positively represent
queer individuals and experiences will
catalyze more queer opportunities
in Hollywood, politics, and society at
large. Moreover, this paper will combine
scholarly research, press articles, and a
variety of media, to create a discourse
regarding the importance of screening
the aforementioned films. Although
these films were, by and large, produced
and distributed by independent
production companies, they garnered
success in Hollywood via nominations
and wins at the Academy Awards.
Keywords: Academy Awards,
Oscars, queer, film festival

Film festivals have been important
platforms for promoting independent
films that bring to the forefront
issues of marginalized communities,
especially the struggle for queer
justice and visibility. This paper
pursues a hypothetical opportunity for
programming a film festival screening
centered on queer stories. The direction
of this paper will take the form of a
film festival curator’s statement that
links three films with common themes
and issues. The overarching, common
thread holding the proposed films
together is the mainstream Hollywood
influence behind the exhibition
and consumption of the films—The
Academy Awards (otherwise known
as The Oscars). Three major Academy
Award-winning and nominated feature
films will be used to exemplify the
type of films that film festivals ought
to program, thus, making more of an
impact for queer representation in
both the public discourse and mass
media. The three films proposed for this
hypothetical film festival program are,
in order of appearance in this paper:
Tom Hooper’s The Danish Girl (2015),
Morten Tyldum’s The Imitation Game
(2014), and Gus Van Sant’s Milk (2008).
Programming three films that utilize

Motion Picture Production Code
The emergence of scientific research
on homosexuality surfaced around
the same time early motion picture
production began to make advances
in technology towards the end of
the nineteenth century (Benshoff
& Griffin, 2004, p. 6). Due to the
concurrent nature of early cinema and
homosexuality research, films act as a
medium documenting how sexuality
has been perceived through the decades
(Benshoff & Griffin, 2004, p. 6). Potential
queer representation could be traced
back to an early short film by Dickson
(1895) of two men dancing together.
Although the film did not feature an
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overtly “gay” interaction, it leaves room
for interpretation as there is a “queer”
aspect to the performance that does not
align completely with what is expected
of a heterosexual couple (Benshoff &
Griffin, 2004, p. 6). Despite the fact that
the construction of “queer characters
often reflected the early-twentiethcentury model of homosexuality as
gender inversion,” films made during
the Silent Era, pre-Code, allowed for the
inclusion of queer characters that defied
traditional gender norms (Benshoff
& Griffin, 2004, p. 6). However, this all
ended in 1934 with the implementation
of the Motion Picture Production Code,
which was an attempt to correct what
was deemed “immoral” representations
existing on-screen, thus, creating the
constraint of how “classical Hollywood
films used connotation rather than
denotation when dealing with onscreen homosexuality, and thus created
moments and characters that were more
queer than specifically homosexual”
(Benshoff & Griffin, 2004, p. 7). Against
the backdrop of celebrity scandals and
crimes, with the added pressures of
how “state and local censorship laws
forbade depicting homosexuality in a
forthright manner,” it became fitting at
awith McCarthyism that the Code was
adopted to improve the moral standard
of society (Benshoff & Griffin, 2004, p.
7).
The Code was a strictly
enforced set of guidelines, ensuring that
the “explicit representation (or even
the mention) of ‘sex perversion’ was
banned from Hollywood movie screens
for almost three decades” (Benshoff
& Griffin, 2004, p. 7). Homosexuality
or any non-heterosexual content
was prohibited from production and

exhibition. According to the Motion
Picture Production Code, the only
acceptable romantic representations
to be depicted on-screen is that of
“Pure love, the love of a man for a
woman permitted by the law of God
and man” (Doherty, 1999, p. 354).
Only heterosexual relationships were
deemed acceptable as anything else
was labeled inappropriate and the
“other.” Evidently, during the era of the
Code, values were more conservative,
signaling the importance of upholding
religious standards of morality. Any
representation that steered away
from a heterosexual relationship
within the institution of marriage was
deemed impure (Doherty, 1999, p. 355).
Beyond Hollywood feature films, the
educational propaganda film, Boys
Beware (1961), dramatizes scenarios
that depict gay men as pedophiles
and homosexuality itself as a mental
illness, a disease. Thus, depictions of
queer individuals were never flattering
or accurate up until the weakening of
the Motion Picture Production Code in
the 1950s, and its replacement with the
Motion Picture Association of America
film rating system in 1968 (Benshoff &
Griffin, 2004, p. 9).

Screening Order
With the cultural backdrop of negative
queer representation in Hollywood,
I propose, for your consideration, a
special presentation of Academy Awardnominated feature films that chronicle
the lived experiences of openly queer
historical figures in a positive manner.
The three notable films chosen include
1. The Danish Girl (events take place
in the 1920s), 2. The Imitation Game
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(events take place during World War II
in the 1940s), and 3. Milk (events take
place in the 1970s). Since this proposal
includes the three aforementioned
films together, feature films adapted
from true historical events—organizing
the films in chronological order based
on their historical time periods is the
most logical course of action, based on
the years of the diegesis of each film.
The importance of this screening is the
inclusion of mainstream Hollywood
films that cover issues of prominent
queer historical figures. The goal of
this film festival screening is to grant
visibility to the queer experience of
individuals who respectively lived
through gender dysphoria, war, or
homophobia. The intent of this proposal
is to catalyze the positive representation
of queer characters “in motion,” instead
of dehumanized, “othered” bodies,
despite the tragedy involved with the
queer historical figures in the proposed
films, by using queer historical context
to tie in the relevance of these narratives
to current events.

was also a painter. Wegener would often
have Elbe dress up as a woman to be her
painting subject, invoking Elbe’s lifelong
identification as a woman, hidden
through her heterosexual relationship
with Wegener. In the film, there are
scenes where Wegener copulates with
Elbe, who wears women’s clothing
in secret, which brings to fore the
discussion of gender and gender identity,
as well as sexuality. The essence of The
Danish Girl is romance, but the comingof-age theme takes prominence as this
film dramatizes an early historical
instance of a transitioning individual.
Commencing with a love story
humanizes these characters because
love is arguably a “universal language.”
The fact that these characters are
loosely based on historical figures will
make the characters feel more tangible
and significant since Elbe was a real
queer figure whose legacy headlines a
major Hollywood film that has reached
a global audience and received many
accolades, including several Academy
Award nominations, most notably,
Vikander’s Academy Award for Best
Supporting Actress for her portrayal
of Wegener and Redmayne’s Academy
Award for Best Actor nomination for his
portrayal of Elbe.
Prefacing
this
special
presentation with a transgender
narrative is best demonstrated by the
emblematic scene of Elbe looking in
a mirror, stripping, taking her penis
out, and tucking it behind her thighs
to appear more “womanly” hence
visually erasing her masculinity. This
scene is strikingly similar to a scene in
Jonathan Demme’s The Silence of the
Lambs (1991) where Jame Gumb (Ted
Levine), also known as Buffalo Bill,

The Danish Girl
Tom Hooper’s The Danish Girl (2015) is
a coming-of-age historical drama that
chronicles the journey of Einar Wegener
(Eddie Redmayne) receiving one of
the first sex reassignment surgeries to
transition from being biologically male
to identifying as a transgender female in
the late 1920s. Throughout the majority
of the film, she identifies with a name of
her own choosing: Lili Elbe. Elbe shall be
referred to using feminine pronouns for
the rest of this paper. Elbe was formerly
a Danish painter living with her spouse,
Gerda Wegener (Alicia Vikander), who
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Queer Theory

puts on makeup and tucks her penis
away as she dances to music. However,
Gumb is portrayed as a serial killer
who kills women and skins them to
produce a suit made of skin. Thus, a
disturbing representation of a crossdressing individual has existed through
this film in a very prominent manner.
The Silence of the Lambs won five out
of seven Academy Award nominations.
Juxtaposing these two scenes is
significant as Elbe shows us a more
positive, contemporary representation
of a transgender individual that may be
more accurate and flattering, whereas,
with The Silence of the Lambs, Gumb
is framed as an unstable serial killer.
Including The Danish Girl and excluding
The Silence of the Lambs points to the
importance of positive representation
of queer individuals, whether they be
historical or fictional. All the films
included should help promote positive
visibility, rather than perpetuate
misrepresentative archetypes that
have detrimental implications on how
people view transgender individuals in
society. Let us not forget that negative
stereotypes of transgender individuals
have permeated through other
prominent films like Alfred Hitchcock’s
Psycho (1960) with the inclusion of
the murderous cross-dresser, Norman
Bates (Anthony Perkins) (Benshoff &
Griffin, 2006, p. 93). Although The Silence
of the Lambs and Psycho are critically
acclaimed films that appear on the
American Film Institute (n.d.) Top 100
list, these films should be excluded from
queer-positive screenings, and instead,
leave room for more accurate portrayals
of transgender individuals and history,
best demonstrated by The Danish Girl.

It is important to discuss the significance
of cross-dressing to produce the
feminine gender identity that Elbe seeks
to create. By way of transformation
through material means, the coming-ofage aspect of this film points to the site
of how “a closet references the familiar
coming-out trope of LGB narratively, a
closet is also gendered—representing
the snare of assigned sex and its
required public performances through
clothing” (Keegan, 2018, p. 4). The
“coming-out trope” simply represents
the coming-of-age genre of Hollywood
narratives for queer individuals, and
oftentimes, it involves exploration with
clothing. Clothing often contains a
gendered denotative appearance, which
is essential to representing gender onscreen. In the case of The Danish Girl,
prior to undergoing surgery, to transition
to womanhood, Elbe experimented with
trying on women’s clothing, wearing a
wig, and putting on makeup. To perhaps
get a better understanding of the
importance of clothing to transgender
individuals, lets define a few things like
gender expression, which are “external
manifestations of gender, expressed
through a person’s name, pronouns,
clothing, haircut, behavior, voice, and/
or body characteristics” (GLAAD, n.d.).
Transgender individuals struggle with
their gender identity, which often
does not align with the sex they were
assigned at birth. Thus, transgender
individuals may feel compelled to
transition through surgical or other
methods. Clothing is seemingly the most
accessible and immediate method of
transforming one’s self to the preferred
gender expression that aligns with one’s
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The Imitation Game

gender identity.
However, why open the
screening with this particular film
beyond the diegetic date? Historically,
queer studies emerged as a more recent
research area in the 1990s following the
emergence of gay and lesbian studies
in the 1970s. The very term queer,
once a slur, was reclaimed and utilized
as an academic word to encapsulate
the diverse spectrum of genders and
sexualities after feminist scholars
prompted queer theory as an area of
study (Benshoff & Griffin, 2004, p. 1).
Queer theory is centered around the
fluidity of gender and sexuality, and the
exploration of the various forms of these
identities. The transgender experience
is a more recent topic of discussion,
especially for non-binary individuals
who continue to be misgendered
and invalidated on a daily basis. The
relevance of this screening points to how
politically, transgender rights are being
infringed upon. According to Green,
Benner, and Pear (2018), approximately
1.4 million transgender Americans are at
risk of losing protection against gender
discrimination due to President Donald
Trump’s intentions of legally framing sex
as a biological binary of male or female
under the Title IX Law. In short, these
individuals who wish to freely express
their preferred gender identity are
soon at risk of being rendered invisible.
Presenting The Danish Girl as the
opening film is an approach to provide
visibility to marginalized transgender
individuals around the world. However,
the coupling of The Danish Girl with the
next film gestures to a more sinister
truth.

Morten Tyldum’s The Imitation Game
(2014) dramatizes the career of Alan
Turing (Benedict Cumberbatch), a
cryptanalyst who broke Nazi codes
for Britain during World War II, which
in turn saved an estimated 14 million
lives. However, throughout the film,
his personal life was investigated, with
the government finding out he was
homosexual, which was illegal in Britain
at the time. As punishment, he was
subjected to chemical castration via an
experimental estrogen treatment meant
to “cure” him of his homosexuality. In the
denouement, the visible results of the
hormonal therapy are depicted. Turing
is shown as mentally unstable and
physically sickly. We are presented with
a hero who is punished because of his
queerness, which instantly frames him
as a sympathetic gay character. Similarly,
in The Danish Girl, there is one instance
of Wegener bringing Elbe to get medical
help to “fix” her condition through
therapy and radiation treatment on
her genitals. Pairing this film with
The Danish Girl is important because
both offer examples of real instances
of queer individuals being punished
for “abnormal” sexualities and gender
identities. Yet, it is imperative that we
portray these uncomfortable realities
to audiences, as these are not made
up stories. They may be romanticized
for the mainstream market, but the
significance is still valid as the queer
community will be able to hail these
individuals as martyrs and pioneers
who have paved the path for the newer
generations. With nine Academy Award
nominations and the Academy Award
for Best Adapted Screenplay for writer,
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Graham Moore, it is unequivocal that
Turing’s life has been immortalized in a
significant way.
Although Turing’s gay subplot
takes prominence toward the end of
the third act, the fact that his own
country betrays him, despite being
revered as a hero before he was outed
for his homosexuality, points to how
“oppression positions homosexual
masculinity at the bottom of a gender
hierarchy among men” (Connell,
2005, p. 10). Fundamentally, Turing’s
accomplishments and service to his
country were immediately disregarded
due to the fact that he possessed a
“deviant” sexual preference, which
made the British government perceive
him as less of a human being. Thus, he is
seen as the “other.” He is dehumanized
and subjected to castration. Turing’s
disconformity with heterosexuality
is seen as unacceptable in the view
of the British government, which
perceives Turing’s sexual orientation
as what Connell (1992) articulates
as one of the “contradictions to
hegemonic masculinity posed by
male homosexuality” (as cited in Bird,
1996, p. 14). Oftentimes, an idealized
masculinity is constructed by avoiding
traditionally homosexual or feminine
traits and performances. Being
homosexual in Turing’s time was seen
as taboo, an immoral act that countered
the church and society at large. The
same could be said for today; however,
one could argue we live in a more
tolerant time. Still, there is always room
for improvement.

on Harvey Milk (Sean Penn), the first
openly gay politician to be elected
from California in 1978. He served as
a Member of the Board of Supervisors
in San Francisco, California as a progay rights advocate after several failed
election attempts. Milk opens with a
voice recording of Milk reciting his
will in anticipation of an assassination
attempt, as he is a prominent activist
for gay rights during a time where antigay sentiment pervaded the public
consciousness of the United States. He
was, in fact, assassinated on November
27, 1978, at age 48. The film opens on
the eve of his assassination, which
would lead us to ask: Why would a film
open with the death of its protagonist?
Perhaps the intention was to prioritize
the rise of Milk’s career in politics and
gay activism. The filmmakers seem
to focus more on the life of Milk and
frame the diegesis to make audiences
forget about his untimely death, in
essence stating that what he did when
he was alive was more important than
the fact that he was assassinated. The
film was rewarded with eight Academy
Award nominations, with two wins
including the Academy Award for Best
Actor in a Leading Role for Penn for his
performance as Milk, and the Academy
Award for Best Original Screenplay for
writer, Dustin Lance Black. To top it off,
Black and director, Gus Van Sant, who
was also nominated for the Academy
Award for Best Director, are both openly
gay men in Hollywood who produced a
film about a prominent gay politician.
Milk begins in medias res,
leading to the denouement of Milk’s
death. This serves as the introduction
to the first act of the film and explicitly
frames the story of a gay man front

Milk
Gus Van Sant’s Milk (2008) focuses
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and
center—tragically.
Although
Milk starts with the aftermath of the
assassination of the protagonist, I argue
that showing his death first allows the
film to play out as celebrating Milk’s
life instead of focusing on the tragedy.
Milk is represented as a queer icon, a
fully realized human being instead of a
stagnant, “othered” dead body. In other
words, his death will not define him; his
career in politics and gay activism will.
Including Milk’s story is imperative to
promoting positive visibility of queer
narratives. A significant string of events
that took place in the diegesis in Milk is
how the Proposition 6 law banned gays
and lesbians from seeking public school
employment in the state of California.
Proposition 6 was one of the many
obstacles Milk faced in his struggle
for gay rights. Through his activism
and politics, the referendum failed,
which was a significant victory for the
gay community at the time. Today, we
have marriage equality under the law
for all Americans. We must reflect on
the individuals who pioneered and
championed these unprecedented
changes to get us to the present day.

election on November 6, 2018, those
in the community seem to continue
to be treated as second-class citizens
in the United States, being subjected
to violence (CNN, 2018). It was not too
long ago that Pulse, a gay nightclub in
Orlando, Florida, was subject to one
of the deadliest mass shootings in the
United States. Gay and lesbian deaths
are all too common in our films and
reality. We need films like Milk to reaffirm
the progress for equal rights under the
law for gay and lesbian individuals is
headed in the right direction. However,
how do we justify the inclusion of Milk,
which depicts a dead gay man in the
very first minutes of the film? If we are
suggesting that we program these films
together to advocate for a more positive
and accurate representation of queer
characters, perhaps we should avoid
romanticizing the lived experiences of
queer historical figures. History is ugly.
Too many queer individuals die too
young.

Queer Tragedy
The unfortunate fact of the matter
is that we include films that show
queer pain and death, which has
been a recurring trope in Hollywood.
Hollywood has often killed off queer
characters throughout history as
“films punish their queer characters
by killing them in quite brutal ways,”
portraying the unfortunate fact that
queer characters seem to be disposable,
or “sideline” characters in Hollywood
films, or serve as supporting characters,
such as the “gay best friend” character
(Benshoff & Griffin, 2006, p. 90). Queer
characters often function to support the
lead characters that, by and large, tend

Gay Rights Today
Although same-sex marriage is legal in
the United States, the Supreme Court
recently ruled in favor of the baker
that refused a gay couple service for a
wedding cake, utilizing the protection
of the First Amendment for free speech
and religious expression (ABC News,
2018). With the progress that has been
made for LGBTQIA+ rights and visibility,
especially with Jared Polis becoming the
first openly gay governor elected in the
United States after the recent midterm
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to be heterosexual and cisgender. The
unfortunate fact of all these three films
is their depictions of queer tragedy.
In The Danish Girl, Elbe dies after her
surgery. The film shows a biologically
male individual transitioning to
identifying as a woman. Many audience
members may be exposed to this kind of
story for the first time and be touched
by Elbe’s gender identity struggle. In The
Imitation Game, Turing meets a terrible
fate with his chemical castration, which
leads to his eventual suicide from one
year of treatment. At first glance, this
story seems tragic, however, the reality
is that Turing will be hailed as not
only a war hero but a queer hero. In
Milk, although the story of Milk meets
a tragic ending, the film will compel
audiences to identify parallels of the
gay and lesbian struggle for civil rights
to the transgender struggle happening
today. I argue that the aforementioned
films depict the greatness of these real
historical figures. Their deaths and
pain take a back seat to the actual
lives they lived as shown in each of
the films. This screening will not only
have a large impact in inspiring change
beyond the movie theater, but also in
catalyzing discussion into the public
sphere to influence policy, tolerance,
and acceptance regarding nonheteronormative identities and nonheterosexual sexualities.

queer representation has the potential
of being catalyzed on a grand scale.
The significance of this screening is
that these mainstream Hollywood
films signify the importance of queer
stories and voices. They matter
because Hollywood has the potential to
influence global culture and economy
as in “no other cultural area is America’s
export prowess so strong. Movies are
very expensive to make” (Cowen, 2015,
p. 405). If Hollywood is paying attention
to these underrepresented stories and
voices, there is a higher chance that
a mainstream audience will too. It is
important to reflect on the success of
the films in regards to accolades and
box office. However, programming
these films together gestures to the
importance of bringing to the forefront
the history of those that have come
before. It is imperative that we promote
the significance of the adaptations of
true queer powerhouses to the screen
as these are real role models to draw
inspiration from. If we want real
change, I believe we have to start from
working within the Hollywood system
to really make a global impact. Not
to put doubt on more underground,
independent queer film, but I believe
accolades matter because they lead
to the visibility of a film. 26.5 million
viewers tuned in for the 90th Academy
Awards last year. This is a huge platform
for any feature film, especially queercentric narratives. I strongly believe
screening these three films together
for a single night will be an excellent
catalyst for discussion regarding the
global queer experience.
We are presented with three
different queer individuals who lived
very different lives in different time

Conclusion
The inclusion of these three films
create visibility for queer historical
figures, thus, queer representation at
large. As Academy Award-nominated
films, these depictions have reached a
stage where the national dialogue on
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periods. History is an incredibly
important tool to reach marginalized
individuals that did not know their
own history. Queer youth and adults
will be able to use this screening as
inspiration towards more advocacy
work and potentially producing queercentric films that can take more of
an intersectional lens. This screening
seeks to subvert the male gaze, the
heterosexual, heteronormative lens we
are often forced to view films through.
Film festivals are a place to learn and
discover. These films provide the perfect
educational entertainment. What better
way to teach history than with fiction, at
24 frames per second, in a dark movie
theater, with characters you fall in love
with that have gone through similar
experiences as you? Perhaps you are gay
and you really found Milk and Turing to
be highly inspirational. Perhaps you are
a transgender woman that never really
saw herself on-screen until seeing The
Danish Girl. Ultimately, that is who I

want to cater to through this screening,
the queer individuals that feel invisible
and marginalized. Hopefully, seeing
characters similar to themselves will
inspire queer individuals to empower
themselves through coming out and
making their voices heard. Ultimately,
this screening gives a voice to the queer
community using cinema as the mode
of disseminating queer history. Queer
experiences are human experiences.
Queer individuals are more than bodies,
they are characters that live on despite
the tragedy and politics involved
with being queer in a heterosexual,
heteronormative world. This screening
would immortalize these queer
historical figures further for future
generations to preserve queer history,
and mobilize more queer individuals to
go out and make queer history. I thank
you for your consideration of the “Queer
History Through a Hollywood Lens”
screening block for the hypothetical
queer film festival.
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